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Introduction 

Objectives of the Resource Package 

This resource package is intended to provide educators in the Grades 7 to 12 classroom 
with background materials and references to critically explore the events and aftermath of 
September 11, 2001. It is also intended to support teachers in their ongoing efforts to 
address issues arising from September 11 in their schools, classrooms and communities.  
The major focus of this resource is human rights, especially children’s rights.  

This document was prepared for publication during the American-led war against Iraq. 
You are encouraged to make connections between the information and resources within 
this document and current events. Several peace and anti-war Web sites are listed in the 
Resources section at the end of this document. This document continues to be a work in 
progress.  

How to Use This Document 

This document is organized into lessons, teacher resources, and background readings, and 
additional resource lists, including texts and videos for classroom use, available from the 
Fran Endicott Centre, the Toronto District School Board (TDSB) Equity Department’s 
library.  

Before beginning the lessons with students, take time to review the teacher resources and 
background readings section. This section includes some critical information on Bill C-36 
and on Islam and Muslims.  

Each of the five lessons in this document suggests a series of activities and includes 
handouts, listed as appendices. Each lesson builds knowledge and skills. Do not choose 
one lesson in isolation; instead, move through the lessons consecutively to develop a 
context and shared language in which to discuss issues. You will need to use your 
expertise as a teacher to adapt the content of the lessons provided here to correspond to 
your subject areas, the grades that you teach, and your students’ backgrounds.  

Many of the activities in this document depend upon Web-based research. Although the 
Web sites included throughout this document were checked before it went to print, some 
may not be active by the time you are reading it. Always visit Web sites before starting 
the lessons with students. If you cannot get access to the handouts using the indicated 
Web sites, hard copies of all handouts are included in this document.  

This document is a field-test edition with a community feedback form at the back. We 
encourage everyone to fill out the form so that we can continue to improve this resource.  

Why is it important to talk about September 11 with our students? 

Racism, Anti-Semitism, and Religious Intolerance 

Ø In the aftermath of September 11, 2001, we need to acknowledge the heightened risks 
faced by individuals who identify as Muslim or are thought to be followers of Islam. 
Individuals of South Asian or Arab descent, whether Muslim or not, have been the 
targets of harassment, religious intolerance, and racist violence. We need to be aware 
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of the risks for these communities and to respond decisively. As well, there has been 
an increase in anti-Semitic incidents globally.  

Ø We also need to challenge stereotyping, scapegoating, and misinformation that are the 
basis for racist incidents and acts of violence, and encourage students to separate the 
actions of an organization or individual from those of a particular group of people.  

Family and Community 

Ø The Equity Foundation Statement, Commitments to Equity Policy Implementation, 
and Human Rights Policy of the TDSB, and the Ontario Human Rights Code, provide 
context for addressing racism and religious intolerance in our schools. 

Ø Creating environments for students and staff in which they can work and learn, free 
from racism and religious intolerance, is not only sound pedagogical practice, but is 
mandated by TDSB policy and Ontario legislation. 

Ø The psychological and physical safety of all students and staff must be ensured in our 
schools and workplaces. Some teaching staff, students, and parents come from 
communities that are being targeted. Others have family and friends who have been 
directly affected by or who have experienced violence and war. 

Controversial Issues and Critical-Thinking Skills 

Ø It is important to help students learn about, analyze, and respond to recent world 
events in ways that enhance their capacity to think critically about the world. To do 
so, students need guidance in placing current events in a historic context. It is also 
crucial to help students explore peaceful political solutions and international 
processes to end conflict. 

Ø Controversial issues reflect positions that are usually strongly held and based in 
commitments to diverse values. Left unchallenged, controversy can separate and 
polarize people. Although teaching about controversial issues is challenging, it is a 
necessary part of the learning process. 

Preparation 

Educators need to familiarize themselves with the events of September 11 from a variety 
of perspectives and sources. This can seem like an overwhelming challenge, given the 
sheer amount of information available. We have included several articles and references, 
largely from independent and alternative media sources, to provide some critical 
background and context to the issues.  

Every lesson has a number of activities. It is important that you work through the lessons 
in sequence, since information is built upon in each lesson. Appendices at the end of each 
lesson include a list of Web sites for teachers.  

Classroom practices that encourage critical thinking and challenge racism and religious 
intolerance are most effective when integrated throughout the curriculum. Teaching and 
learning about racism and ethnocultural equity are ongoing processes. It is important to 
challenge ourselves and students to develop a framework to: 
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Ø learn and use a shared language 

Ø address incidents of racism and religious intolerance as they occur 

Ø make connections between equity issues 

Ø reflect on and challenge deeply held ideas and values 

Ø act proactively to challenge racism and religious intolerance 

Making Connections with a Range of Equity Issues  

Although the activities in this package focus primarily on issues connected to 
September 11, it is important to help students make connections with equity issues such 
as class, ability, gender, race, and sexual orientation. For example, all systems of 
oppression include stereotyping, prejudice, and discrimination. Teachers should help 
students understand these concepts and the ways in which they are used to marginalize 
certain groups in society.  

The Need for a Long-Term Commitment 

Like any good teaching, equity education is effective only when done within a particular 
context. In order to build a classroom environment in which the rights of all are 
respected, teachers need to spend more than one classroom period on equity education 
with their students. Teaching and learning about oppression are ongoing processes.  

The Role of the Reader Approach 

Many of the activities in this resource package use texts. All texts, including those in this 
document, have a particular point of view or bias. The Role of the Reader Approach is 
intended to give teachers and students a framework to deal confidently with bias at 
various age levels with a variety of texts, tasks, and topics. You can read more about this 
approach in the TDSB resource Reading in Toronto District Schools, 2000, pp. 283–288. 

Setting Ground Rules 

Ø Set ground rules for the use of appropriate language—avoid judgment, lecturing, and 
moralizing.  

Ø Support students in using active listening skills.  

Ø Explain that class members will hold many different opinions, beliefs, and interests. 
Respect does not require us to agree with everyone. We must act respectfully toward 
others, even when our views differ. Nevertheless, there are limits to freedom of 
expression. Derogatory comments or those that incite hate contravene the TDSB’s 
Equity and Human Rights policies and legislation. As such, they will not be tolerated. 

Ø Don’t be afraid to shut down heated debates for a cooling-off period. 

Ø Emphasize the importance of seeking factual information before drawing conclusions. 
If you do not know the answer to a question, simply say, “I don’t know.” 
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Ø Acknowledge the importance and value of the personal, cultural, and religious beliefs 
of all, and emphasize that each person is an individual, not a representative of a 
country, culture, or group.  

Ø Avoid making generalizations about religious and political perspectives. 

Ø Focus discussions on the destructive effects of hate, religious intolerance, inequality, 
and racism.  

Ø Emphasize that all loss of life is tragic. 

Ø If media coverage of backlash incidents is discussed in the classroom, make it clear 
that the school does not tolerate this behaviour. 

Ø Depending on the composition of your classroom and community, be aware that some 
students and their families may have direct experiences of violence and war. 
Encourage students to talk with you and, if appropriate, direct them to student or 
community organizations for support. 

Dealing with Harassment and Discrimination – Broad Strategies 

Ø Staff and students must report all incidents of discrimination or harassment to the 
principal. 

Ø Reinforce that you will not tolerate discriminatory acts or harassing behaviour, 
regardless of world events. 

Ø Tell students that you will not tolerate mocking comments about tragedy, those who 
died, or deaths that are the result of military action. 

Ø Encourage students to talk to a teacher or administrator if they have concerns about 
the behaviour of a fellow student or if they know of a student who is experiencing 
harassment. 

Ø Be aware of and be ready to prevent and stop any harassment/reprisals. 

Our schools must be spaces for all students to learn. We face challenges posed by recent 
events, but we must ensure that our classrooms foster a culture of peace, emphasizing the 
values of respect, dignity, and understanding.  

How Teachers and Administrators Should Deal with Incidents of                  
Harassment and Discrimination 

Ø Interrupt the comment. 

Ø Identify what the comment is and why it is inappropriate (e.g., “Your comment 
stating that the people who were killed deserved to die is disrespectful of human 
rights and denies victims their dignity.”). 

Ø Broaden your response (e.g., “In this school, we do not appreciate or tolerate 
comments that are hateful or condone violence against any group.”). 

Ø Re-identify the offensive behaviour (e.g., “Such comments can also be hurtful to 
others who overhear them.”). 
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Ø Ask for change in future behaviour (e.g., “In future, please pause and think before 
you speak.”).  

Ø Do not engage in arguments on the validity of moral or religious interpretations. 

School-Level Strategies for Dealing with Incidents of                                   
Harassment and Discrimination 

Ø Discuss strategies and encourage people to bring forward suggestions on a regular 
basis. 

Ø Identify newspaper and journal articles and learning resources to share with all staff 
members, and students, where appropriate. 

Ø If you hear anyone making statements that promote human rights abuses and/or 
violence, be consistent in your response.  

Working Definitions 

Stereotype: A preconceived, standardized, and oversimplified impression of the 
characteristics that typify a person, situation, etc. (The Canadian Oxford Dictionary, 
1998). Stereotypes are often developed with little thought, and they can lead to high 
levels of resentment, especially if they involve racial, ethnic, religious, or other group 
characteristics to which people are strongly attached. 
Prejudice: A set of attitudes and feelings toward a certain group or individuals within it 
that involves preconceived notions about that group or individual for which there is no 
legitimate basis in fact. 

Discrimination: Acting on prejudiced attitudes either overtly (e.g., through denial of 
jobs, services, or access to goods) or covertly (e.g., through rules that apply to everyone, 
but result in the exclusion of individuals or groups). 

Racism: While people in different contexts can experience prejudice or discrimination, 
racism, in a North American context, is based on an ideology of the superiority of the 
white race over other racial groups. Racism is evident in individual acts, such as racial 
slurs, jokes, etc., and institutionally, in terms of policies and practices at institutional 
levels of society. The result of institutional racism is that it maintains white privilege and 
power (such as racial profiling, hiring practices, history, and literature that centre on 
Western, European civilizations to the exclusion of other civilizations and communities). 
The social, systemic, and personal assumptions, practices, and behaviours that 
discriminate against persons according to their skin colour, hair texture, eye shape, and 
other superficial physical characteristics. 

Islamophobia: Hostility and contempt towards the practitioners and religious practices 
of Islam. In Western media, Muslims (the name given to followers of Islam) are often 
represented as terrorists and fundamentalists, with little understanding of Islam, its 
complexities, or its many practices and interpretations. According to Edward Said, the 
noted Arab-American critic,  

In no really significant way is there a direct correspondence between the “Islam” 
in common Western usage and the enormously varied life that goes on within the 
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world of Islam, with its more than 800,000,000 people, its millions of square 
miles of territory principally in Africa and Asia, its dozens of societies, states, 
histories, geographies, cultures (Covering Islam, 1981). 

In the aftermath of September 11, there have been heightened attacks and violence on 
individuals who identify as Muslim or are thought to be followers of Islam. Often, this 
has meant that individuals of South Asian or Arab descent, whether they are Muslim or 
not, have been the targets of harassment, racial profiling, and discrimination. In some 
cases, these attacks have been directed at places of worship. Another form of 
Islamophobia consists of inaccurate media coverage that equates Islam with terrorism.  

Anti-Semitism: The word anti-Semitism has been documented in writings as early as 
300 CE. The term Semitic originally referred to a family of languages that included 
Hebrew and Arabic. In the late nineteenth century, the term anti-Semitic was applied 
directly to hatred of Jews and not to hatred of all Semitic peoples. Today, anti-Semitism 
is used to refer to anti-Jewish hatred, discrimination, and oppression.  

Hate-group activities: These represent some of the most destructive forms of human 
rights-based discrimination in that they promote hatred against identifiable groups of 
people. Hate groups generally label and disparage people who may include immigrants, 
people with disabilities, members of particular racial, religious, or cultural groups, or 
people who are gay or lesbian. 

Human rights: Human rights affirm and protect the right of every individual to live and 
work without discrimination and harassment. Human rights policies and legislation 
attempt to create a climate in which the dignity, worth, and rights of all people are 
respected. The TDSB has in place policies and procedures to respond to human rights 
complaints and abuses that are based on the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms 
and the Ontario Human Rights Code. Under these policies, the TDSB supports the rights 
to equal treatment without discrimination based on age, ancestry, citizenship, colour, 
creed (faith), disability, ethnic origin, family status, gender, gender identity, marital 
status, place or origin, race, sexual orientation, or socio-economic status. 
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Lesson 1: Mapping the Consequences of September 11 
 
Time: 2 x 70-minute periods  
 
Overview 

 
Using various multimedia sources, students are asked to recall their emotional, 
psychological, physical, and speculative responses to the images, sounds, and headlines 
of September 11, 2001 and its aftermath. This will be a starting point to generate 
questions they still have about the incident. Students will demonstrate the far-reaching 
international impact of the event. They will also become familiar with and practise 
looking at a historical event through themes and issues.  
 
Getting Started 
 
Materials 

 
• chart paper 
• markers 
• overhead transparency of a world map (created from an Internet image or from a 

world map used in your school) 
• copies of world maps for students 
• at least five world atlases 

 
List of Appendices 
 
Appendix 1.1      Teachers’ Resource Listing of Web Sites 
Appendix 1.2 Poster of Headlines – Model 
Appendix 1.3 What do we remember, know, hear about, believe about  
 September 11? 
Appendix 1.4 Who was affected by September 11th? 
Appendix 1.5 After the Attacks: Reaction from around the World 
Appendix 1.6 Categorizing a World of Stories: What issues are common? 

 
Background Information 

 
Included in this lesson are articles, Web sites, and references from various media sources, 
to provide critical background and context to the issues, both international and national. 
Student responses to the images and sounds in this lesson and their own recollections of 
September 11 and its aftermath may be disturbing; teachers are asked to preview all 
Web-site visuals and audio clips.  
 
Lesson 1 primarily uses the CBC Web site on September 11. It is an excellent resource 
for relevant texts, visuals, and audio clips. Students who were exposed to North 
American popular media during fall 2001 should recognize and be prompted to quickly 
recall their reactions to the events of this time period as illustrated at these Web sites. If 
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computer facilities that can accommodate an entire class are limited in your school, 
students can be individually assigned to selected sites. Visual, text, or audio clips can be 
viewed at home or at the library from the collection found at “Around the world: How 
life has changed.” 
 
Because students are grouped in Lesson 1 to exchange information and views, it is 
important that they be given instruction on effective group communication skills. The 
ground rules are set out in the Introduction section of this manual. 
 
Activity 
 
Step A 
 
1. Present a visual/audio collage to help students remember the events of September 11, 

2001. Appendix 1.2 contains some images that may be useful. Other images can be 
found by directing students to the following pages on the CBC Web site 
<http://www.cbc.ca/news/indepth>: 
• “Snapshots: Seven Days in September” 
• “U.S. Under Attack: The Attacks and the Aftermath” 

 
2. Focus students on:  

• their memories of the event 
• the vocabulary they remember 
• their emotional reactions to media images and to other individuals around them 
• their impressions of the importance of the event 
• questions they had about the event 

 
3. Divide the class into groups of four and ask students to answer all of the questions in 

the chart below and that provided in Appendix 1.3.  
 
4. Each group should appoint a student recorder and a different student reporter. After 

students have had 10 minutes to brainstorm answers, ask the groups’ reporters to take 
turns presenting discussion results.  

 
5. Centrally record findings on a piece of large chart paper or transparency. 
 
6. Tell students that Column 4 will be used later when they have acquired enough 

background information to put together a hypothesis and research the data to support 
or refute this hypothesis. 

 
7. Focus students on the 5W questions (who, what, where, when, and why) to develop a 

structure for retelling those theories.  
 
8. Finally, ask students if they believe they know what really happened and why. Draw 

students’ attention to the differences between what they have heard, what they know, 
and facts. (Lead a discussion about theories or partial theories students remember 
reading or hearing about the event.) 
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September 11, 2001 
What words, phrases, or images do you remember about this date? 

Column 1 
What do we know? 

Column 2 
What do we want to know? 

Column 3 
What have we heard? 

Column 4 
What do we believe? 

What images do you 
remember? 
 
What feelings do you 
remember having when 
you first heard about the 
attacks? 
 
What feelings do you 
have now? 

What did/do you want to 
know? 
 
What confused you then? 
What still confuses you? 
 
What questions did you 
have? What questions do 
you have now?  

What explanations 
did you hear/have 
you heard? 
 
Where did you hear 
these explanations? 
 
 
 

What did/do you believe? 
 
How did you make sense 
of this event? 
 
What do you think 
happened? 
 
(Hypothesis formation) 

 
Step B 
 
1. Distribute the list of 25 countries found in Appendix 1.4 to the same groups as in 

Step A. Assign the 25 countries evenly among the groups. 
  
2. Tell students that they will use their atlas indexes to locate the countries assigned to 

their groups. 
   
3. Explain to students that the tragedy at the World Trade Center affected many 

countries directly. People from at least 62 countries were either killed or reported 
missing following the event. Appendix 1.4 contains only a partial list of countries. 
The activity in which they are about to participate demonstrates the far-reaching 
international reactions and consequences of one incident that occurred in one country, 
the United States. Ask students if they believe that there is an equal amount of 
international response to equally tragic events occurring in other countries around the 
globe. Why or why not? 

 
4. Project your prepared overhead transparency of a world map onto a screen or wall 

(see Materials section) and ask students to colour the borders of their countries on the 
transparency. Each group will be assigned a different colour, for example, Group 1 
colours borders with blue, Group 2 colours borders with red. Give each student group 
an adequate amount of time to complete this step.  

  
5. Instruct members of each group to use class discussion and newspaper headlines from 

Step A to do the following: 
• locate the nations presumed to be immediately involved in the attack on the world 

map—the United States, New York and Washington in particular, and 
Afghanistan 
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• use Appendix 1.5 to identify words from quotes and descriptions of different 
national leaders’ reactions that are descriptive of the immediate emotional 
reactions of nations around the world to the attacks 

• circle or underline the words that they believe illustrate the main reaction of each 
country 

• tell students that they will explain and share their findings in the next step of the 
activity with the rest of the class 

 
6. Instruct students to assume different roles in their presentation to their classmates. For 

example, some will read the quotes that they have been given and describe the 
emotional reactions of some of the people from their assigned countries, while other 
group members will locate and illustrate the country on the map on the transparency.  

 
When debriefing, it is important to point out that a small number of nations have the 
power to affect nations around the globe. Ask students if they believe that the 
reactions of a particular country’s leaders are representative of all of that country’s 
citizens. Ask why there might be differences.  

 
Step C 
 
1. Ask the students to view the materials at the CBC News Web site 

<http://cbc.ca/news/indepth/targetterrorism/people/> (“Around the World: How Life 
Has Changed”). The issues addressed here include racism, prejudice, violence and 
war, loss, homelessness, orphans, local/national/international security, Islamophobia, 
human rights/civil rights violations, censorship, basic needs, and international 
relations.  

 
2. Distribute Appendix 1.6. Ask students to read a selection of the stories and articles 

listed and use the organizer at the bottom to match the story or article with the theme. 
 
3. After students have completed this task, ask them if they have more questions that 

need clarification. Return to the initial four questions in Step A and add to Column 2 
in Appendix 1.3 with more questions generated by students. Make sure to debrief and 
follow up on each of the new questions. 
 

Step D 
 
1. Refer students to the Appendix 1.2 collage model. 

 
2. Instruct students, individually or in small groups, to create a collage that presents 

selected images, audio clips, and headlines of the issues and problems presented as 
consequences of September 11. Direct students to use Web research, as well as the 
Web site used in Step C.  
 

3. Inform students that they must use a world map as part of their presentation. 
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4. Discuss with all students how we might best understand the events of September 11 
and its consequences for our local, national, and international communities. Refer 
students to their completed Appendix 1.6. Explain that some of these issues will be 
the basis of further study in Activities 2, 3, 4, and 5. Finally, ask how the events of 
September 11 have affected people’s lives across the globe with respect to: 
• racism 
• violence and war 
• loss (of family members, homes, safety, etc.) 
• heightened security measures such as racial profiling or restricted movement 
• human/civil rights violations 
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Appendix 1.1  
Teachers’ Resource Listing of Web Sites 

 
1. CBC News – “Snapshots: Seven Days in September,” 

“U.S. Under Attack: The Attacks and the Aftermath.” 
<http://www.cbc.ca/news/indepth/usattacked/>.  

At this Web site, go to Photos section to locate the collages. 
 
 
2. CBC News – Target Terrorism: CBC News Special Coverage: War in the 

21st Century; “Diary – Fear At Home.” 
<http://cbc.ca/news/indepth/targetterrorism/people/diary_nawaz/nawaz09
11_0916.html>. 

 
 
3. CBC News – “Around the World: How Life Has Changed.” 
 <http://cbc.ca/news/indepth/targetterrorism/people/>. 
  See Appendix 1.6 for more information. 
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Appendix 1.2 
A Collage of September 11, 2001 
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Appendix 1.3 
What words, phrases, or images do you remember about 9/11? 

 
  

September 11, 2001 
What do you 

know? 
What do you 

want to know? 
What have you 

heard? 
What do you 

believe? 
What images do 
you remember? 
 
 
 
What feelings do 
you remember 
having when you 
first heard about 
the attacks? 
 
 
 
What feelings do 
you have now? 

What did/do you 
want to know? 
 
 
 
What confused 
you then? What 
still confuses 
you? 
 
 
 
What questions 
did you have? 
What questions 
do you have 
now?  
 
 
 

What 
explanations did 
you hear/have 
you heard? 
 
 
 
Where did you 
hear these 
explanations? 
 
 
 

What did/do you 
believe? 
 
 
 
How did you 
make sense of 
this event? 
 
 
 
What do you 
think happened? 
(Hypothesis 
formation) 
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Appendix 1.4 
Who was affected by September 11? 
 
The tragedy at the World Trade Center affected many countries directly. People from at 
least 62 countries were either killed or reported missing following the event; the list 
below is a partial list of 25 of these countries. 

 
 

Argentina China Mexico 

Australia Denmark New Zealand 

Austria France Pakistan 

Bangladesh Germany Russia 

Belgium Greece South Korea 

Cambodia Hong Kong Spain 

Canada India Thailand 

Chile Indonesia The Philippines 

United Kingdom   

 
 
In small groups, use your atlas to locate the countries assigned by your teacher. Outline 
these countries’ borders on the transparency of the world map provided by your teacher. 
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Appendix 1.5 
After the Attacks: Reactions from around the World 
 
(New York Times, September 13, 2001, copyright 2001, the New York Times Co. 
Reprinted with permission.) 

EUROPE 

European Union 
European foreign ministers, at an emergency meeting in Brussels, condemned the attacks 
against the United States, offered help with search and rescue efforts and in fighting 
terrorism, and called a Europe-wide day of mourning for Friday. 

Britain 
Prime Minister Tony Blair recalled Parliament from its recess more than a month early. 
He said that “the voices of democracy must speak out after terror strikes.” A 
spokesperson said the government feared that British victims of the attacks on the World 
Trade Center “could run into hundreds.” 

Russia 
President Bush spoke twice to President Vladimir V. Putin to discuss ways to combat 
terrorism. 

Germany 
Acting on a tip from the F.B.I. (The United States Federal Bureau of Investigations), the 
police in Hamburg searched an apartment where two men believed to be linked to the 
attacks in the United States once lived. The police also said the two men were believed to 
have lived in Florida from July 2000 to January 2001. 

France 
President Jacques Chirac planned to go ahead with a scheduled visit to Washington on 
the following Tuesday to meet with President Bush. Prime Minister Lionel Jospin warned 
against allowing the drive to punish terror attacks against the United States turn into a 
wider conflict between Islamic countries and the West. 

ASIA 

Afghanistan 
Fears grew in Afghanistan that the United States would attack the country for giving 
refuge to Osama Bin Laden, who was suspected of masterminding terror. Foreign aid 
workers, fearing retaliation if the United States did attack, began to leave. 

China 
President Jian Zemin told President Bush that Beijing was ready to join a campaign 
against terrorism. About 30 Chinese were missing in the World Trade Center, officials 
said. 
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Pakistan 
The head of the Pakistani Interservices Intelligence, who was visiting Washington, was 
called to the State Department to meet with Deputy Secretary Richard L. Armitage. 

North Korea 
North Korea, in its first public reaction to the attacks on the United States, said it was 
opposed to all terrorism. 
 

MIDDLE EAST 

Israel 
The country observed a day of mourning and flew flags at half-mast. President Moshe 
Katsev donated blood in a gesture to victims of the attacks. 

West Bank and Gaza 
Yasser Arafat, the Palestinian leader, also donated blood and angrily rejected any 
suggestion that Palestinians had rejoiced over the attacks, declaring that the Palestinian 
reaction was one of identification with American suffering and not satisfaction. 

Yemen 
FBI agents who were investigating last year’s suicide attack on the American destroyer 
Cole left Yemen, apparently fearing new attacks, a Yemeni security official said. He said 
the departure was a routine precaution and that no new threats had been received. 

Iraq 
President Saddam Hussein said the attacks on the United States were the result of 
America’s “evil policy,” contending that the United States exports corruption and crime 
through its military forces and its movies. He suggested Americans might have carried 
out the attacks. 

Syria 
President Bashar al-Assad called for “global mutual help” to eradicate terrorism and to 
protect human rights. The American Embassy in Syria, which the State Department listed 
as a state that supports terrorism, closed for a day to review security measures. 

THE AMERICAS 

Canada 
Struggling with more than 240 diverted planes and 30,000 stranded passengers, Canada 
reopened its domestic airspace, but warned of delays as it tightened its security. Any 
takeoffs by big jets bound for the Untied States would need United States clearance. 
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Mexico 
The 2000-mile border with the United States was in gridlock at major crossing points as 
Mexican commuters tried to carry on business in the United States despite heightened 
security. Mexican police said they found 33 Iraqis at a Tijuana hotel, apparently planning 
to cross the border as immigrants. 

Cuba 
Newspaper headlines in the state-controlled press were dominated, not by news of the 
attacks in New York and near Washington, but by a visit from the President of Mali. 

Chile 
There was a rash of bomb threats on American and Israeli diplomatic and cultural 
buildings, a government security official said. All proved to be false alarms. 

AFRICA 

South Africa 
Firefighters in Johannesburg flew an American flag at half-mast in a show of respect for 
their colleagues in New York, while scores of people placed flowers outside the United 
States Embassy in Pretoria. A memorial service was held in Cape Town. 

Nigeria 
President Olusegun Obasanjo sent “heartfelt condolences” over the “dastardly act of 
terrorism.” But in heavily Muslim northern cities, there were open celebrations over the 
attacks, with posters of Osama bin Laden selling well in Kano. 

WORLD 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 
The alliance declared that the terrorist attacks could be considered an attack on the whole 
alliance if they were directed from abroad, and invoked Article 5 of the charter, 
mandating joint defence, for the first time. 

United Nations 
The Security Council adopted a resolution condemning the attacks and called on the 
world to help find the perpetrators and those who sheltered them. The General Assembly 
voted to postpone indefinitely a special session on children, which had been scheduled 
for September 19-21 in New York. 

World Bank, International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
World Bank and International Monetary Fund officials said that they expected that their 
annual meeting, which was scheduled to take place in Washington on September 28 and 
29, and which has become a prime target of antiglobalization protesters, would be 
cancelled. 
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World Trade Organization (WTO) 
Negotiators, saying the attacks had disrupted consultations with their governments, 
postponed a decision on admitting China to the WTO until Monday. The decision means 
that a meeting planned for Friday to admit Taiwan would also be put off until next week, 
under a 1992 agreement that Taiwan could not become a member ahead of China. 
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Appendix 1.6 
Making Sense of a World of Stories: What issues are common? 

 
At the CBC News Web site <http://cbc.ca/news/indepth/targetterrorism/people/>, Around 
the World: How Life Has Changed, read the list of video, audio, and text materials and 
news stories that discuss the very different consequences and changes that September 11 
has had on the lives of people around the world. 
 
VIDEO:  CBC TV’s David Common on a home for the mentally ill in Kandahar, 

Afghanistan. (Runs 2:10)  
AUDIO:  CBC Radio producer Mary Wiens profiles the Canadians who died in 

the World Trade Center attack. From This Morning Sunday Edition, 
December 20, 2001.   
Part 1 (Runs 9:26) Part 2 (Runs 9:07) Part 3 (Runs 6:58) Part 4 (Runs 
7:56) Part 5 (Runs 6:56) Part 6 (Runs 8:21)  

VIDEO:  CBC TV’s Norman Hermant talks Tahera Baloch, wife of detained 
Canadian Shakir Baloch. (Runs 2:24)  

AUDIO:  CBC Radio’s Steve Futterman on comedians and Sept. 11. (Runs 3:12) 
AUDIO:    Reporter Robert Fisk speaks. (Runs 7:26) 
AUDIO:    Immigrants and refugees suffer after attacks (Runs 14:53) 
AUDIO:    Women in the Afghani government. (Runs 5:57)  
TEXT:    Taliban rules for women.  
AUDIO:    Food banks in NYC. (Runs 8:17)  
VIDEO:    Is political satire appropriate? (Runs 4:38)  
AUDIO & VIDEO:   Secret school for girls in Afghanistan. (Audio runs 2:38/Video runs 

2:22) 
VIDEO:    Children in Afghanistan. (Runs 4:38)  
AUDIO:    People detained after being released. (Runs 6:48)  
AUDIO:    Muslims alienated after Sept. 11. (Runs 7:13)  
TEXT & PHOTO GALLERY:  Pakistan’s anger.  
TEXT & VIDEO:   Women’s role in Afghanistan. 
AUDIO:    Children of Sept. 11 victims. (Runs 12:24)  
AUDIO:    Afghan women on Alliance’s gains. (Runs 8:07)  
VIDEO:    Denise Cantor, wife of a Canadian soldier. (Runs 5:25)  
PHOTOS:  From the frontline: Anger and arms 
TEXT:  The jitters: How to keep panic at bay 

 
 
 

What issues or sets of problems do you think are being addressed in these stories? Use 
the graphic organizer provided on the next page to identify the title of the story from the 
above list that you think best describes the issues presented. There are three blank spaces 
in the organizer where you can identify additional issues. 
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Appendix 1.6 (continued) 
Graphic Organizer 
 
 

Racism Prejudice Violence and War 

Loss Homelessness Orphans 

Local /National/ 
International Security 

Islamophobia Threats to Human 
Rights/Civil Rights  

Censorship Basic Needs/Poverty International Relations 
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Lesson 2: Examining Human and Children’s Rights 
 
Time: 4 x 70-minute periods  
 
Overview 

 
To place September 11 in context, students are asked to look at the theme of human and 
children’s rights. By using specified Web sites, students will become familiar with the 
concept of human rights, articles of the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights 
(UNDHR), and articles of the United Nations Convention of the Rights of the Child 
(UNCRC). Through a variety of activities, students will acquire an understanding of the 
wide-ranging objectives of human and children’s rights, from basic needs to more 
complicated human needs. Students will have the opportunity to apply their new 
learnings. 
  
Getting Started 
 
Materials 
 
• chart paper 
• markers 
• cue cards each individually listing push factors for population movement 
 
List of Appendices 
 
Appendix 2.1      Teachers’ Resource Listing of Web Sites 
Appendix 2.2 Human Rights: An Information Sheet 
Appendix 2.3 What are human rights? 
Appendix 2.4 What do children want and need in their lives? 
Appendix 2.5 A World Fit for Us 
Appendix 2.6 My Community Needs 
Appendix 2.7 Universal Declaration of Human Rights – Plain-Language Version 
Appendix 2.8 Declaration of the Rights of the Child – Plain-Language Version 
Appendix 2.9 Taking the Human Rights Temperature of Your School 
Appendix 2.10 Scenarios 
Appendix 2.11 Checklist of Needs, Wants, and Haves 

 
Background Information 
 
Pre-arrange computer facilities for the class and preview Web sites. Make cue cards of 
push factors for population movement as they are related to human rights. These might 
include access to proper nutrition, education, or health care, or issues related to mobility, 
war, persecution, and work. 
 
The TDSB has an extremely diverse student population. The life experiences of students 
should be acknowledged and used as primary sources on the topic of human and 
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children’s rights. Be sensitive to the reluctance of some students to share information 
about their own lives. They may have experienced human rights violations in Canada or 
in other places around the globe. It cannot be assumed that all students are prepared to 
openly discuss human rights issues.  
 
It is also important to recognize that human rights violations occur around the globe, in 
far-away countries and those closer to home. This means violations occur within Canada, 
within Toronto, and within our own public education system, including the TDSB. 
Steps F and G in this lesson explore this idea. 
 
Students need to understand the difference between human rights and an individual’s 
civil rights as identified in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The UNDHR and the 
UNCRC articulate the rights to which every human being is entitled, regardless of 
national boundaries or citizenship. These are the birthright of all human beings and 
cannot be earned or forfeited. Civil rights, on the other hand, are the rights that citizens of 
a particular nation are granted, such as the right to vote or the right to receive fair 
treatment under the law. Sometimes, as with Bill C-36, these rights can be curtailed or 
withdrawn. In addition, non-citizens living in or visiting Canada do not enjoy the same 
rights. 
 
Some of the activities in this lesson require students to “put themselves in another 
person’s shoes.” This requirement needs to be balanced with learners recalling their own 
experiences of discrimination and human rights violations.  
 
Activity 
 
Step A 
 
1. Divide the class into small discussion groups.  

2. Without having to disclose the specifics of their own experiences, ask students to list 
all the things they think are necessary for a healthy and creative human life. What 
criteria did students use to determine what is necessary and what may be desirable, 
but not essential?  

 
3. As a class, ask students to share the criteria they used to distinguish between needs 

and wants. What did they consider necessary for a healthy life? List responses on 
overhead or chart paper.  

 
4. Using this list, develop a class definition of human rights. Some guiding questions 

might include the following: 
a. Is it necessary for everyone to agree on each item mentioned? If we don’t agree, 

how can we negotiate a collective definition? 
b. When you hear the term human rights, what do you think? 
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c. Distribute Appendix 2.11. Ask students to fill out the checklist. Look at your 
needs and wants list. Are there other human rights you can think of that are not 
included on this list? If so, add them and explain why you think they are human 
rights. 

d. Do people have the right to everything they need? Why or why not? 
 
5. As a class, ask students to complete the following statement: “Every person should 

have the right to.…” Record answers and display in the classroom. 
 
(Adapted from p. 35 of Rich World/Poor World by Alyson Huntly, et al., 1987, and from 
the TDSB’s Challenging Class Bias, unpublished.) 
 
Step B 
 
1. Create a chart for students, using the one below as a model, on students’ ideas about 

Canada’s attitudes on human rights. 
  

Guide students through the basic 5W questions to begin initial brainstorming of ideas:  
• What are considered basic human rights in Canada? 
• Who receives basic human rights in Canada? 
• When are human rights observed in Canada? 
• Where are human rights observed in Canada? 
• Why are human rights observed in Canada? 

 
Canada and Human Rights 
What are Canada’s attitudes about human rights? 
What are basic  
human rights in 
Canada? 
 

Who receives  
basic human  
rights in Canada? 
 

When are  
human rights  
observed in  
Canada? 

Where are  
human rights  
observed in 
Canada? 

Why are human  
rights observed  
in Canada? 

 
2. Explain the term human rights, using Appendix 2.2. The numbers on the left side of 

the margin in this Appendix can be used in chunking information for English as a 
Second Language/English Literacy Development (ESL/ELD) students and students 
with special needs. Ask students to brainstorm the human rights that they believe are 
protected. Get students to focus on the central question: What makes our lives good? 
Guide the students to include responses such as employment and income, 
literacy/education, health care, food supply, water supply, and other human rights that 
guarantee meeting basic needs.  

 
3. Ask students to identify from Appendix 2.2 the terms they think describe categories 

of human rights: economic, social, cultural, political, civil, social welfare, etc. 
 

4. Help students create an organizer of these general categories of rights so that it 
resembles a bingo card similar to the one below. Distribute Appendix 2.7 or direct 
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students to <http://www.un.org/cyberschoolbus/humanrights/index.asp>, Human 
Rights in Action: Interactive Version of the UNDHR.  

 
5. Ask students to work in small groups and to take turns reading aloud the Articles of 

the UDHR for their fellow group members. Instruct them to enter each article from 
the UDHR under the appropriate heading. As in the organizer below, explain to 
students that they are to leave three spaces with question marks in the bottom three 
squares. In these spaces, students will attempt to generate category names for the 
articles that do not fall easily into an already identified category in the organizer. The 
first group to complete the bingo card can assist other groups with the completion of 
their cards. 
 

 
 

ECONOMIC RIGHTS 
 
 

 
 

SOCIAL RIGHTS 

 
 

CULTURAL RIGHTS 

 
 

POLITICAL RIGHTS 
 
 
 

 
 

CIVIL RIGHTS 

 
 

SOCIAL WELFARE 
RIGHTS 

 
 
? 
 
 

 
 
? 

 
 
? 

 
6. Help students identify needs that may not be guaranteed in Canada, thereby focusing 

on basic inequality, as identified in Appendix 2.2. If the students need prompting, 
draw their attention to issues such as homelessness, poverty, the growing gaps 
between the rich and the poor, cutbacks to the public education system, health care, 
and social welfare. Ask students to complete Appendix 2.3, What are human rights? 

 
Step C 
 
1. Ask students to form pairs. In the computer lab, distribute Appendix 2.4. Instruct 

students to go to <http://www.unicef.org/voy/learning/whole/wh1a.html> to complete 
the activity “The Whole Picture: What’s Missing?” As students work through the 
exercise at this site, instruct them to complete Appendix 2.4.  

 
2. In the large group, ask students to verify the definition that they have completed for 

human rights on Appendix 2.3 for any element that they may have overlooked in 
Appendix 2.4. These may include vaccinations, landmine education, access to energy, 
nutrition, peace, and gender equity. Debrief as a class. 
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Step D 
 
1. Form nine groups of students. Direct students to the Web site 

<http://www.unicef.org/crcartoons/>. Focus each group on the question: What rights 
should children have?  

 
2. Instruct the groups to compile and record the children’s rights illustrated on the site. 

Ask them to view all nine cartoons, then assign one cartoon to each group. Instruct 
small groups to select two or three illustrations of children’s rights for their assigned 
cartoons and report back their choices to the rest of the class. During the report-backs, 
discuss the following questions: 
• What articles of the UNDCRC are illustrated? 
• What is the relevance of the illustrations/animations to the student groups’ 

collective understanding of the Children’s Rights article? 
• What is the relevance of the article to students’ own experiences? 
• What is the relevance of this article to the lives of children from other  

communities at the local, national, and international levels? 
 

Note: There may be some repetition of the rights listed, but students should quickly 
gain an understanding of the rights presented. 

 
Step E 
 
1. Distribute Appendix 2.5, A World Fit for Us. Direct students to the Web site 

<http://www.unicef.org/specialsession/documentation/childrens-statement.htm>. 
 Instruct students to identify the following and complete Appendix 2.6, My 

Community Needs: 
• the human rights issues for children in their communities, neighbourhoods, or city 
• the human rights issues for children in their schools 
• the human rights protections that would satisfactorily meet those listed in the  

UNCRC 
• solutions to address the immediate Children’s Rights issues in their current  

community 
 
2. Encourage students to speculate on the Canadian government’s reaction to human 

rights abuses in the international community. Use the same chart as in Step B in the 
initial brainstorming session. 

 
3. Either direct students to <http://www.un.org/cyberschoolbus/humanrights/index.asp> 

to view an Interactive Version of the UNDHR, or ask students to return to their copies 
of the UNDHR, Appendix 2.7. 

 
4. Explain the concept of a Venn diagram. In pairs, ask students to compare the articles 

included in the UNDHR and the UNCRC, Appendix 2.8, using Venn diagrams. 
Which articles are unique and which are common to both the UNDHR and the 
UNCRC? 
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Step F 
 
1. Direct students to the Web site <http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/people/ 

features/childrensrights/worldnewsround/voice.shtml>, A World for Children: 
Children Report on Children’s Rights. The stories and activities at this Web site are 
extremely thought-provoking and informative for students who are diverse in age, grade, and 
English reading skills. The six stories included in this activity focus on the stories of children 
from the following countries and emphasize the UNCRC articles. 

 
 

Focus 

 

Article 
No. 

Child’s Name,  
Title of story 

Age Country Language 

Health 6 Rabie, A Right to Life 17 Palestine Arabic 

Education 28 Heba, Girls Are Victims 15 Egypt Arabic 

Inclusion 40 Main and Ajmal, Life in Jail 15 Afghanistan Pashtu 

Identity 22 Robert and Adrian,  
“Skinheads would say, 
‘We’ll kill the gypsies.’” 

12  
& 10 

Poland/ 
Britain 

Polish 

A voice and 
the right to 
information 

13 Atina, I’d better spend most 
of the time studying 

12 Albania Albanian 

A voice and 
the right to 
information 

12 Wali, Education must be free 12 Afghanistan Farsi 

  
2. Ask students to: 

• using the 5Ws, identify the children’s problems as they tell their stories in their first  
languages, or as the students read their stories in English 

• identify the article(s) of the UNCRC being violated 
• identify the article(s) of the UNCRC being violated 
• compare their own experiences with the experiences of the child in the story with respect 

to specific right(s) 
• write journal responses about: a) the feelings they would have if they were in this child’s  

shoes, and b) their ideas and suggestions about possible actions to take at the 
international, national, and local levels 
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Step G 
 
1. Refocus students on their own situation. Distribute Appendix 2.9, Taking the Human 

Rights Temperature of Your School, and read through the instructions with the 
students. Ask students to:  
• assess the state of human rights in their school community 
• identify any article(s) of the UNCRC being violated 
• write a journal entry on their feelings about their school’s ability to deal with human 

rights issues 
• compare their own thoughts, feelings, and experiences with those of the children they 

have read about in their stories 
  
2. Debrief the concepts learned in this activity with a role-play interview or a meeting between 

a Canadian student and his or her counterpart from one of the web site’s stories. 
 Such an interview is demonstrated in <http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/people/ 

features/childrensrights/worldnewsround/inclusion.shtml>, “I want a better life”—a 
recorded meeting of two girls, Andrea, age 11, and Victoria, age 9, who live very different 
lives in Brazil. 

    
Extensions 
 
Students can individually or in pairs create posters, using those in the Interactive 
UNDHR as models. The poster can be showcased in the classroom or school. In addition, 
students can develop action plans or leadership efforts to promote equity and human 
rights in the school, based on the needs assessment of their school community. 
 
Step H 
 
1. Divide the class into groups of five.  
 
2. Distribute copies of Appendix 2.10, Scenarios and Questions to Consider, to each 

group. Read the information titled “Centre for Policy Alternatives: Analysis of 
Bill C-36” for background information on the “Shantal” case study. As well, students 
may find Appendix 3.4: Working Definitions useful when responding to the questions 
attached to the scenarios. 

 
3. Ask students to use the Web site 

<http://www.tdsb.on.ca/instruction/areasofstudy/equitypages/docs.html> to access the 
TDSB Equity and Human Rights polices. Or alternatively, have a classroom set of the 
student brochure “Know Your Rights” (available on the Web site or from the Equity 
Department). If you do not have access to a computer lab at your school, contact the 
Equity Department or the Human Rights Office to receive hard copies of the policies. 

 
4. Have each group read the scenarios, answer the questions, and choose a recorder and 

presenter to share their responses with the larger class.  
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5. When debriefing this step, make sure the students understand that discrimination and 
human rights violations occur in Canada, Ontario, and Toronto, as well as globally. 
Refer to the section “Additional Resources and Background Readings” in this 
document for help in the debriefing. 
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Appendix 2.1 
Teachers’ Resource Listing of Web sites  
 
(From Geography of Canada: ESL/ELD Resource Guide (Grade 9 Applied, CGC1P), 
Toronto: Toronto District School Board, 2002.) 

 
§ Around the World: How Life Has Changed. 

<http://cbc.ca/news/indepth/targetterrorism/people/>. 
See list of video, audio, and text clips in Appendix 1.6. 
 

§ Cartoons of Children’s Rights. <http://www.unicef.org/crcartoons/>. 
 

§ Human Rights in Action. 
<http://www.un.org/cyberschoolbus/humanrights/index.asp>. 

Interactive version of the UNDHR. 
 
§ United Nations Cyber School Bus: Curriculum. 

<http://www.un.org/Pubs/CyberSchoolBus/cur.html>. 
 

§ United Nations Special Session on Children Home Page: A World Fit for Us. 
<http://www.unicef.org/specialsession/documentation/childrens-statement.htm>. 

 
§ Voices of Youth: Identity Puzzle. <http://www.unicef.org/idpuzzle/index.html>. 

Interactive Web site – Children’s Rights. 
 

§ Voices of Youth: The Whole Picture. 
<http://www.unicef.org/voy/learning/whole/wh1a.html>. 

Interactive Web site – Children’s Rights. 
 
§ A World for Children – Children Report on Children. 

<http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/people/features/childrensrights/worldnewsround
/index.shtml>. 
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Appendix 2.2  
Human Rights: An Information Sheet  
 
(Adapted from September 11 Crisis Response Guide, Human Rights Education Program, 
Amnesty International, 2001. Reprinted with permission.) 
 
What are human rights? 
 
Human rights are the rights a person has simply because he or she is a human 
being. 
 
 

1 All persons hold human rights equally, universally, and forever. 

Human rights are inalienable: you cannot lose those rights any more than you can stop 

being human being. 

 

Human rights are indivisible: you cannot be denied a right because it is “less important”  

5 or “non-essential.” 

 

Human rights are interdependent: all human rights are part of a complementary 

framework. For example, your ability to participate in your government is directly 

affected by your right to express yourself, to get an education, and even obtain the 

necessities of life. 

 

10 Another definition for human rights is those basic standards without which people cannot 

live in dignity. To violate someone’s human rights is to treat that person as though she or 

he were not a human being. To advocate human rights is to demand that the human 

dignity of all people be respected. 
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In claiming these human rights, everyone also accepts the responsibility not to infringe on  

15 the rights of others and to support those whose rights are abused or denied. 

 

Human rights as inspiration and empowerment 

Human rights are both inspirational and practical. Human rights principles hold up the 

vision of a free, just, and peaceful world and set minimum standards for how individuals 

and institutions everywhere should treat people. Human rights also empower people with  

20 a framework for action when those minimum standards are not met, for people still have 

human rights, even if the laws or those in power do not recognize or protect them. 

 

We experience our human rights every day in Canada when we worship according to our 

beliefs, or choose not to worship at all; when we debate and criticize government 

policies; when we join a trade union; when we travel to other parts of the country or 

overseas. Although we usually take these actions for granted, people both here and in 

other countries do not enjoy all these liberties equally. Human rights violations occur 

every day in this country when a parent abuses a child, when a family is homeless, when 

a person steals from another. 

 

Rights for all members of the human family were first articulated in the United Nations’ 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). Following the horrific experiences of 

the Holocaust and World War II, and amid the grinding poverty of much of the world’s 

population, many people sought to create a document that would capture the hopes, 
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aspirations, and protections to which every person in the world was entitled and ensure 

that the future of humankind would be different. 

 

The 30 articles of the Declaration together form a comprehensive statement covering 

economic, social, cultural, political, and civil rights. The document is both universal (it 

applies to people everywhere) and indivisible (all rights are equally important to the full 

realization of one’s humanity). A declaration, however, is not a treaty and lacks any 

enforcement provisions. Rather, it is a statement of intent, a set of principles to which the 

United Nations member states commit themselves in an effort to provide all people a life 

of human dignity. 

 

Over the past 50 years, the UDHR has acquired the status of customary international law, 

because most states treat it as though it were law. However, governments have not 

applied this customary law equally. Socialist and communist countries of Eastern Europe, 

Latin America, and Asia have emphasized social welfare rights, such as education, jobs, 

and health care, but have often limited the political rights of their citizens.  

 

In many countries of North America and Western Europe, governments have focused on 

political and civil rights and have advocated strongly against regimes or governments in 

other countries that use torture, deny religious freedom, or persecute minorities. On the 

other hand, human rights issues such as unequal access to health care or legal assistance, 

homelessness, environmental pollution, child poverty, racism, barriers to workplaces, 

lack of affordable housing, hunger (food banks), and social and economic concerns that 
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affect groups in our society such as some of Canada’s First Nations remain ineffectively 

addressed problems. At times, it must seem that some governments care more for the 

state of human rights in other countries than their own. 55 
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Appendix 2.3 
What are human rights?  
 
(Reprinted with permission from Geography of Canada: ESL/ELD Resource Guide 
(Grade 9 Applied CGC1P), Toronto: Toronto District School Board, 2002.) 
 

Generate questions from the information you have learned. Ask a partner for his or 

her answers. 

        

• What __________________________________________________________? 

• Who __________________________________________________________? 

• Where ________________________________________________________? 

• When _________________________________________________________? 

• How __________________________________________________________? 

 
 

With your class and teacher, complete the organizer below:  
 
 

WHAT ARE HUMAN RIGHTS? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Human Rights 
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Appendix 2.4 
What do children want and need in their lives? 
 
Complete the organizer below with information from the Web-site activity “The Whole 
Picture: What’s Missing?”, <http://www.unicef.org/voy/learning/whole/wh1a.html>. 
 

‘What is missing?” What aspect of human rights seems 
to be missing in these children’s lives?  

In what country 
was this photo 

taken? 

What are the 
children doing? 
Write a short 
description. 

General human right Specific example 

1. Thailand  
 
 
 

Health care  Vaccinations—shots against 
sickness 

2.  
 
 
 

Education 
 

 

3. El Salvador  
 
 
 

  

4. A young woman 
with a baby smiles 
because 
_______________ 
_______________ 
 

  

5  
 
 
 

Health care 
Nutrition 
 

 

6. Bosnia  A little girl stands 
beside a soldier’s 
rifle. 
 
 
 

  

 
After you complete this chart, can you see any aspects of human rights that we have 
forgotten to include from our definition (organizer) of what makes up human rights from 
Appendix 2.2? What is missing? Add these aspects to your organizer. Most of the 
countries listed are developing countries. Human rights violations occur in all countries 
around the globe. List some of the countries that are missing. 
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Appendix 2.5 
A World Fit for Us 
 
Message from the Children’s Forum, delivered to the UN General Assembly Special 
Session on Children by child delegates, Gabriela Azurduy Arrieta, 13, from Bolivia and 
Audrey Cheynut, 17, from Monaco on 8 May 2002. 
 
We are the world’s children. 
We are the victims of exploitation and abuse.  
We are street children.  
We are the children of war.  
We are the victims and orphans of HIV/AIDS.  
We are denied good quality education and health care.  
We are victims of political, economic, cultural, religious, and environmental 
discrimination.  
We are children whose voices are not being heard: it is time we are taken into account.  
 
We want a world fit for children, because a world fit for us is a world fit for everyone.  
 
In this world,  
We see respect for the rights of the child:  
§ governments and adults having a real and effective commitment to the principle of 

children’s rights and applying the Convention on the Rights of the Child to all 
children,  

§ safe, secure and healthy environments for children in families, communities, and 
nations.  

 
We see an end to exploitation, abuse and violence:  
§ laws that protect children from exploitation and abuse being implemented and 

respected by all; 
§ centres and programmes that help to rebuild the lives of victimized children.  
 
We see an end to war:  
§ world leaders resolving conflict through peaceful dialogue instead of by using force;  
§ child refugees and child victims of war protected in every way and having the same 

opportunities as all other children; 
§ disarmament, elimination of the arms trade, and an end to the use of child soldiers.  
 
We see the provision of health care:  
§ affordable and accessible life-saving drugs and treatment for all children; 
§ strong and accountable partnerships established among all to promote better health 

for children.  
 
We see the eradication of HIV/AIDS:  
§ educational systems that include HIV prevention programmes; 
§ free testing and counselling centres; 
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§ information about HIV/AIDS freely available to the public; 
§ orphans of AIDS and children living with HIV/AIDS cared for and enjoying the same 

opportunities as all other children.  
 
We see the protection of the environment:  
§ conservation and rescue of natural resources; 
§ awareness of the need to live in environments that are healthy and favourable to our 

development; 
§ accessible surroundings for children with special needs.  
 
We see an end to the vicious cycle of poverty:  
§ anti-poverty committees that bring about transparency in expenditure and give 

attention to the needs of all children; 
§ cancellation of the debt that impedes progress for children.  
 
We see the provision of education:  
§ equal opportunities and access to quality education that is free and compulsory; 
§ school environments in which children feel happy about learning; 
§ education for life that goes beyond the academic and includes lessons in 

understanding, human rights, peace, acceptance, and active citizenship. 
 
We see the active participation of children:  
§ raised awareness and respect among people of all ages about every child’s right to full 

and meaningful participation, in the spirit of the Convention on the Rights of the 
Child; 

§ children actively involved in decision-making at all levels and in planning, 
implementing, monitoring and evaluating all matters affecting the rights of the child. 

 
We pledge an equal partnership in this fight for children’s rights. And while we promise 
to support the actions you take on behalf of children, we also ask for your commitment 
and support in the actions we are taking, because the children of the world are 
misunderstood.  
 
We are not the sources of problems; we are the resources that are needed to solve them.  
We are not expenses; we are investments.  
We are not just young people; we are people and citizens of this world.  
 
Until others accept their responsibility to us, we will fight for our rights.  
We have the will, the knowledge, the sensitivity and the dedication.  
We promise that as adults we will defend children’s rights with the same passion that we 

have now as children.  
We promise to treat each other with dignity and respect.  
We promise to be open and sensitive to our differences.  
 
We are the children of the world, and despite our different backgrounds, we share a 
common reality.  
We are united by our struggle to make the world a better place for all. 
You call us the future, but we are also the present.  
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Appendix 2.6 
My Community Needs 

 
Work in groups and record your answers to the following questions: 

 
1. What human rights issues/problems do the children in your country of 

origin face? 
 
 
 
 
 
2. What human rights issues/problems do the children in your community in 

Canada face? 
 
 
 
 
 
3. What do you and your peers need for all human/children’s rights to be 

adequately met? 
 
 
 

 
 

4. What does your community need to immediately solve the local 
human/children’s rights issues for you and your peers? 
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Appendix 2.7 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights – Plain-Language Version 
 
1  When children are born, they are free and each should be treated in the same way. 

They have reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a friendly 
manner. 

 
2   Everyone can claim the following rights, despite 
    a different sex 
     a different skin colour 
     speaking a different language 

thinking different things 
believing in another religion 
owning more or less 
being born in another social group 
coming from another country 

It also makes no difference whether the country you live in is independent or not. 
 
3  You have the right to live, and to live in freedom and safety. 
 
4  Nobody has the right to treat you as his her slave and you should not make anyone 

your slave. 
 
5  Nobody has the right to torture you. 
 
6  You should be legally protected in the same way everywhere, and like everyone 

else. 
 
7  The law is the same for everyone; it should be applied in the same way to all. 
 
8  You should be able to ask for legal help when the rights your country grants you 

are not respected. 
 
9  Nobody has the right to put you in prison, to keep you there, or to send you away 

from your country unjustly, or without good reason. 
 
10  If you go on trial, this should be done in public. The people who try you should 

not let themselves be influenced by others. 
 
11  You should be considered innocent until it can be proved that you are guilty. If 

you are accused of a crime, you should always have the right to defend yourself. 
Nobody has the right to condemn you and punish you for something you have not 
done. 
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12  You have the right to ask to be protected if someone tries to harm your good 
name, enter your house, open your letters, or bother you or your family without a 
good reason. 

 
13  You have the right to come and go as you wish within your country. You have the 

right to leave your country to go to another one; and you should be able to return 
to your country if you want. 

 
14  If someone hurts you, you have the right to go to another country and ask it to 

protect you. You lose this right if you have killed someone and if you, yourself, 
do not respect what is written here. 

 
15  You have the right to belong to a country and nobody can prevent you, without a 

good reason, from belonging to a country if you wish. 
 
16  As soon as person is legally entitled, he or she has the right to marry and have a 

family. In doing this, neither the colour of your skin, the country you come from 
nor your region should be impediments. Men and women have the same rights 
when they are married and also when they are separated. Nobody should force a 
person to marry. The government of your country should protect your family and 
its members. 

 
17  You have the right to own things and nobody has the right to take these from you 

without a good reason. 
 
18  You have the right to profess your religion freely, to change it, and to practise it 

either on your own or with other people. 
 
19  You have the right to think what you want, to say what you like, and nobody 

should forbid you from doing so. You should be able to share your ideas also—
with people from any other country. 

 
20  You have the right to organize peaceful meetings or to take part in meetings in a 

peaceful way. It is wrong to force someone to belong to a group. 
 
21  You have the right to take part in your country’s political affairs either by 

belonging to the government yourself or by choosing politicians who have the 
same ideas as you. Governments should be voted for regularly and voting should 
be secret. You should get a vote and all votes should be equal. You also have the 
same right to join the public service as anyone else. 

 
22  The society in which you live should help you to develop and to make the most of 

all the advantages (culture, work, social welfare) which are offered to you and to 
you and to all the men and women in your country. 
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23  You have the right to work, to be free to choose your work, and to get a salary 
which allows you to support your family. If a man and a woman do the same 
work, they should get the same pay. All people who work have the right to join 
together to defend their interests. 

 
24  Each work day should not be too long, since everyone has the right to rest and 

should be able to take regular paid holidays. 
 
25  You have the right to have whatever you need so that you and your family: do not 

fall ill; do not go hungry; have clothes and a house; and are helped if you are out 
of work, if you are ill, if you are old, if your wife or husband is dead, or if you do 
not earn a living for any other reason you cannot help. The mother who is going 
to have a baby, and her baby should get special help. All children have the same 
rights, whether or not the mother is married. 

 
26  You have the right to go to school and everyone should go to school. Primary 

schooling should be free. You should be able to learn a profession or continue 
your studies as far as you wish. At school, you should be able to develop all your 
talents and you should be taught to get on with others, whatever their race, 
religion or the country they come from. Your parents have the right to choose 
how and what you will be taught at school. 

 
27  You have the right to share in your community’s arts and sciences, and any good 

they do. Your works as an artist, writer, or a scientist should be protected, and you 
should be able to benefit from them. 

 
28  So that your rights will be respected, there must be an ‘order’ which can protect 

them. This ‘order’ should be local and worldwide. 
 
29  You have duties towards the community within which your personality can only 

fully develop. The law should guarantee human rights. It should allow everyone 
to respect others and to be respected. 

 
30  In all parts of the world, no society, no human being, should take it upon her or 

himself to act in such a way as to destroy the rights which you have just been 
reading about. 

 
This plain-language version is given as a guide only. For an exact rendering of each 
principle, refer students to the original. This version is based in part on the translation of 
a text, prepared in 1978, for the World Association for the School as an Instrument of 
Peace, by a Research Group of the University of Geneva, under the responsibility of Prof. 
L. Massarenti. In preparing the translation, the Group used a basic vocabulary of 
2500 words in use in the French-speaking part of Switzerland. Teachers may adopt this 
methodology by translating the text of the Universal Declaration into the language in use 
in their region. 
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Appendix 2.8 
Declaration of the Rights of the Child – Plain-Language Version 
 
1  All children have the right to what follows, no matter what their race, colour, sex, 

language, religion, political or other opinion, or where they were born or who they 
were born to. 

 
2  You have the special right to grow up and to develop physically and spiritually in 

a healthy and normal way, free and with dignity. 
 
3  You have a right to a name and to be a member of a country. 
 
4  You have a right to special care and protection and to good food, housing and 

medical services. 
 
5  You have the right to special care if you are handicapped in any way. 
 
6  You have the right to love and understanding, preferably from parents and family, 

but from the government where these cannot help. 
 
7  You have the right to go to school for free, to play, and to have an equal chance to 

develop yourself and to learn to be responsible and useful. 
 
 Your parents have special responsibilities for your education and guidance. 
 
8  You have the right always to be among the first to get help. 
 
9  You have the right to be protected against cruel acts or exploitation, e.g., you shall 

not be obliged to do work which hinders your development both physically and 
mentally. 

 
 You should not work before a minimum age and never when that would hinder 

your health, or your moral and physical development. 
 
10  You should be taught peace, understanding, tolerance and friendship among all 

people. 
 
This plain-language version is given as a guide only. For an exact rendering of each 
principle, refer students to the original. This version is based in part on the translation of 
a text, prepared in 1978, for the World Association for the School as an Instrument of 
Peace, by a Research Group of the University of Geneva, under the responsibility of Prof. 
L. Massarenti. In preparing the translation, the Group used a basic vocabulary of 
2500 words in use in the French-speaking part of Switzerland. Teachers may adopt this 
methodology by translating the text of the Universal Declaration into the language in use 
in their region. 
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Appendix 2.9 
Taking the Human Rights Temperature of Your School 
 
Introduction 
 
The questions below are adapted from the United Nations Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights (UDHR). The relevant UDHR articles are included parenthetically in each 
statement. Some of these issues correlate more directly to the UDHR than others. All the 
questions are related to the fundamental human right to education found in Article 26 of 
the Universal Declaration. It asserts: 
 
Everyone has the right to education… Education shall be directed to the full development 
of the human personality and to the strengthening of respect for human and fundamental 
freedoms. 
 
When “discrimination” is mentioned in the questionnaire, it refers to a wide range of 
conditions: race, ethnicity/culture, sex, physical/intellectual capacities, friendship 
associations, age, culture, disability, social class/financial status, physical appearance, 
sexual orientation, lifestyle choices, nationality, and living space. This is a much more 
expansive list than that found in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, but it is 
more helpful in assessing the human rights temperature in your school community. 
 
The results should provide a general sense of the school’s climate in light of principles 
found in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Obviously, more questions are 
needed, and follow-up questioning during the discussion will enrich the assessment. 
These questions can help identify specific areas of concern that need to be addressed. 
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Taking the Human Rights Temperature of Your School: The Questionnaire 
 
Directions: Take the human rights temperature of your school. Read each statement, and 
in the blank next to it, note your assessment of how accurately it describes your school 
community. (Keep in mind all members of your school: students, teachers, 
administrators, and staff.) At the end, total your score to determine your overall 
assessment for your school. 
 
Rating Scale 
1 - no/never 
2 - rarely 
3 - often 
4 - yes/always 
 
____1. My school is a place where students are safe and secure. (Art. 3 & 5) 
 
____2. All students receive equal information and encouragement about academic and 

career opportunities. (Art. 2) 
 
____3. Members of the school community are not discriminated against because of 

their lifestyle choices, such as manner of dress, associating with certain people, 
and choice of non-school activities. (Art. 2 & 16) 

 
____4. My school provides equal access, resources, activities, and scheduling 

accommodations for all individuals. (Art. 2 & 7) 
 
____5. Members of my school community will oppose any discriminatory or 

demeaning actions, materials, or slurs in the school. (Art. 2, 3, 7, 28, & 29) 
 
____6. When someone demeans or violates the rights of another person, the violator is 

helped to change his or her behaviour. (Art. 26) 
 
____7. Members of my school community care about my full human, as well as 

academic, development, and try to help me when I am in need. (Art. 3, 22, 26, 
& 29) 

 
____8. When conflicts arise, we try to resolve them through non-violent and 

collaborative ways. (Art. 3, 28) 
 
____9. Institutional policies and procedures are implemented when anyone submits a 

complaint of harassment or discrimination. (Art. 3 & 7) 
 
____10. In matters related to discipline (including suspension and expulsion), all 

persons are assured of a fair hearing, and impartial treatment in the 
determination of guilt and assignment of punishment. (Art. 6, 7, 8, 9, & 10) 
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____11. No one in our school is subjected to degrading treatment or punishment. 
(Art. 5) 

 
____12. Someone accused of wrongdoing is presumed innocent until proven guilty. 

(Art. 11) 
 
____13. My personal space and possessions are respected. (Art. 12 & 17) 
 
____14. My school community welcomes students, teachers, administrators, and staff 

from diverse backgrounds and cultures, including people not born in Canada. 
(Art. 2, 6, 13, 14, & 15) 

 
____15. I have the liberty to express my beliefs and ideas (political, religious, cultural, 

or other) without fear of discrimination. (Art. 19) 
 
____16. Members of my school can produce and disseminate publications without fear 

of censorship or punishment. (Art. 19) 
 
____17. Diverse voices and perspectives (e.g., gender, race/ethnicity, ideological) are 

represented in courses, textbooks, assemblies, libraries, and classroom 
instruction. (Art. 2, 19, & 27) 

 
____18. I have the opportunity to express my culture through music, art, and literary 

form. (Art. 19, 27, & 28) 
 
____19. Members of my school have the opportunity to participate (individually and 

through associations) in democratic decision-making processes to develop 
school policies and rules. (Art. 20, 21, & 23) 

 
____20. Members of my school have the right to form associations within the school to 

advocate for their rights or the rights of others. (Art. 19, 20, & 23) 
 
____21. Members of my school encourage each other to learn about societal and global 

problems related to justice, ecology, poverty, and peace. (Preamble & Art. 26 & 
29) 

 
____22. Members of my school encourage each other to organize and take action to 

address societal and global problems related to justice, ecology, poverty, and 
peace. (Preamble & Art. 20 & 29) 

 
____23. Members of my school community are able to take adequate rest/recess time 

during the school day, and work reasonable hours under fair work conditions. 
(Art. 23 & 24) 
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____24. Employees in my school are paid enough to have a standard of living adequate 
for their health and well-being (including housing, food, necessary social 
services, and security from unemployment, sickness, and old age) of themselves 
and their families. (Art. 22 & 25) 

 
____25. I take responsibility in my school to ensure other individuals do not 

discriminate, and that they behave in ways that promote the safety and well-
being of my school community. (Art. 1 & 29) 

 
Temperature Possible = 100 Human Rights Degrees 
 
 
Your School’s Temperature ___________________ 
 
 
 
Shiman, David. Economic and Social Justice: A Human Rights Perspective. Minneapolis, 
MN: Human Rights Resource Center, University of Minnesota, 1999. 
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Appendix 2.10 
Scenarios 
 
These scenarios are based on real experiences faced by Ontario youth and their families. 
Working in four groups, answer the questions at the end of the scenarios, using the Web 
site <http://www.tdsb.on.ca/instruction/areasofstudy/equitypages/docs.html>. Find the 
Equity Foundation Statement. Appoint a recorder and presenter for your group and be 
prepared to share your responses with the class.  
 
David 

David is an Ontario student who is suing his current and former high school principals 
and vice-principals for failing to protect him and his sister from a group of bullies and for 
not taking adequate steps to provide them with a safe learning environment. He 
experienced more than four years of homophobic and sexist harassment and abuse. Some 
of the incidents included targeting David on a World Wide Web site, name-calling, 
physical assault, and destruction of property. The bullying was pervasive and not dealt 
with by school staff or administrators. David has described his schools as “one of the 
worst places in the world.” He has also said that “opening the door every morning and 
walking into the school is like getting out of a trench and going into a battle. I no longer 
care about being cool and ignoring the things that happen to me. I want everyone who 
will listen to know about what I’ve gone through and how wrong it is. I’m going to do 
whatever it takes to fix the problem of bullying in schools so that no one else has to go 
through what I and my sister went through.”  

Omar and Sasha 

Omar and Sasha are high school students in the same Civics class. They are doing 
research together on a joint project about the rise in anti-Semitism and racism, 
particularly targeting South Asians, Muslims, and Canadians of Arab descent since 
September 11, 2001. They have discovered that there have been all kinds of 
discriminatory acts targeting Muslims, Arabs, Jews, and people of colour. In the U.S. and 
Canada, and in every country in Europe, mosques, synagogues, and other places of 
worship have been desecrated, burned to the ground, and spray-painted with hateful 
graffiti. Physical assaults against Muslims, Jews, Arabs, and people of colour have been 
rampant. In France and Denmark, candidates who denied the significance of the 
Holocaust reached the runoff stage of elections for the nation’s highest office. 

Omar and Sasha have noticed that these global events are visible in their school as well. 
For example, there has been a rise in hateful graffiti in the washrooms, including 
swastikas and comments that “Jews control everything,” “Muslims are terrorists,” and 
“Canada only for Canadians.” 

Shantal 

For her Individual and Society class, Shantal has been researching Bill C-36, a piece of 
Canadian legislation that deals with terrorism. Although she believes that the Canadian 
government has a responsibility to protect Canadians from actual and potential threats to 
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national security, she is concerned with what appears to be a lack of balance between 
Canadian security and the protection of individual and human rights. During her 
presentation to classmates, she outlines some of her concerns. Some of these are that the 
definition of “terrorist activity” is so broad that it might encompass legitimate protest and 
dissent, that entire organizations might get put on a public “terrorist” list without 
significant criteria, and that new investigation procedures remove the right to silence. She 
points out that some of the discrimination that Canadians who are Arabs, Muslims, and 
people of colour face stem from Bill C-36 and similar legislation in the States.  

Bill  

Bill is a high school student who has dyslexia. His parents bought him a laptop computer 
last year and he really likes to use it. He takes it everywhere with him. While he does his 
assignments on it, the spell-check program will correct almost all of his spelling 
mistakes. Bill’s English teacher takes marks off for spelling mistakes and stresses good 
handwriting with any work handed in. She discourages doing any assignments on 
computer. She thinks it is time Bill learned to be “independent: an important life skill.” 
She does not allow Bill to use his laptop during in-class sessions, and tells Bill’s parents 
that it’s unfair to the other students if their son is allowed to use a computer program 
when others must write without one. Bill’s parents are upset and threaten to write their 
school board trustee. The English teacher talks to the principal because she believes it’s 
important to maintain high expectations for her students.  

Nadya 

Nadya has always been a good student and a very active member of her gymnastics and 
track-and-field team in elementary school. This is her first year in secondary school. At 
her school, all students need to buy an activity card to have access to the computer room, 
to go to dances, to participate in sport teams, to be involved in the student’s council, and 
to work on the yearbook committee. Nadya is the youngest of four brothers and sisters 
who already go this school. Her parents have put their foot down. They can’t afford the 
cost of activity cards for all their kids. They go to the principal to complain and are told, 
“There’s nothing we can do about it. We are experiencing enormous cutbacks to our 
system right now, and unless your children pay for their activity cards, they will not have 
access to these enrichment services.” 

Patricia and Glen 

Patricia and Glen have been friends for years. They are in the same Civics class together. 
Patricia recently told Glen that there is a fellow classmate who keeps asking her out for 
dates. She has been really direct by telling him that she is not interested. She feels a little 
uncomfortable because she doesn’t want to be mean. But she doesn’t want to lead him on 
either. The guy won’t give up. Just yesterday he pulled her aside and asked if she was too 
good for him. Patricia is getting scared. Glen tells her to stick by him and the guy won’t 
bother her any more. 
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Questions to Consider: 

1. List all the issues relating to discrimination in the scenario. Specify the type of 
discrimination. 

2. At the TDSB, which parts of the Equity Foundation Statement and Know Your Rights 
brochure apply?  

3. Review the UNDHR (Appendices 2.7 and 2.8). Which rights are being violated in 
each of the scenarios? Explain.  

4. List the key players in the scenario. What are their roles and responsibilities? 

5. How can the incidents in this scenario be prevented in future? 
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Appendix 2.11 
Checklist of Needs, Wants, and Haves  
 
(Reprinted from Challenging Class Bias – Unpublished TDSB document.) 
  
Check all items you need, want, or have. If there are needs that you wish to add, do so. 
Items may be checked more than once (e.g., you may need an item and may also have it). 
 
          
  Need Want Have 
1.  love    
2.  more than 5 shirts    
3.  meat every day    
4.  television    
5.  safe water to drink    
6.  friends or family who accept and care about me    
7.  current styles of clothing    
8.  3 meals a day     
9.  an opportunity for good education    
10.  knowledge in school that represents the 

contributions of my community 
   

11.  several close friends    
12.  music to listen to    
13.  a bed    
14.  time to be alone     
15.  fair laws    
16.  things to look forward to    
17.  pets    
18.  more than 20 toys or games    
19.  opportunity to participate in sports    
20.  money to go on class trips    
21.  good physical health    
22.  ability to easily move around my school and 

community 
   

23.  time to read     
24.  books that positively represent my community    
25.  control over my life    
26.  access to good doctors and dentists    
27.  freedom to speak openly     
28.  the right to elect the government of my choice    
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  Need Want Have 
29.  self-respect    
30.  soap    
31.  roller blades    
32.  the right to freely practise my religion    
33.  time outside     
34.  fun time with friends    
35.  enough clothes to keep me warm and dry    
36.  freedom from discrimination    
37.  the right to be a member of a group of my choice    
38.  holidays    
39.  an unpolluted environment: clear air, water, and 

land 
   

40.  enough food to keep healthy     
41.  proper housing or shelter to keep safe and 

comfortable 
   

42.  the right to protest publicly against government 
actions 
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Lesson 3: What would you think if someone said… “All students are dangerous.”? 
 
Time: 3 x 70-minute classes     
 
Overview 
 
Students will have an opportunity to evaluate the stereotype of the “violent adolescent,” 
establish parallels between this stereotype and the treatment of Muslim students after the 
September 11 attacks, and examine violations of human rights as threats to peaceful 
communities. Finally, students will read about the impact of bombings on Afghani 
citizens, and will consider the similarities and differences between retaliatory actions 
against students and retaliatory actions against citizens.  

  
Getting Started 
 
Materials 

 
• chart paper 
• markers 
 
List of Appendices 
 
Appendix 3.1 Part A Scenario and Questions 
Appendix 3.2 News Article: “School shooting in Canada, wave of ‘copycat’ threats 

in U.S. follow Columbine tragedy” 
Appendix 3.3 Reports of Incidents Following the Terrorist Attack in Canada 
Appendix 3.4   Working Definitions 
Appendix 3.5 News Article: “Afghans didn’t hear U.S. planes until too late” 

 
Background Information 
 
The scenario presented to students in Part A may be uncomfortable for teachers and 
students because it deals with recent incidents of violence in schools. An alternative 
scenario is the internment of Japanese Canadians during World War II. An activity about 
the internment of Japanese Canadians during World War II can be found at 
<http://www.aclrc.com/Beyond_Blame.htm>.  
 
Hate crimes ranging from arson to assault have been reported by a variety of sources, 
including local police departments, media organizations, and Canadian Muslim and Arab 
organizations. An updated list of these articles is available from 
<http://www.aclrc.com/Beyond_Blame.htm> and also at the Islam in Canada news site 
that can be found at <http://www.islam.ca>.  
 
The readings for this activity demonstrate that some Canadians have responded to the 
attacks with prejudice, stereotyping, discrimination, racism, Islamophobia, and hate 
group activities. Let students reach these conclusions themselves. Some of the statements 
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in the readings of this activity are provocative; give your students advanced warning of 
this. Point out at the end of this activity that many Canadians have responded with 
compassion, understanding, and help. Examples of these positive responses can be found 
at the same sites as those listed below. Make sure that students have already completed 
Lesson 2 and have read and understood the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
(Appendix 2.6). 
 
Activity 
 
Step A 
 
1. Organize students into groups of four and instruct each group to designate a reporter, 

a writer, a questioner, and a researcher. Each group member is responsible for sharing 
his or her thoughts with the other group members. 

 
2. Distribute the scenario and list of questions to each student (Appendix 3.1).  
 
3. Read the scenario and questions out loud, then instruct students to answer those 

questions in their groups and prepare to report back to class. Give students 
Appendix 3.2.  

 
4. In the large group, summarize responses on chart paper or overhead. 
 

Responses to the questions in Appendix 3.1 may include the following: 
 

• It is not okay for the school to “punish” all the students for the wrongdoings of 
a few, but it may be okay to restrict some of their civil liberties. 

The “killers” were easily identifiable. If students offer this opinion, use news articles 
to point out that they looked just like other students and came from “good 
homes.” 

The “killers” were “crazy” or enraged. Early detection of problems in the home or 
school might have allowed parents and teachers to offer help before it was too 
late. 

• Metal detectors and security checks should be installed in all schools. 
Human rights were violated in the shootings and further violations could occur, 

depending on the actions taken by the school. 
 
Step B 
 
1. Using the same groups and roles already assigned, distribute Appendix 3.3 to each 

group and instruct students to read the articles. To accommodate ESL/ELD students 
and/or students with different reading levels, the numbered readings may be cut into 
strips and just one or two strips given to each student. Students within a group can 
read to each other.  
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2. Ask students to answer the questions at the end of Appendix 3.3. Have the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights on hand to help your students keep track of human 
rights violations (Appendix 2.7).  

 
3. Ask each group to report its findings to the rest of the class. Lead a discussion 

designed to show the parallels between the two situations. Create a flow chart of the 
information and ideas generated by the class. Have students copy this into their notes. 

 
Suggested questions may include: 
• In what ways do you think the two situations are similar? 
• In what ways are they different? 
• How do you think the responses you have been reading about might affect people 

living in Toronto? 
• Are some groups more affected than others? Who are they? 
• Can you think of other instances of stereotyping that have happened to other 

groups in addition to students and/or Muslims? 
• Why do you think people responded this way? 
• Have you ever witnessed, perpetrated, or been a victim of discrimination? 

 
Step C 
 
1. Have students read news reports of the bombings of Afghanistan after the 

September 11 attacks (Appendix 3.5). Remind students that the Canadian military 
supported the American-initiated bombings. 

 
2. Lead students in a discussion of the impact of the bombings on the Afghani people. 

Ask them to consider the direct and indirect consequences, as well as the immediate 
and long-term consequences. Have them refer to their original discussion about 
student shootings.  

 
Focus Questions 
 
• What are the similarities between retaliatory actions against students and retaliatory 

actions against citizens (Appendices 3.2, 3.3, and 3.5)? 
• What are the differences? 
• Is bombing Afghanistan a good way to prevent terrorism? 
 
List of Readings 
 
Ayed, Nahlah. “Officer praises troops ‘Ready to die.’” Toronto Star, July 15, 2002. 
<http://wwwtorontostar.com>. 
 
Constable, Pamela. “Afghans didn’t hear U.S. planes until too late.” Toronto Star, July 4, 
2002. <http://www.torontostar.com>. 
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Chomsky, Noam. “Terror and Just Response.” Z Magazine, July 2, 2002. 
<http://www.zmag.org/ZNET.htm>. 
 
Doctors Without Borders in Afghanistan. 
<http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/news/afghanistan.shtml>. 
 
Podur, Justin. “Why do they hate us, Part II.” Z Magazine, November 21, 2001. 
<http://www.zmag.org/podurhate2.htm>. 
 
Shalom, Stephen R. “Confronting Terrorism and War.” New Politics, no. 32, Winter 
2002. <http://www.zmag.org/shalom-confront.htm>. 
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Appendix 3.1 
Part A Scenarios and Questions  

 
Imagine the following terrible situation:  
A small group of students walk into a high school, shoot the principal and 
several other teachers, and then shoot themselves. 
 
1.  Should we conclude that all high school students are dangerous? Why or 

why not? 
 
2.  Should we punish all the students in the school until those who have 

information about this terrible event speak up? Why or why not? 
  
3.  How do we know which students are dangerous and which ones are not?  

a. Can you tell by looking at the students?  
b. Can you tell by their names?  
c. Can you tell by their clothes? 

 
Imagine: 
After the shootings, a teacher hears some students laughing and talking 
about the shootings. They say, “I’m glad that those teachers got shot.” 
 
 
4.  Should we conclude that all high school students are dangerous? Why or 

why not?  
 
5.  What might you want to know about the students who did the shooting 

and the students who said they were glad it happened? 
 
Over the past few years, there have been actual incidents of students 
killing people in schools.  
 
 
6.  Have you heard any suggestions for how to prevent this from happening? 
 
7. Which suggestions do you think are helpful and which are not helpful? 
 
8.  According to Jerry White, what are the causes of increasing school 

violence? Do you agree with his argument? Explain. 
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Appendix 3.2 
“School shooting in Canada, wave of ‘copy-cat’ threats in U.S. follow Columbine 
tragedy,” by Jerry White, 4 May 1999 
 
(Reprinted with permission from World Socialist Web Site, <http://www.wsws@org>.) 
 
1 The tragedy at Columbine High School has been followed by a rifle assault 
at a high school in Alberta, Canada on April 28 and a wave of “copy-cat” 
threats at public schools throughout the U.S. 
 
2 In an event eerily similar to the Colorado killings, a 14-year-old Canadian 
boy walked into his high school with a .22 semi-automatic rifle last 
Wednesday and shot and killed one 17-year-old student and seriously 
injured another 11th grade student. The incident occurred during lunchtime 
at WR Myers High School in Taber, a quiet farming community of 7,200 
people, about 110 miles southeast of Calgary, Alberta. 
 
3 Students described the shooter, who attended the school until this year, as 
unpopular and often ridiculed. Jason Loeppsky, 20, whose younger brother 
is a former classmate of the assailant, said, “I think everybody saw the kid 
needed attention and love basically and that’s something the kid didn't get 
from everybody in the community.” Witnesses said the youth was wearing a 
long, dark trench coat similar to those worn by the two killers in Columbine 
when he carried out the attack. 
 
4 In the aftermath of the Taber shooting, commentary in the Canadian media 
varied from discussion about the impact of budget cuts that have eliminated 
assistance to emotionally-disturbed children to that fact that Alberta has the 
highest percentage of gun ownership in Canada. 
 
5 Like their counterparts in America, the Canadian officials and opinion-
makers chose not to focus on the social and political climate that contributed 
to the shooting. Alberta, just north of the U.S. border state of Montana, is the 
center of the country’s Religious Right and the right-wing Reform Party, the 
Official Opposition in Canada’s Parliament. To enthusiastic applause from 
the Reform party, the provincial Conservative government has carried out 
savage cuts in social welfare programs and reduced taxes on big business, 
further intensifying the social polarization in the province. Reform  
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politicians, including party leader Preston Manning, have promoted gun 
ownership as the epitome of individual freedom, while appealing to 
backward sentiments against gays, the poor and French-speaking Canadians 
in Quebec. 
 
6 Although Canadian commentators have generally presented violence as an 
American phenomenon, bound up with the higher gun ownership in the U.S., 
such eruptions have increasingly taken place in the country. Just last month a 
former transit worker in Ottawa killed four coworkers at the city’s main bus 
station. 
 
7 Meanwhile, in the days following the April 20 shootings at Columbine 
High School, a wave of real and imagined violence has swept though school 
districts throughout the U.S. Reports of “copy-cat” threats came from every 
state in the nation, except Vermont. Overwhelmed by worried parents and 
perplexed by the scale of the threats, school administrators evacuated 
affected buildings and stepped up security and police patrols. Authorities 
arrested or suspended students for casual threats or for using words deemed 
“terroristic,” banned trench coats like those worn by the young killers in 
Colorado, and investigated students’ Internet web sites. Officials said they 
were particularly on alert last Friday, April 30, because it was the 
anniversary of Hitler’s suicide in 1945. 
 
8 “It’s a kind of hysteria. It has a mind of its own, a face of its own. It has 
taken on its own personality. I’ve never experienced it as a professional” for 
40 years, said Dale Glynn, principal of Everett High School in Lansing, 
Michigan, where Monday a student hurled homemade chemical bombs on a 
52-acre campus. 
 
9 A New Hampshire high school received a threat just hours before the vice 
president’s wife Tipper Gore was scheduled to arrive for a discussion about 
the Columbine shootings. In the nation’s capital, thousands of high school 
students were evacuated last week after an unidentified caller said a bomb 
had been placed in one of Washington’s public high schools. An 11-year-old 
elementary student in a Washington suburb was arrested after classmates 
told a teacher he had been spreading rumors about bombs. 
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10 In Brooklyn, New York, five 13-year-old eighth graders were arrested 
last Wednesday and charged with conspiracy to blow up McKinley Junior 
High School in Bay Ridge. The boys were overheard by a fellow student 
discussing a bomb plot and were found to be in possession of a bomb-
making manual. In Fairport, New York, near Rochester, police confiscated 
gunpowder, propane, and bomb-making books at the home of a 12-year-old 
sixth grader that they said was plotting to blow up his middle school. 
 
11 In Hillsborough, New Jersey, the district's schools were ordered closed 
Friday, after students received e-mail threats, reportedly sent by an 11-year-
old student, which said: “If we think what happened in Colorado was bad, 
wait until you see what happens in Hillsborough Middle School on Friday.” 
Near Philadelphia, a 16-year-old was reportedly turned in by his mother 
after he threatened her with a reference to the Littleton tragedy. Law 
enforcement officials later discovered a homemade videotape showing the 
teenager building what appeared to be a bomb. 
 
12 In Longwood, Florida, a 13-year-old student at Rock Lake Middle School 
was arrested Tuesday after reportedly threatening to place a bomb at the 
school and kill eighth graders who picked on him. A note on a crudely 
drawn map included the phrase “revenge will be sweet,” the Orlando 
Sentinel reported. 
 
13 Pennsylvania officials reported at least 60 bomb scares or other threats at 
schools; dozens of schools were evacuated in the Detroit area; and at a 
private school in suburban Oak Lawn, outside of Chicago, a 15-year-old was 
arrested after telling two girls he was going to kill the principal and a student 
and plant bombs at the school. An ax, knives, a rifle, shotguns and 
150 rounds of ammunition were reportedly found in his home. 
 
14 In California, three teenage students were arrested after police raided 
their homes and found bomb-making ingredients, a hand grenade, and a map 
of their high school. In Wimberley, Texas, four eighth-grade students from 
Danforth Junior High School were charged for allegedly plotting to blow up 
the school. And in Enid, Oklahoma, a pipe bomb was found in a school 
bathroom. 
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15 Commenting on the wave of copy-cat actions and threats sweeping the 
nation’s schools, Marice Elias, a Rutgers University psychologist who 
specializes in children, said, this behavior could be ”a signal of how 
disconnected and disaffected kids feel from schools. I think kids are angry at 
schools... because they feel schools have no place for them and no concern 
for them. The only ones who are valued are very smart or very athletic. If 
you’re not at the top of the game, you don’t matter.” 
 
16 One-third of teenagers who responded to a recent CNN/Time poll said 
they thought an incident similar to the Columbine shootings would be likely 
to occur in their own schools. One in five students said they knew someone 
their age who has talked about committing a serious act of violence at their 
school, such as shooting a student or setting off a bomb. 
 
17 The widespread character of these incidents underscores the fact that the 
alienation and social tensions that have been expressed through the eruption 
of violence in Colorado and other states is reaching an epidemic level. While 
U.S. politicians, from President Clinton on down, and the news media have 
focused on guns, parental responsibility and violence in movies and video 
games, they are only dealing with the symptoms of a much larger problem. 
None have addressed the underlying social and political sickness in America 
which contributes to such tragedies. 
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Appendix 3.3 
Reports of Incidents Following the Terrorist Attack in Canada 
 
“From death threats against an outspoken Calgary Muslim and a head scarf 
wrenched from a Montreal shopper practising hijab [wearing a head scarf], 
to a taunt spray-painted on a suburban Toronto synagogue, police say 
expressions of racial hatred have continued unabated since September 11 in 
Canada’s large cities… Police forces in Calgary and Ottawa report that hate 
crimes doubled in the 30-day period after the terrorist attacks in the United 
States on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon.” 
 
“Overnight, Canada has changed from a country of easy tolerance to a place 
where people who look dark-skinned are the targets of insults, threats and 
even physical attack, groups representing Muslim, Arabs, Sikhs and Hindus 
say… Hate-motivated crimes have skyrocketed in Canada since the terrorist 
attacks in New York and Washington last week… In Canada, many of the 
incidents are aimed at any dark-skinned person, regardless of religion or 
ethnic origin… On Friday night, a resident doctor at Montreal’s Royal 
Victoria Hospital was caught alone in an elevator with a man. He instantly 
began remarking on her Saudi Arabian background and began insulting her, 
Chantal Beauregard said on behalf of the hospital… In Hamilton, police are 
investigating a fire that heavily damaged the Hindu Samaj Temple. That 
follows on the heels of threats against the Mount Hamilton Mosque and 
attacks at mosques in St. Catharines and Oshawa… one of the Sikh priests 
was out for a walk in a Montreal park when he happened to look to the side. 
A man was forming a pretended gun with his index finger and thumb and 
pointing it at him. Then he made as if to shoot him.” 
 
“Ottawa – Police called for anonymous tips yesterday into a brutal hate 
crime in which a Muslim teen was beaten unconscious last week by a dozen 
white teens… The teens told the boy he was the reason for the World Trade 
Center terrorist attack and punched and kicked him repeatedly. He was 
beaten unconscious and left for five hours.” 
 
“There was a mosque in Oshawa whose windows were shattered and at night 
a molotov cocktail was thrown on the front parking lot of the mosque.” 
 
“There was a mosque in St. Catharines where the front door mat was set 
ablaze. There was a mosque in Montreal that was also firebombed but 
luckily vacant at the time. We have reports of university professors taunting 

 

 

Some 
people 
would 
argue that 
Canada 
has not 
been very 
tolerant in 
the past. 
What do 
you think? 
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students, we have reports from Oakville where five school students were 
physically assaulted, we have a report of a Muslim lady wearing a hijab 
(head scarf) who was almost run off the road for no apparent reason.” 
 
“One woman in Toronto’s Union Station was approached by a stranger who 
said, ‘If I had a gun I would shoot you right now… because you are Arabic.’ 
In another case, an anonymous e-mail to an Islamic School said the author 
hopes ‘that every believer of Islam gets a brain tumour the size of a 
football… You are sick and disgusting creatures, lowest form of life. You 
are below pigs.’ A phone message left on the answering machine of a 
mosque in Waterloo, Ont., was similarly hateful: ‘I hope you Muslims are 
happy… you better not walk out in the streets,’ the caller said.” 
 
“Arab associations in Edmonton, Toronto and Montreal have received death 
threats, said John Asfour, president of the Canadian Arab Federation… 
Halifax West member of Parliament Geoff Regan said Thursday his office 
was told of an incident in which a 15-year-old girl riding a public bus was 
yelled at and called a terrorist by two other passengers… In Edmonton, 
Alberta, pupils at the Edmonton Islamic School were allowed outside for 
recess Thursday after being kept inside earlier in the week over fears of a 
backlash. But both Lower Mainland campuses of the British Columbia 
Muslim Association will be closed until Monday after a threatening message 
was left on its answering machine.” 
 
“Two Halifax friends and others among Nova Scotia’s 15,000 Muslims, 
have been jeered at, spat on, and denied seats on buses… ‘People are afraid, 
especially Muslim women who are visible,’ said Cajee. ‘We had a woman 
walking down the street and people starting spitting at her. There was a 
woman standing at the bus stop with a little child and a car tried to run over 
her.’ ” 
 
“Customers are rallying around the owner of a Middle Eastern restaurant in 
Vancouver after a man threatened to blow up the eatery on the day of the 
terrorist attacks on the United States… A man has been arrested on charges 
of uttering threats against the restaurant’s answering machine shortly after 
the September 11 attacks. He said, ‘There better not be any employees there 
or we’re going to blow you up,’ said the owner.”  
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“A Vancouver man has been charged after telephone calls were made to 
Lower Mainland mosques, schools and cultural centres threatening to blow 
them up in retaliation for the September 11 terrorist attacks in the U.S.… 
Other crimes reported to the provincial hate crimes unit in the past three 
weeks include: a telephone threat to an ethnic restaurant in Vancouver, arson 
damage to two cars at a Vancouver car dealership owned by someone of 
Middle Eastern origin, and an anti-Pakistani sign on Highway 22 in the 
Kootenays.”  
 
“The bright orange stickers, expressing hatred and disdain for non-whites 
and immigrants by a U.S. group called the National Alliance, were plastered 
over several blocks near 19 Ave. and 30 St. S.E. yesterday.”  
 
“Saying they are under siege in their own country, Arab Canadians are 
shunning school, work, travel, and even the streets to avoid escalating 
harassment from fellow citizens angry over catastrophic attacks on the 
United States.”  
 
“City police have warned they will have ‘zero tolerance’ for racist crimes 
after a rock was thrown at an 18-year-old man Monday in what is believed 
to be an anti-Muslim attack.”  
 
“Teens charged for hate vandalism in Mississauga [Ontario]; Muslim 
community centre was targeted days after U.S. attacks.”  
 
Some Reactions 
 
“Fears of an ugly racial backlash in Canada and the United States have 
prompted Prime Minister Jean Chrétien and President George W. Bush to 
reach out to the Arab and Muslim communities in their countries and to urge 
their citizens to show tolerance… Appearing at an Ottawa mosque last 
Friday, Mr. Chrétien said he was ashamed of recent racial slurs and attacks 
on Canadian Muslims, including an assault six days earlier in Ottawa on a 
teenaged boy of Arab descent.”  
 
“The Prime Minister’s visit to the mosque was significant—not only to 
differentiate between radical Islamic terrorists and mainstream Islamic 
adherents and to apologize for the relative isolated anti-Muslim incidents— 
but also to tap Canada’s multicultural mosaic as a potential strength in the 
campaign against terrorism.”  
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“In Canada, the Islamic Supreme Council and Muslims Against Terrorism 
have set up hot lines in Toronto and Calgary for victims of threats.”  
 
“Ottawa – Several groups are calling for tolerance toward Canadian 
Muslims in the wake of Tuesday’s terror attacks in New York and 
Washington. The Canadian Federation of Nurses Unions held a news 
conference in Ottawa Friday to announce a campaign for all Canadians to 
stand up for Muslim and Arab Canadians… The Canadian Labour Congress 
applauded the campaign announced by the nursing unions… In Toronto, 
Anglican Archbishop Terence Finlay joined a Muslim prayer group after he 
attended a memorial service at a downtown cathedral.”  
 
“Halifax – Members of the Halifax Islamic Centre want to forgive a man 
accused of smashing the building’s windows over the weekend. Taleb 
Abidali, president of the centre, says the centre wants to meet with the 28-
year-old man to tell him how badly he frightened them. Abidali says the 
centre isn’t planning to make a complaint against him under Canada’s hate 
laws. He says members just want to show him the Islamic way, and let him 
know that they feel sorry for what he did.”  
 
1. Summarize your quote. 
 
2. What similarities are there between the school shootings and these news 

events, if any? 
 
3. In the article you read, what assumptions did the attacker make about the 

person he or she targeted? 
 
4. Use Appendix 3.4, Working Definitions, to identify the word(s) that best 

describes the action in the article. 
 
5. What human right(s) is/are being violated in this article? Refer to the 

UDHR, if necessary. 
 
6. Do you feel that the bombing of Afghanistan was a justifiable response to 

the September 11 attacks? Why or why not? 
 
7. Will denying the rights of specific groups of people make our country 

safer from terrorism? What do you think will make our country safer? 
Explain your response. 
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Appendix 3.4  
Working Definitions 
 
Stereotype: A preconceived, standardized, and oversimplified impression of the 
characteristics that typify a person, situation, etc. (The Canadian Oxford Dictionary, 
1998). Stereotypes are often developed with little thought, and they can lead to high 
levels of resentment, especially if they involve racial, ethnic, religious, or other group 
characteristics to which people are strongly attached. 
 
Prejudice: A set of attitudes and feelings toward a certain group or individuals within it 
that involves preconceived notions about that group or individual for which there is no 
legitimate basis in fact. 
 
Discrimination: Acting on prejudiced attitudes either overtly (e.g., through denial of 
jobs, services, or access to goods) or covertly (e.g., through rules that apply to everyone, 
but result in the exclusion of individuals or groups). 
 
Racism: While people in different contexts can experience prejudice or discrimination, 
racism, in a North American context, is based on an ideology of the superiority of the 
white race over other racial groups. Racism is evident in individual acts, such as racial 
slurs, jokes, etc. and institutionally, in terms of policies and practices at institutional 
levels of society. The result of institutional racism is that it maintains white privilege and 
power (such as racial profiling, hiring practices, history and literature that centre on 
Western, European civilizations to the exclusion of other civilizations and communities). 
The social, systemic, and personal assumptions, practices, and behaviours that 
discriminate against persons according to their skin colour, hair texture, eye shape, and 
other superficial physical characteristics. 
 
Islamophobia: Hostility and contempt towards the practitioners and religious practices 
of Islam. In Western media, Muslims (the name given to followers of Islam) are often 
represented as terrorists and fundamentalists, with little understanding of Islam, its 
complexities, or its many practices and interpretations. According to Edward Said, the 
noted Arab-American critic,  

In no really significant way is there a direct correspondence between the “Islam” 
in common Western usage and the enormously varied life that goes on within the 
world of Islam, with its more than 800,000,000 people, its millions of square 
miles of territory principally in Africa and Asia, its dozens of societies, states, 
histories, geographies, cultures (Covering Islam, 1981). 

In the aftermath of September 11, there have been heightened attacks and violence on 
individuals who identify as Muslim or are thought to be followers of Islam. Often, this 
has meant that individuals of South Asian or Arab descent, whether they are Muslim or 
not, have been the targets of harassment, racial profiling, and discrimination. In some 
cases, these attacks have been directed at places of worship. Another form of 
Islamophobia consists of inaccurate media coverage that equates Islam with terrorism.  
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Anti-Semitism: The word anti-Semitism has been documented in writings as early as 
300 CE. The term Semitic originally referred to a family of languages that included 
Hebrew and Arabic. In the late nineteenth century, the term anti-Semitic was applied 
directly to hatred of Jews and not to hatred of all Semitic peoples. Today, anti-Semitism 
is used to refer to anti-Jewish hatred, discrimination, and oppression.  
 
Hate-group activities: These represent some of the most destructive forms of human 
rights-based discrimination in that they promote hatred against identifiable groups of 
people. Hate groups generally label and disparage people who may include immigrants, 
people with disabilities, members of particular racial, religious, or cultural groups, or 
people who are gay or lesbian. 
 
Human rights: Human rights affirm and protect the right of every individual to live and 
work without discrimination and harassment. Human rights policies and legislation 
attempt to create a climate in which the dignity, worth, and rights of all people are 
respected. The TDSB has in place policies and procedures to respond to human rights 
complaints and abuses that are based on the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms 
and the Ontario Human Rights Code. Under these policies, the TDSB supports the rights 
to equal treatment without discrimination based on age, ancestry, citizenship, colour, 
creed (faith), disability, ethnic origin, family status, gender, gender identity, marital 
status, place or origin, race, sexual orientation, or socio-economic status. 
 
Discrimination against people with disabilities: Any action, practice, or behaviour, 
intentional or not, that has a negative effect on an individual or a group of people with 
disabilities. 
 
Class bias: An attitude that leads to discrimination based on an individual’s or group’s 
income, occupation, education, wealth, and/or economic means. 
 
Classism: The institutional, cultural, and individual set of practices and beliefs that 
assign differential value to people according to their socio-economic class; and an 
economic system that creates significant inequality and causes human needs to go unmet. 
 
Sexism: The institutional, cultural, and individual set of practices and beliefs that assign 
differential value to people according to their gender. 
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Appendix 3.5 
“Afghans didn't hear U.S. planes until too late,” Pamela Constable, Special to the 
Star, July 4, 12:20 EDT 2002 
 
(© 2003, The Washington Post – Reprinted with permission.) 

 
KANDAHAR, Afghanistan — It was just after 2 a.m. Monday, and the 
village wedding party was in full swing. At one house, women were dancing 
and clapping and beating drums. At another, in keeping with rural Afghan 
tradition, men were firing off rifles. 
 
“Everyone was making so much noise that we never heard the sound of the 
planes. Then the bombs came and we started running,” said Shahbibi, 30, a 
seamstress whose leg was broken in the stampede of fleeing women. “There 
was so much dust we couldn’t see.” 
 
When the air finally cleared over Miandao village and three nearby hamlets 
in Uruzgan province, all bombed or strafed that morning by U.S. military 
forces who believed they were under attack, 44 people were dead and 120 
wounded, Afghan Foreign Minister Abdullah Abdullah said yesterday. 
 
If accurate, the casualty count would be one of the deadliest single episodes 
of civilian casualties in an American attack since U.S.-led troops and 
warplanes began operations last Oct. 7 to hunt down and destroy remaining 
pockets of Taliban and Al Qaeda forces. Monday’s was the second such 
incident in Uruzgan, where U.S. Special Forces killed 21 villagers in a raid 
Jan. 23. 
 
American officials have said U.S. ground and air forces were patrolling the 
area because of recent reports that some Taliban or Al Qaeda fighters might 
remain there, and some Afghan officials said they believe Mohammed 
Omar, the ousted Taliban leader, is still alive and hiding in the remote, 
largely roadless region, 160 kilometres northwest of Kandahar. 
 
Yesterday, a delegation of Afghan and U.S. officials reached one of the 
bombed villages by road. Officials in Kabul, the capital, said the group plans 
to remain in the area until tomorrow to learn how and why the attack 
occurred and whether there had been any hostile fire beforehand. 
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Maj. Gary Tallman, a U.S. spokesman with the joint Afghan-American 
delegation, said an anti-aircraft artillery piece was firing on the American 
plane from inside the walled compound where the villagers said the wedding 
party was in progress. 
 
Tallman said U.S. aircraft had flown over the area hourly for two days 
before the Monday attack and each time the anti-aircraft gun opened fire 
from inside the compound.  
 
“For 48 hours our guys were watching them fire,” Tallman told Associated 
Press, adding that the anti-aircraft battery inside the compound was 
coordinating with other batteries in the region. “These guns were talking 
with each other.” 
 
Tallman acknowledged investigators had found no wreckage of the gun in 
the area, but said the compound had been identified by U.S. troops on the 
ground and verified by global positioning satellites and lasers. 
 
Visiting U.S. officers scraped blood samples into plastic bottles and picked 
up shell casings while a military photographer took pictures as evidence. 
 
U.S. military officials in Washington and Afghanistan have expressed 
condolences and acknowledged some errors in Monday’s raids over 
Uruzgan, but they have insisted that U.S. forces in the area were responding 
to a deliberate ground attack by anti-aircraft guns or other weapons. 
 
In Kabul, Abdullah said the attack could lead to a “war atmosphere” in a 
country trying to rebuild after a generation of armed conflict. 
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Lesson 4: Detecting Bias in the Media 
 
Time: 1 x 70-minute lesson 
 
Overview 
 
This lesson provides students with a list of eight factors that can help them detect bias in 
newspaper articles. They will apply this list to three very short stories, which, when 
compared, reveal bias through selection and omission, bias by photos, and bias by word 
choice and tone. Students are also encouraged to consider how the location of the writer 
and the age of the reader affect the bias of the story. 
 
Getting Started 
 
List of Appendices 
 
Appendix 4.1 What is bias? 
Appendix 4.2 “New freedoms: New hope for Afghanistan’s people” 
Appendix 4.3 “Education must be free for poor children” by Wali, age 12, 

Afghanistan 
Appendix 4.4 “Life in jail was very difficult” by Main, age 15, and Ajmal, age 15,  
 Afghanistan 
Appendix 4.5 How to Detect Bias in the News 
Appendix 4.6 Additional Web Resources 
Appendix 4.7 “Making progress in Afghanistan” 
Appendix 4.8 Supplemental Tools for Detecting Bias in the Media 
 
Web Sites 
 
BBC World Service. <http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/people/features/ 
childrensrights/worldnewsround/index.shtml>. 
 
Scholastic News. <http://teacher.scholastic.com/scholasticnews/>. 
 
Background Information 
 
For many readers, the bias in the Scholastic article, “New Freedoms: New Hope for 
Afghanistan’s People,” Appendix 4.2, will be subtle and hard to detect. The media has 
focused much attention on the fact that people from Afghanistan, women in particular, 
suffered gross human rights violations under the Taliban. It is likely then, that students 
will agree that the future looks brighter for Afghanis now that the Taliban has been 
ousted. What is omitted is the fact that the military actions taken to expel the Taliban 
have had consequences that exacerbate other problems already faced by Afghani people 
and that life continues to be very difficult. It also omits the political and historical context 
of the rise of the Taliban.  
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Students will need to extract from the second two readings the fact that many Afghani 
people are still living in refugee camps and that problems of poverty, drug addiction, and 
unequal distribution of resources make it unlikely that all children will receive an 
education. The teacher should be prepared to supply information to students about the 
massive food shortages, trauma to children caused by war, and lack of adequate health 
care in Afghanistan. (For excellent background information, see resources in 
Appendices 4.6 and 4.7.) These realities are obscured by the cheerful tone and limited 
scope of the “New Freedoms” article. Appendix 4.8 is provided as a further resource for 
teachers to work with students on media awareness and detecting bias. 
 
Teachers who want background readings that present a perspective that is critical of the 
bombings can read two other helpful articles that make these problems clear: 
 
Bunting, Madeleine. “This Futile Campaign.” The Guardian, May 22, 2002. 
<http://www.guardian.co.uk/comment/story/0%2C3604%2C718663%2C00.html>. 

Describes the drug situation since the fall of Taliban control in Kabul. 
 
Kolhatkar, Sonali. “‘Saving’ Afghan Women.” Z Magazine, May 9, 2002. 
<http://www.zmag.org/>.  
  “…the entire U.S. war against Afghans has been made more palatable to Americans 

who were told by the President that it was those Afghan women we were going to be 
saving by bombing.” 

 
If students did not do Lesson 1, or if their knowledge of conditions in Afghanistan is 
limited, they may need to read Appendix 4.7. It explains that children continue to face 
impediments to education, even though great effort is being put into getting all students 
back to school. The article outlines some of the effects of the war and barriers to 
children’s education. Please note that this article is not written to provide a historical 
context for the humanitarian crisis. 
 
Activity 
 
Step A 
 
1. Pre-arrange computer facilities so students can view articles from educational Web 

sites.  
 
2. Preview the material on-line. If you cannot get computer access for your entire class, 

use the articles in the Appendices. However, this will limit students’ ability to look at 
the articles in context. It is preferable to have students read the material on-line. 

 
Step B 
 
1. Introduce the meaning of bias by using the reading in Appendix 4.1. 
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2. Instruct students to read the “New Freedoms” article (Appendix 4.2) and answer the 
questions at the end. Additional guiding questions may be found in text boxes 
surrounding the article in Appendix 4.2. These are designed to help students identify 
moments of bias. 

 
Step C 
 
1. Hand out Appendices 4.3: “Education must be free for poor children” and 4.4, “Life 

in jail was very difficult.”  Alternatively, ask students to find these two articles on the 
BBC Web site <http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/people/features/childrensrights/ 
worldnewsround/index.shtml>. Click on the voice and information button on the right 
side of the screen. 

 
2. Ask the students to work in pairs, read the stories, and answer the questions at the end 

of both appendices.  
 
3. Debrief as a large group. 
 
Step D 
 
1. Instruct students to use the “How to detect bias in the news” article (Appendix 4.5) to 

analyze the differences in the three articles and answer the questions at the end of the 
Appendix. 

 
Extension Activity 
 
Resource Web site: Z Communications – Z Magazine. <http://www.zmag.org/>. 
 
Students who read at a college or university level may want to read articles from the 
War/Terror pages of Z Magazine. Some articles found at this site are critical of the U.S. 
bombings of Afghanistan. These articles can help focus students on how the omission of 
information creates bias, particularly compared with the “New Freedoms” article in 
Appendix 4.2. 
 
The readings are difficult and complex, although well-written. They are capable of 
sustaining student interest if students have already shown interest in the topic.  
 
Whether or not teacher and students agree with the perspective of these articles, they 
provide information required for students to recognize some of the complexity of the 
issues surrounding September 11 and the problems in relying on “easy” Web sites or 
newspaper articles for all of their information. This is also a good opportunity to point out 
that because large corporations control the media, the political agenda of people in power 
exercises a great influence on what is presented. More advanced students might want to  
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compare the Scholastic site with the UNICEF site (http://www.unicef.org/noteworthy/ 
afghanistan/). Although the UNICEF articles provide information missing in the 
Scholastic article, they present the West in an entirely positive light. There are many 
other possible perspectives. 
 
Bunting, Madeleine. “This Futile Campaign.” The Guardian, May 22, 2002. 
<http://www.guardian.co.uk/comment/story/0%2C3604%2C718663%2C00.html>. 

Describes the drug situation since the fall of Taliban control in Kabul. 
 
Independent Media Center. <http://www.indymedia.org>. 
 Another source of independent news coverage for students to use as contrast. 
 
Kolhatkar, Sonali. “‘Saving’ Afghan Women.” Z Magazine, May 9, 2002. 
<http://www.zmag.org/>.  

“…the entire U.S. war against Afghans has been made more palatable to Americans 
who were told by the President that it was those Afghan women we were going to be 
saving by bombing.” 
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Appendix 4.1 
What is bias? 
 
Bias can be described as a one-sided view about something, someone, or an issue. It is 
often a preconceived opinion—an opinion formed without evidence or proper reasoning. 
It may also be an opinion formed by looking at some evidence only and not all available 
evidence.  
 
We all have biases that are based on our own experiences or preferences. For instance, if 
the only milk a person drinks is cow’s milk, that person will probably develop a biased 
view that all milk comes from cows, even though people may drink milk that comes from 
other animals such as goats or yaks. This is an example of a bias based on limited 
personal experience.  
 
If a person prefers chocolate milk to plain milk, he or she might think everyone likes 
chocolate milk better. This is a bias based on personal preferences.  
 
It is probably not harmful if you don’t recognize that you have a bias in favour of 
chocolate milk or if you tend to forget that some people drink goat’s milk. However, 
when you are collecting information about serious world events, it is very important to be 
aware of your own biases and those of the people who are writing the information you are 
reading.  
 
Improving your bias detection skills over the news coverage for events like those of 
September 11 can actually begin with little things like thoughts about milk.  
 
Question: 
 
What bias is implied, but not stated, in the example of people’s ideas on milk?  
 
Answers:  
 
1. All or most people drink milk.  
2.  Human milk (breast milk) and non-animal milk (soya milk) don’t count when we are 

talking about milk-drinking habits.  
 
So, how do you learn to notice bias? One way is to read different accounts of a similar 
event and compare them.  
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Appendix 4.2 
“New freedoms: New hope for Afghanistan’s people” by Karen Fanning 
(From the Scholastic News Web site. Copyright © by Scholastic Inc. 
Reprinted by permission of Scholastic Inc.) 
   

 
Nine-year-old Ramin Atdia likes to watch martial arts movies and 
fly kites. In the eyes of the Taliban, however, the young Afghan's 
hobbies are not just fun and games. His favourite pastimes were 
considered crimes worthy of punishment.  
 
For five years, the Taliban stripped children like Ramin of simple 
pleasures like watching TV, listening to music, and playing sports. 
Today, however, the Afghan people no longer live in fear. Since 
the fall of the Taliban in November, they have begun to enjoy a life 
full of freedom and hope.  
 
Afghan girls are exercising their newly won rights by returning to 
school. Banned from the classroom under Taliban rule, they were 
robbed of the opportunity to learn for five years. Girls weren’t the 
only ones to suffer academically. The Taliban forbid women to 
work, which resulted in a shortage of teachers to educate boys.  
 
Like their children, Afghan men and women are no longer 
prisoners to Taliban laws. Many men shaved the beards they were 
forced to wear under Taliban rule. Some women shed their burkas, 
a veil that covers a woman from head to toe. Others, however, say 
they are not ready to remove their burkas just yet. Still, it is their 
choice to make.  
 
“Some women may not choose to get rid of their burkas,” says 
Alfred Ironside, spokesperson for UNICEF. “But it’s the freedom 
for making the choice that's important, not the choice that is 
made.”  
 
Under the Taliban, there were no choices—just rules. No TV, no 
singing, no makeup, no music, no bracelets. Afghans who violated 
Taliban laws suffered punishments including jail time, beatings 
stonings, severing of limbs, and in some cases, death. 

 
Many of those executions took place at Kabul’s Olympic Stadium. 
But the sports complex no longer rings with the sound of 
exploding gunfire. Now, athletes practice soccer, sprint around the 
track, and smack tattered punching bags—simple acts that six 
months ago were forbidden.  
 

Quickly draw a 
picture of an 
Afghani city today, 
based on the 
italicized sentence.  
 

What sorts 
of activities 
do you 
imagine 
Afghani 
children 
doing on a 
daily basis?  

What hobbies do 
you enjoy? 

Does this 
sound as 
though 
Afghani 
children are 
now safe 
from the 
problems of 
war?  

What verbs 
are associated 
with life 
under Taliban 
rule? What 
verbs are 
associated 
with life since 
the fall of the 
Taliban?  
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With the fall of the Taliban, Ramin and the other children in 
Afghanistan can look forward to a future that is filled with the 
opportunity to compete not only on the field, but also in the 
classroom.  
 
“Once kids are back in school, the possibilities for them are 
endless,” says Ironside. 

 
Questions: 
  
1. What was life like for children under Taliban rule? 
 
2. What is life like for children in Afghanistan six months after September 11? 
 
3. What has caused this change in the lives of children? 
 
4. Where did you get the information to answer #3 question? 
 
5. If you are reading this article on-line, how does the girl in the picture 

look?  
 
6. Does she seem happy or sad? How do you imagine her life?  
 
7. Do you think anything is missing from Fanning’s article? 
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Appendix 4.3 
“Education must be free for poor children” by Wali, age 12, Afghanistan 
(Reprinted with permission from the BBC Web site, 
<http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/index.shtml>.) 
 
Wali is 12. He is one of the thousands of Afghan refugees living in the border areas of 
Pakistan. 
 
The September 11 terror attacks on the United States and the U.S.-led war on 
Afghanistan, which began in October 2001, intensified a humanitarian crisis caused by 
years of drought, famine, and intolerance. 
 
The Afghan people are the largest group of dispossessed people in the world—recent 
figures suggest there are as many as 3.7 million around the globe. In the wake of the 
tragic events of September, the United Nations refugee agency (UNCHR) estimates some 
135,000 Afghans have fled into Pakistan. 
 
Like many of the refugees, Wali is aware of events going on in his home country. The 
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child says that children have a right to 
voice their views about issues which concern them. Article 12 guarantees a “child who is 
capable of forming his or her own views the right to express those views freely in all 
matters affecting the child.” 
 
In this report for A World for Children, Wali exercises that right, but his comments show 
how far there is to go in achieving many basic rights, such as security and education, for 
children in the region. 
 
Wali talks about the bombing campaign and expresses a desire to see peace reign in 
Afghanistan, an issue which is currently being discussed by members of the United 
Nations Security Council who are interested in setting up a broad-based multi-ethnic 
government in Afghanistan. 
 
When Wali was interviewed, events in Afghanistan were moving very quickly, with the 
ruling Taliban increasingly losing territory and retreating further into the south. Although 
the Taliban continue to refuse to hand over Saudi dissident Osama bin Laden, accused by 
the U.S. of masterminding the attacks on the Pentagon and World Trade Center, and the 
war continues, Wali conveys real hope for the future. 
 
After you read Wali’s story, answer the following questions: 

1. What information does Wali’s story add to the picture of education in Afghanistan? 

2. Were you surprised by anything you read? 

3. Why do you think thousands of refugees streamed into Afghanistan after 
September 11? 

4. Is your picture of daily life in Afghanistan different after reading this story?  
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This is Wali’s report: 
 

My name is Wali and I'm studying at a refugee school in Peshawar, in Pakistan. 
 
The Americans said that they would bomb only army targets, but they have bombed 
villages and other places, like hospitals. I know that they have attacked three 
hospitals, so it may be that they have hit schools as well. 
 
The Americans should take care not to bomb children in Afghanistan. In other 
countries people love their children because they are the future of society. If they 
love their children, they also ought to love the children of other countries. These 
children have a future, too. 
 
I was lucky enough to go to Italy for 24 days, at the time of the Pavarotti concert, and 
I visited students and schools there. It nearly made me cry to see the good schools 
and the curriculum there, because we have nothing like that in our country. 
 
There were schools open in Afghanistan under Taliban control, but I heard that they 
used the Arabic language and taught the Taliban's own sort of Islam. Anyway, they 
didn't have enough teachers. 
 
The Americans say that they want to establish a proper government in Afghanistan. 
If they achieve that, it is important that they are careful to do what is necessary for 
the country. We need good schools and a good curriculum, but we also need radio and 
television, which are important for the education of children. And, of course, we need 
hospitals. 
 
The schools should be established to match our needs, so, for example, education must 
be free for poor children who cannot afford to pay fees. Some people are in a good 
position and can afford to spend money on school, but we see here very poor refugees 
in some of the camps in Pakistan, like Nasir Bagh and Jalousai. I know this because my 
mother works for a women's organization and she meets some people in very desperate 
circumstances. 
 
Fighting is something which comes from people being disunited, but I hope to see in 
Afghanistan things that everyone agrees about, like peace and schools.  

 
 

Do you 
think 
Wali’s 
family 
is rich 
or poor? 
Why? 

Who has 
access to 
education? 
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Appendix 4.4 
“Life in jail was very difficult”: An Interview with Main and Ajmal 
(Reprinted with permission from the BBC Web site, 
<http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/index.shtml>.) 
 
Vast areas of Pakistan’s land are devoted to opium poppy cultivation. Many locals are 
involved in heroin and morphine manufacturing. Neighbouring Afghanistan is 
responsible for a large proportion of the world’s entire opium production. The United 
Nations International Drug Control Programme (UNDCP) estimates that in 2000, 
Afghanistan produced 3,276 tonnes of opium, out of a worldwide total of 4,691 tonnes. 
 
Recently it has been revealed by some groups working for children’s rights that an 
increasing number of children in Pakistan are accused of crimes, often involving drug-
trafficking, and jailed without being charged. These are destitute children, vulnerable to 
exploitation and all forms of abuse. 
 
An Amnesty International report on Pakistan, published in 2001, describes how two 
young boys were never charged with a crime. They were discovered in a police station in 
Hyderabad by High Court officials. The report said, “…they had been held without 
charge since September 14 and that police had demanded money for their release... No 
action was known to be taken against the police officers involved.” 
 
The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child says children should be presumed 
innocent until proven guilty. Article 40 of the Convention says, “Every child... accused of 
having infringed the penal law has... the following guarantees: ...to be informed... of the 
charges against him or her... and to have legal... assistance in the preparation and 
presentation of his or her defence.” 
 
In a separate case, Main, now 15 years old, and Ajmal, both Afghan refugee boys, were 
accused of drug trafficking in Peshawar, near the Afghan border, and arrested. 
This is Main’s account of how police discovered heroin in his shoes and sent him to jail:  
 
“I was going back from school to my home. On the roadside a shopkeeper said ‘Hello’ to 
me and then offered me some money for taking a pair of shoes to Lahore. He said to me, 
‘Don't worry. There is no problem on the road to Lahore.’ 
 
Then he persuaded me by saying that since I didn’t have any money, he would give me 
some. The shopkeeper insisted, ‘Nobody can check you. No one will doubt that something 
is hidden in your shoes,’ and then he suggested [I] wear the shoes. 
 
However, when I reached the Attock checkpoint, the police ordered me to take off 
my shoes and they recovered heroin from them. [Attock is the police and customs 
checkpoint on the river Indus, which separates the northwest frontier province from 
Punjab.] I was sent to Attock jail.” 
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Peshawar is the centre for smuggled goods from Afghanistan, which are later transferred 
to the major cities in Punjab and Sind provinces of Pakistan. 
 
The border town is adjacent to tribal areas, and some traffickers use the city for 
smuggling goods to major cities like Rawalpindi, Lahore, and Karachi. The illegal 
imports may eventually find their way to Europe and the Middle East. 
 
Ajmal was also arrested by the police and held in a jail for months. This is Ajmal’s 
recollection of his arrest:  
 
“It was just before Eid [a Muslim festival of celebration]. I was returning home from 
school when a shopkeeper on the outskirts of Peshawar persuaded me to take some shoes 
to Lahore. He assured me that no one can touch me on the road to Lahore. I agreed 
because my pocket was empty and Rs.3000 (about $45) was big money for me. 
 
He handed over two kilos of heroin to me. The powder were concealed in plastic shoes 
and then sewed by machine. 
 
There were three other children with me, who had come from school. We started our 
journey but were soon arrested by the police and then sent to Attock jail. Life in jail was 
very difficult. We informed our families but they were helpless to release us. 
 
But God was merciful and a human rights organisation arranged my release. Otherwise I 
was never expecting to see the light outside of the jail [again].” 
 
Drug addiction in Pakistan is a very serious problem. The country has almost four million 
drug addicts; amongst the world’s highest figures for number of addicts per nation. In 
2001, a court in Pakistan sentenced three people to death and another to life 
imprisonment on charges of drug trafficking. Since 1998, more than 30 people have been 
sentenced to death in Pakistan on drugs charges. No one, however, has been executed. 
Most still have appeals pending. 
 
Questions 
 
1. What information do Main and Ajmal’s stories add to the picture of education in 

Afghanistan? 
 
2. What factors keep children out of school? Why might some children agree to carry 

drugs? Do you think the drug problem is better or worse since September 11? 
 
3. Does your picture change after reading the stories by Afghani children (Wali, Main, 

and Ajmal)? 
 
4. Does your image change after you read the stories about Wali, Main, and Ajmal? 
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Appendix 4.5 
How to Detect Bias in the News 
 
(Excerpt from Newskit: A Consumer's Guide to News Media, by The Learning Seed Co. 
Reprinted with permission.) 
 
At one time or another we all complain about “bias in the news.” The fact is, despite the 
journalistic ideal of “objectivity,” every news story is influenced by the attitudes and 
background of its interviewers, writers, photographers, and editors. Not all bias is 
deliberate. But we can become more aware news readers or viewers by watching for the 
following journalistic techniques that allow bias to “creep in” to the news: 
 
1. Bias through selection and omission 
 

An editor can express a bias by choosing to use, or not to use, a specific news item. 
Within a given story, some details can be ignored, and others included, to give 
readers or viewers a different opinion about the events reported. If, during a speech, a 
few people boo, the reaction can be described as “remarks greeted by jeers” or they 
can be ignored as “a handful of dissidents.” Bias through omission is difficult to 
detect. Only by comparing news reports from a wide variety of outlets can the form of 
bias be observed. 
 

2. Bias through placement 
 

Readers of papers judge first-page stories to be more significant than those buried in 
the back. Television and radio newscasts run the most important stories first and leave 
the less significant for later. Where a story is placed, therefore, influences what a 
reader or viewer thinks about its importance. 
 

3. Bias by headline 
 

Many people read only the headlines of a news item. Most people scan nearly all the 
headlines in a newspaper. Headlines are the most-read part of a paper. They can 
summarize as well as present carefully hidden bias and prejudices. They can convey 
excitement where little exists. They can express approval or condemnation. 
 

4. Bias by photos, captions, and camera angles  
 

Some pictures flatter a person, others make the person look unpleasant. A paper can 
choose photos to influence opinion about, for example, a candidate for election. On 
television, the choice of which visual images to display is extremely important. The 
captions newspapers run below photos are also potential sources of bias. 
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5. Bias through use of names and titles  
 
News media often use labels and titles to describe people, places, and events. A 
person can be called an “ex-con” or be referred to as someone who “served time 
twenty years ago for a minor offence.” Whether a person is described as a “terrorist” 
or a “freedom fighter” is a clear indication of editorial bias. 
 

6. Bias through statistics and crowd counts 
 

To make a disaster seem more spectacular (and therefore worthy of reading about), 
numbers can be inflated. “A hundred injured in air crash” can be the same as “only 
minor injuries in air crash,” reflecting the opinion of the person doing the counting. 
 

7. Bias by source control 
 

To detect bias, always consider where the news item “comes from.” Is the 
information supplied by a reporter, an eyewitness, police or fire officials, executives, 
or elected or appointed government officials? Each may have a particular bias that is 
introduced into the story. Companies and public relations directors supply news 
outlets with puff-pieces through news releases, photos, or videos. Often news outlets 
depend on pseudo-events (demonstrations, sit-ins, ribbon cuttings, speeches, and 
ceremonies) that take place mainly to gain news coverage. 
 

8. Word choice and tone 
 

Showing the same kind of bias that appears in headlines, the use of positive or 
negative words or words with a particular connotation can strongly influence the 
reader or viewer. 
 

Questions to Analyze Articles: 
 
1. In the three stories you have read, is there any evidence of the eight factors that 

contribute to bias?  
 
2. Identify who created the two different Web sites where the stories appear. 
 
3. How might this affect the kind of bias you have found? 
 
4. What age group do you think these stories are aimed at? 
 
5. How might age affect bias? 
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Appendix 4.6 
Additional Web Sites  
 
CBC News – “Around the World: How Life Has Changed.” 
<http://cbc.ca/news/indepth/targetterrorism/people/>. 

(See Appendix 1.6 for detailed contents.) 
 
Z Communications – Z Magazine. <http://www.zmag.org/>. 
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Appendix 4.7 
“Making Progress in Afghanistan” 

 
(Reprinted with permission from the Web site 
<http://www.unicef.org/noteworthy/afghanistan/>.) 
 
Making Progress in Afghanistan, July 1, 2002 – Even though the war has subsided, the 
humanitarian crisis in Afghanistan is far from over. Millions of Afghans, at least half of 
them children, remain at high risk. Hundreds of thousands have been forced from their 
homes by conflict and drought into temporary camps where life is difficult. And 
throughout the more remote regions of the country, it is still difficult to deliver relief 
supplies such as food and medicine on a reliable basis.  
 
Since September 2001, UNICEF has worked in partnership with the Afghan Interim 
Administration, the humanitarian community and the people of Afghanistan to make 
substantial progress in a number of areas. 
 
UNICEF believes that placing children, youth and women at the centre of the recovery 
process is the best investment for Afghanistan’s future. UNICEF also believes that 
focusing Afghans on the welfare of their children can provide a national cause around 
which to rally. 
 
For these reasons, UNICEF’s immediate priorities are to: 
• continue life-saving humanitarian aid, especially health supplies, safe water and 

clothing  
• provide ongoing support for the official return to school of at least 1.78 million 

children  
• support catch-up learning for girls and boys in home-based settings now  
• reduce child malnutrition through special supplementary feeding campaigns  
• help carry out nation-wide immunization campaigns to protect children 
 
In the longer term, UNICEF is also working on improving the overall healthcare network, 
especially services for pregnant women and children; helping create programmes to 
address years of childhood trauma associated with war; contributing to national landmine 
awareness and other public safety campaigns; working closely with Afghan authorities to 
ensure a legal code that protects children and women from exploitation, and building the 
capacity of the interim and transitional administrations and other national partners to 
ensure effective management and equitable resourcing of services to women and 
children. 
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Appendix 4.8 
Supplemental Tools for Detecting Bias in the Media 
 
“Twelve ways the media misreport violence” by Johann Galtung, a professor of Peace 
Studies, summarized here by Danny Schechter 
 
“[Professor] Galtung laid out 12 points of concern where journalism often goes wrong 
when dealing with violence. Each implicitly suggests more explicit remedies. 
 

1. Decontextualizing violence: focusing on the irrational without looking at the reasons 
for unresolved conflicts and polarization.  

2. Dualism: reducing the number of parties in a conflict to two, when often more are 
involved. Stories that just focus on internal developments often ignore such outside or 
“external” forces as foreign governments and transnational companies.  

3. Manicheanism: portraying one side as good and demonizing the other as “evil.”  

4. Armageddon: presenting violence as inevitable, omitting alternatives.  

5. Focusing on individual acts of violence while avoiding structural causes, like poverty, 
government neglect and military or police repression.  

6. Confusion: focusing only on the conflict arena (i.e., the battlefield or location of 
violent incidents), but not on the forces and factors that influence the violence.  

7. Excluding and omitting the bereaved, thus never explaining why there are acts of 
revenge and spirals of violence.  

8. Failure to explore the causes of escalation and the impact of media coverage itself.  

9. Failure to explore the goals of outside interventionists, especially big powers.  

10. Failure to explore peace proposals and offer images of peaceful outcomes.  

11. Confusing cease-fires and negotiations with actual peace.  

12. Omitting reconciliation: conflicts tend to re-emerge if attention is not paid to efforts 
to heal fractured societies. When news about attempts to resolve conflicts are absent, 
fatalism is reinforced. That can help engender even more violence, when people have 
no images or information about possible peaceful outcomes and the promise of 
healing.” 

(Toronto District School Board) 

Elements of Propaganda 
(Adapted from <http://www.mediachannel.org/atissue/conlict>.) 
 
Propaganda can serve to rally a people behind a cause, but often at the cost of 
exaggerating, misrepresenting, or even lying about the issues in order to gain that 
support. Those who promote the negative image of the “enemy” may often reinforce it  
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with rhetoric about the righteousness of themselves; the attempt is to muster support and 
nurture the belief that what is to be done is in the positive, beneficial interest of everyone. 
Often, the principles used to demonize the other are not used to judge the self, leading to 
accusations of double standards and hypocrisy. 
 
The various examples below illustrate common tactics in propaganda: 

1. Using selective stories that come over as wide-covering and objective.  

2. Using partial facts, or omitting historical context. 

3. Reinforcing reasons and motivations to act that are due to threats on the security of 
the individual.  

4. Using narrow sources of “experts” to provide insights into the situation. (For 
example, the mainstream media typically interview retired military personnel for 
many conflict-related issues, or treat official government sources as fact, rather than 
just one perspective that needs to be verified and researched.)  

5. Demonizing the “enemy” who does not fit the picture of what is “right.” 

6. Making judgements, while the framework within which the opinions are formed is 
not discussed. The narrow focus then helps to serve the interests of the propagandists.  

7. Playing word games: 

a. Name-calling (labeling people, groups, institutions, etc., in a negative manner); 

b. Glittering generality (labeling people, groups, institutions, etc., in a positive 
manner); 

c. Euphemisms (using words that pacify the audience with bland connotations). 

8. Making false connections: 

a. Transfer (using symbols and imagery of positive institutions, etc., to strengthen 
acceptance); 

b. Testimonial (citing individuals not qualified to make the claims made). 

9. Making special appeals: 

a. Plain Folks (appealing to ordinary citizens by doing “ordinary” things); 

b. Bandwagon (using the “everyone-else-is-doing-it” argument); 

c. Fear (heightening, exploiting, or arousing people’s fears to get supportive 
opinions and action). 

 
Here are some examples of the manipulation of words:  
Ø In the 1940s, America changed the name of the War Department to the 

Department of Defense.  
Ø Under the Reagan Administration, the MX-Missile was renamed “The 

Peacekeeper.”  
Ø During wartime, civilian casualties are referred to as “collateral damage,” and the 

word “liquidation” is used as a synonym for “murder.” 
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Analyzing and Summarizing a News Article  
 
If you can answer the following questions, you will better understand any news article 
you read. 

Ø Why was it written? What caused the article to be written? Was there a conference, 
demonstration, violent incident, new law, or some other important event? 

Ø What is the main or general idea of the article? What major point is being made? 
(Consider the title of the article.) State the main idea briefly in your own words. 

Ø What important supporting arguments and evidence are provided? What key ideas, 
arguments, or pieces of evidence are presented? Use your own words. 

Ø What other research or factual evidence is provided? What “background information” 
is provided? What interviews, statistics, observations, etc., were done to write the 
story? Did the author do first-hand research or merely speak to others about their 
impressions?  

Ø Who wrote the article: a reporter, a columnist who works for the newspaper or 
magazine, or a guest author? 

Ø Which points of view are presented? Who is quoted or otherwise has his/her ideas 
presented? Who is not quoted? Whose ideas are given the most space?  

Ø Who else has an interest in the event or issue? Which ideas are given the most space? 
Which perspectives are put in, left out, or interpreted in a narrow or particular 
fashion?  

Ø What other possible concerns or issues might have been addressed by the author? Is 
the attention devoted to each of the various issues sufficient? Fair? Why or why not? 
Does the author display an evident bias? How? 

Ø What do you think? Based on what you already know, as well as what you have read, 
what is your opinion of the event or issue being presented in the article? What other 
information or analysis do you need to understand the event or issue better? 

 
Adapted in part from Gerrard, D., et al., Practical Materials for Thinking and Evaluating 
Skills in History and the Social Sciences, Scarborough, ON: Scarborough Board of 
Education, 1986. 
 
Writing a Letter to the Editor 
 
By Terezia Zoric, former District-wide Coordinator, Equity Department, Toronto District 
School Board. 
 
“Letter to the editor” columns are one of the most-read sections of a newspaper, and are 
therefore an excellent way to publicize ideas. Newspaper editors are more likely to print 
their readers’ letters when they are persuasively written and follow certain conventions. 
The tips that follow may help you get your letter published. 
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Ø Write as soon as you are able to respond to whatever prompted you to write (e.g., a 
news item or editorial). 

Ø Address your letter to the chief editor of the newspaper. 

Ø If you are commenting directly on an item that was printed in the newspaper, be sure 
to refer to its title and the date it appeared. 

Ø You can be personal or impersonal, formal, or informal. 

Ø Be concise (200- to 300-word letters are typical). 

Ø Express a clear and firm position. Avoid vague or flowery language and unnecessary 
lead-ins (such as “Everyone would agree that...”). 

Ø If you are being critical, try to offer alternatives, focus criticism on an issue rather 
than on an individual, don’t be abusive or name-call, don’t accuse others of being 
wholly ignorant. 

Ø If you are offering support or praise, be specific. 

Ø Use humour and wit, if you wish, but be careful not to be so sarcastic that you risk 
being misunderstood. 

Ø Ask a friend to check your spelling and grammar. Type or neatly hand-write your 
final copy. You may also send it in by e-mail. 

Ø Include your telephone number so that you can be reached if the newspaper wishes to 
verify authorship before publishing your letter. 

 
How to Write an Editorial 
 
Adapted from “Editorials” by Laura Holland, Teacher, Ursula Franklin Academy, former 
Toronto Board of Education. 

Ø Webster’s dictionary definition: an article in a newspaper or periodical which gives 
the views of those who decide its policy. 

Ø What does it take to make an editorial? A point of view—an opinion or observation— 
about any subject you deem to be interesting or important. 

Ø Writing an editorial is like introducing an argument without the person you are 
arguing with being able to speak out. Notice the power this can yield and the 
responsibility it holds. Just because you are the only one with a voice in the editorial, 
it doesn’t mean that the opposing view isn’t close by. If your audience can quickly 
come up with ideas that in their minds to dismiss your argument, they can turn the 
page or the channel and you’ve lost the argument. If that’s the case, then you haven’t 
made a good case and thus have failed to create an effective editorial. 
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Creating an Effective Editorial 
 
Adapted from “Editorials” by Laura Holland, Teacher, Ursula Franklin Academy, former 
Toronto Board of Education. 

Ø Consider your audience. If you launch an editorial at an audience that doesn’t care 
about the subject you’ve chosen, then you’re not likely to get them to think about 
what you’ve said. 

Ø Consider your subject. You may be concerned about or upset with something that has 
happened or is happening. You may wish to comment on something you like or 
dislike. Maybe you have an angle on something that might not normally be interesting 
to other people. Maybe there is something that you feel strongly about that you think 
others should know about. The opportunity is yours and you must convince the 
audience of your argument. 

Ø Research your topic. Part of making an effective argument is knowing what you are 
talking about. Just saying that you dislike or disapprove of something isn’t enough to 
get others to agree with you. Research can help to strengthen your editorial and make 
your view more convincing. It can also help shape your subject if you aren’t clear 
about it. Introduce statistics, quotes, or other documented material to back up your 
position. Such use of evidence shows that you take your subject seriously if it is 
accurate. 

Ø Use the opposing point of view as ammunition (if it exists). One of the best ways to 
defeat the opposing view is to address it directly. If your opponents make one key 
claim, you should try to deal with it in your editorial. 

Ø Be original. Many people don’t read newspapers or watch the news on television 
because they don’t find the way it is presented interesting. Don’t hesitate to use 
humour in your editorial if it helps you convey your points. You must make your 
editorial memorable. Perhaps you have an interesting twist on something people 
didn’t think they were interested in. 

Ø Use people around you as resources. One of the most important things in any creative 
process is feedback. Perhaps others have ideas you can use. You may get so caught 
up in your idea that you miss a key piece of information that ultimately undermines 
your point of view. Discuss your ideas with those around you to see if you have the 
makings of a strong argument. 

Ø Choose your words carefully; consider their emotional connotations. Use persuasive 
wording to make strong statements. If you are making a video editorial, remember 
that the camera can be used in many ways to enhance your message. Where you put 
the camera, how you aim it, and who’s in front of it make a big difference. Props, 
angles, wide shots, etc., can also be used as tools for your argument. 
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Lesson 5: International Student Forum on September 11:  
The State of Human Rights and Children’s Rights 
 
Time: 5 x 70-minute periods 
 
Overview 

 
Students will work individually and in groups to prepare reports about the human/ 
children’s rights of a specific country, participate in a role-play of an international forum, 
demonstrate their knowledge of the UDHR and UNCRC, and finally, develop a point of 
view and an understanding of the points of view of their classmates.  
 
Getting Started 
 
Materials 
 
• one large international wall map 
• copies of all appendices 
• sticky notes 

 
List of Appendices 

 
Appendix 5.1 Teachers’ Resource Listing of Web Sites 
Appendix 5.2 Headlines: “Has the world changed since September 11?” 
Appendix 5.3 My Personal Statement of Values and Principles Regarding Human 

and Children’s Rights in Local, National, and International 
Communities 

Appendix 5.4 What has happened to human rights around the world after September 11? 
Appendix 5.5 Upholding Human and Children’s Rights 
Appendix 5.6 What is the state of children’s rights today? 
Appendix 5.7 Using International Resources to Research My Country 
Appendix 5.8 Map of the World Population, 18 Years and Under 
Appendix 5.9 Writing a Speech Addressing Human/Children’s Rights 
 
Background Information 
 
Lesson 5 includes a number of activities that bring together ideas from previous lessons. 
Students should have knowledge acquired in Lessons 1 through 4. In Lesson 5, the 
students’ focus is shifted to examining children’s rights in the context of many issues, 
including September 11. For many populations around the world, September 11 
exacerbated existing human rights abuses.  
 
Through research, students will discover that children’s rights abuses have included 
violations of every single Article of the UNCRC previous to September 11. The emphasis 
in Lesson 5 is that although these abuses predate September 11, actions taken by 
international governments since then have increased: 
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• civil rights abuses of children 
• illnesses and diseases affecting children 
• children’s vulnerability to exploitation 
• child labour 
• the number of child-headed households 
• the number of orphans 
• the number of wounded children, refugee children, and child soldiers 
 
Students will work towards:  
• representing and speaking on behalf of a specific country during a role-play exercise 
• creating an individual statement of personal values and principles regarding human 

and children’s rights in local, national, and international communities 
• drafting a collective statement of values and principles regarding human and 

children’s rights 
• preparing recommendations/suggestions for international solutions to address the 

changes in human/children’s rights issues/abuses internationally 
• choosing an appropriate action to take in response to human and children’s rights 

abuses 
 
Activity 
 
Step A 
 
1. Ask students to consider the following questions: 

• Whose lives have been changed since September 11? 
• Where have people’s/children’s lives been changed since September 11? 
• How have people’s/children’s lives been changed since September 11? 

 
Refer students to a wall map of the world, emphasizing major geopolitical regions: 
North America, South America, Europe, South East Asia, Asia, Middle East, 
Australasia. 

 
2. Divide students into three large groups. Ask each group to brainstorm to complete 

one of three different charts while considering the world map. Instruct students to 
choose one recorder, one group facilitator, and several presenters to prepare 
Column 1 and Column 2 of the chart. Presenters from the various groups will take 
turns retelling their group’s ideas to the class. 

 
Whose lives have been changed since September 11? (adults, children, families, workers, 
farmers, etc.) 

What do we know? What do we need to know? What did we learn? 
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Where have people’s/children’s lives been changed since September 11?  
(North America, Asia, Middle East, etc.) 

What do we know? What do we need to know? What did we learn? 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
How have people’s/children’s lives been changed since September 11? 
(basic needs: food, shelter, health, communities, work, etc.) 

What do we know? What do we need to know? What did we learn? 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
3. Distribute Appendix 5.2, the headlines of the articles from the following Human Rights 

Watch Web sites:  
 

“The aftermath of September 11 – The Tightening of immigration policies: Statement 
by Human Rights Watch on the occasion of the Euro-Mediterranean Civil Forum.” 
<http://www.hrw.org/press/2002/04/valenciaspeech0413.htm>. 
 
“Anti-terror campaign cloaking human rights abuses.” 
<http://www.hrw.org/press/2002/01/wr2002.htm>. 
 
“Opportunism in the face of tragedy: Repression in the name of anti-terrorism.” 
<http://www.hrw.org/campaigns/september11/opportunismwatch.htm>. 

 
 “Refugees and migrants: Impact of the September 11 attacks.” 
<http://www.hrw.org/campaigns/afghanistan/refugees.htm>. 
 
“September 11 attacks: Crimes against humanity – The aftermath.” 
<http://www.hrw.org/campaigns/september11/>. 
 

4. Instruct students to answer the questions in Appendix 5.2: 
• Identify the source. 
• Do you think the information in this article is reliable? 
• Do you think the presentation of the information in this article is biased in favour  

of one/some countries and not others? 
• Why or why not? 
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5. Ask students to recall their previous experience recognizing bias in media and 
generate a list of questions about the organization, Human Rights Watch, in order to 
determine the credibility of its information. Record the questions. 

 
Assign six students to find answers to the questions by looking up Human Rights Watch 
(HRW): Who We Are, and creating a summary in one paragraph. 
  <http://www.hrw.org/about/whoweare.html> 
 
Assign all other students to go to Human Rights Watch: About HRW, to summarize the 
HRW’s mandate. 
  <http://www.hrw.org/about/about.html> 
 
Ask students to report back. Ask them as a group if they have confidence in using HRW 
materials for research. 

 
Step B 
 
1. Refer students to Lesson 2, Appendices 2.7 and 2.8, the UDHR: Plain-Language 

Version, and the UNCRC: Plain-Language Version. Distribute Appendix 5.3 to help 
students outline their belief statement. 

  
2. Ask each student to select articles from the UDHR and the CRC to put together a 

statement of belief/values that are applicable to all communities: local, national, and 
international needs. 

 
Step C 
 
1. Review the headlines from Appendix 5.2. Inform students that they will read one of 

the Web-site articles from the appendix before researching the human rights/ 
children’s rights situation of any one country. Students will work in pairs. 

 
2. Distribute Appendix 5.4 and use the related definitions sheet to help students define 

the terms on the handout. Tell students to categorize the content of their readings in 
the appropriate spaces on the handout. 

 
3. Distribute the following list of countries that students can choose to research, in pairs, 

using the on-line resources provided in Appendix 5.5. In addition, have students 
choose one Western country to research from the Amnesty International Web site, 
<http://www.amnesty.org/ailib/index.html> (click on “View by Country). This Web 
site provides supplementary information to that in the Web sites listed in 
Appendix 5.5 that students can use to complete their organizers. 
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Afghanistan Australia Burundi Canada 
Colombia Czech Republic Democratic 

Republic of Congo 
Dominican Republic 

Ecuador Egypt Ethiopia France 
Greece Guatemala India Iran 
Ireland Israel, Occupied 

West Bank, Gaza 
Strip and Palestinian 

Authority 
Territories 

Japan Kenya 

Kuwait Lesotho Liberia Morocco 
Mozambique Nepal Pakistan Palestine 

Paraguay Romania Rwanda Saudi Arabia 
Sierra Leone South Africa Sri Lanka Sudan 

Turkey Uganda United Kingdom United States 
Yemen Zambia Zimbabwe  

    
  
4. Focus students on the fact that the countries listed may not have been directly 

involved in the events of September 11, but that as members of the international 
community, the populations of these countries have been affected. 

  
5. Emphasize that this is not a complete list. These are countries for which there are 

research materials available. Remind students that the protection of human/children’s 
rights was problematic in many of these countries before September 11, and that in 
the course of their research, they should recognize abuses that predate September 11.  

 
6. Distribute Appendix 5.6 and discuss the definition of terms on the graphic organizer. 

Instruct students to read their articles and match them to the appropriate categories on 
the organizer. 

 
7. Distribute and refer students to Appendices 5.7 and 5.8. Read through the instructions 

so that students understand the research process and expectations of the final 
assignment. Resource Web sites include: 

 
BBC World Service. “Children of Conflict: A Human Rights Issue.” 
<http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/people/features/childrensrights/childrenofconflict/>. 

Wounded Children 
Lost Children 
Child Workers 
Child-Headed Households 
Child Soldiers 

 
Human Rights Watch: Report 2002 – Children’s Rights. 
<http://www.hrw.org/wr2k2/children.html>. 
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Step D 
 
1. Instruct students to use their research notes from Appendix 5.7 to summarize the state 

of human and children’s rights. Remind them to be sure to emphasize the categories 
of information from Appendices 5.4 and 5.6. 

2. Ask students to: 
• prepare a collective statement of values and principles regarding human and 

children’s rights in local, national, and international communities 
• make recommendations/suggestions for international solutions to address the  

changes in the state of human/children’s rights around the world 
• decide on an appropriate action to take in response to human and children rights  

abuses 
 
3. Students’ statements should include the following: 

• the name of the country 
• the category(ies) of human rights violations, with examples from the readings 
• the category(ies) of children’s rights violations, with examples from the readings 
• a summary statement of their personal values and principles regarding human and  

children’s rights in the local, national, and international communities 
• a proposal of what action should be taken to stop human/children’s rights  

violations 
 
4. Go to <http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/people/features/childrensrights/ 

millenniumdreams/>. Ask students to listen to the Millennium Dreams of the 
following children from: 

 
Country Language Dreams/Issues 

Jordan Arabic work/peace 

India Hindi health, sexism, work 

Romania Romanian future careers 

Russia Russian health care/jobs/world peace 

 
5. As students make their presentations, acting as delegates from different countries, 

have them identify the location of their country on a large wall map. They should also 
identify different categories of human rights violations that are occurring in their 
country. Instruct students to place sticky notes on that map that identify those human 
rights violations.  
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6. In their written reports, ask students to address: 
• the common beliefs held in their assigned country regarding human/children’s  

rights 
• the recommendations and suggestions for international solutions to address  

violations of human/children’s rights 
 

7. Ask student groups to choose two spokespeople to make their speech to the 
international community. 

 
Step E 
 
1. As a class, decide on appropriate action(s) to take in response to human and children 

rights abuses, and to publicize the need to stop human/children’s rights abuses. The 
following Human Rights Watch Web sites suggest a variety of possible activities: 

 
<http://www.hrw.org/campaigns/>. 
<http://www.hrw.org/reports/2001/children/action.htm>. 
<http://www.hrw.org/campaigns/september11/action.htm>. 
<http://www.hrw.org/campaigns/israel/action.htm>. 
<http://www.hrw.org/campaigns/mines/1999/index.htm>. 
<http://www.hrw.org/campaigns/crp/index.htm>. 

 
2. Return students to their original three groups to complete Columns 1 and 2 of their 

charts. Instruct students to complete Column 3. 
 
3. It is important to ground the students’ work in the local community. Go back to 

Appendix 2.9, Taking the Human Rights Temperature of Your School, and develop 
an action plan as a class to address some of the human rights issues in your school. 
You may want to guide the discussion by addressing the following questions: 
• What are the issues? 
• What are the barriers to resolving the issue? 
• Who are possible allies in addressing the issue? 
• What are the next steps? 
• Who is responsible for each step? 
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Appendix 5.1 
Teachers’ Resource Listing of Web Sites 

 
1. For background information: 
 

BBC World Service. “A World for Children: Children Report on Children’s Rights.” 
<http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/people/features/childrensrights/ 
worldnewsround/index.shtml>. 

 
UNICEF. Cartoons for Children’s Rights.  
<http://www.unicef.org/crcartoons/>. 

 
United Nations: Voices of Youth – Home Page. 
<http://www.unicef.org/voy/misc/chforum.html>. 

 
United Nations Special Session on Children. “What You Can Do.” 
<http://www.unicef.org/specialsession/what_you/index.html>. 
 
United Nations Special Session on Children. “A World Fit for Us.” 
<http://www.unicef.org/specialsession/documentation/childrens-statement.htm>. 

 
2. Introductory student reading for International Children’s Forum 

preparation/Canadian student’s quote: 
 

Freeman, Suzanne. “UN Children’s Forum – Children Are Heard at Issues Forum.” 
<http://teacher.scholastic.com/newszone/specialreports/un/kids_forum.htm>. 
 

3. For a map of the breakdown of people under the age of 18 in the world 
 

See Appendix 5.8. 
  
4. For students’ research in assessment of individual countries’ human rights and 

children’s rights: 
 

Human Rights Watch. <http://www.hrw.org/children/>. 
Hotlinks include: Child Soldiers, Child Labour, Children in the U.S., International 
Criminal Court, Juvenile Justice, Orphans & Abandoned Children, Refugees, 
Street Children, Violence and Discrimination in Schools, About the Children's 
Rights Division 

 
Human Rights Watch: Documents By Country. <http://www.hrw.org/countries.html>. 
 
New Internationalist Magazine. <http://www.newint.org/index4.html>. 

Under Main Features, scroll down to ‘Country Profiles,’ and click to open for a 
complete index of countries that have been reviewed by this publication. 
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United Nations Special Session on Children. “How Is Your Country Doing?” 
<http://www.unicef.org/specialsession/how_country/index.html>. 
 

5. For students’ research in assessment of individual countries’ human rights and 
children’s rights after September 11: 

 
a. Introductory Readings 
 

CBC News. “Around the World: How Life Has Changed.” 
<http://cbc.ca/news/indepth/targetterrorism/people/>. 

  
Human Rights Watch. “The Aftermath of September 11 – The Tightening of 
Immigration Policies: Statement by Human Rights Watch on the Occasion of the 
Euro-Mediterranean Civil Forum.” 
<http://www.hrw.org/press/2002/04/valenciaspeech0413.htm>. 
 
Human Rights Watch. “Anti-Terror Campaign Cloaking Human Rights Abuses.” 
<http://www.hrw.org/press/2002/01/wr2002.htm>. 

 
Human Rights Watch. “Opportunism in the Face of Tragedy: Repression in the name 
of anti-terrorism.” 
<http://www.hrw.org/campaigns/september11/opportunismwatch.htm>. 

 
Human Rights Watch. “Refugees and Migrants: Impact of the September 11 
Attacks.” <http://www.hrw.org/campaigns/afghanistan/refugees.htm>. 

 
Human Rights Watch. “September 11 Attacks: Crimes Against Humanity – The 
Aftermath.” <http://www.hrw.org/campaigns/september11/>. 

 
b. Resource Web sites for students research on individual countries: 

 
BBC World Service. “Children of Conflict: A Human Rights Issue.” 
<http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/people/features/childrensrights/childrenofconflict/>. 

 
Human Rights Watch. World Report 2002 – Children’s Rights. 
<http://www.hrw.org/wr2k2/children.html>. 

 
6. For courses of action that students can take individually or in groups: 

 
Human Rights Watch. “The Campaign to Ban Landmines: What You Can Do.” 
<http://www.hrw.org/campaigns/mines/1999/index.htm>.  

 
Human Rights Watch. “Campaigns – Take Action Now.” 
<http://www.hrw.org/campaigns/>.  
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Human Rights Watch. “Children’s Rights: What You Can Do.” 
<http://www.hrw.org/reports/2001/children/action.htm>.  
 
Human Rights Watch. “Israel, the Occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip, and Palestinian 
Authority Territories: What You Can Do.” <http://hrw.org/campaigns/israel/action.htm>.  

 
Human Rights Watch. “September 11 Attacks: Crimes Against Humanity – What You Can 
Do.” <http://www.hrw.org/campaigns/september11/action.htm>. 

 
Human Rights Watch. “Stop the Use of Child Soldiers.” 
<http://www.hrw.org/campaigns/crp/index.htm>. 
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Appendix 5.2  
Has the world changed since September 11? 

 
Read the following headlines from various international sources. For each:  
• Identify the source. 
• Do you think the information in this article is reliable? 
• Do you think the presentation of the information in this article is biased in favour of 

one or more countries and not others? Why or why not? 
 

Anti-Terror Campaign Cloaking Human Rights Abuse  
New Global Survey Finds Crackdown on Civil Liberties  
(Washington, January 16, 2002) ?  The anti-terror campaign led by the United States is 
inspiring opportunistic attacks on civil liberties around the world, Human Rights Watch 
warned in its annual global survey released today. 
<http://www.hrw.org/press/2002/01/wr2002.htm>. 

 
Refugees and Migrants: Impact of the September 11 Attacks 
 
Afghan refugees mistreated in exile, but afraid to go home 
With repatriation from Pakistan and Iran slated to begin this week, many Afghan refugees 
are afraid to return to Afghanistan, Human Rights Watch said in a new report released 
today. February 26, 2002 
 
Pakistan: Refugees not moving voluntarily 
Testimony from the New Jalozai camp and in Kotkai camp in Bajaur Agency. 
December 5, 2001. 
 
Humanity denied: Systematic violations of women’s rights in Afghanistan 
Summary and background of the report, October 29, 2001. 
 
Pakistan: Camps over border would endanger refugees, October 27, 2001. 

HRW Letter to General Pervez Musharraf, October 26, 2001. 
<http://www.hrw.org/campaigns/afghanistan/refugees.htm>. 
 
Afghanistan: Refugee crisis  
Global backlash against refugees and migrants, October 17, 2001. 
 
No safe refuge  
Backgrounder on the impact of the September 11 attacks on refugees, asylum seekers and 
migrants in the Afghanistan region and worldwide, October 17, 2001. 
 
Safe refuge must be provided for Afghan refugees, September 21, 2001. 
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The backlash against refugees and migrants worldwide 
The aftermath of September 11: The tightening of immigration policies Statement by 
Human Rights Watch on the occasion of the Euro-Mediterranean Civil Forum, April 13, 
2002. 
 
Australia: Next government must improve refugee protection, November 18, 2001. 
 
Human Rights Watch criticizes U.S. anti-terrorism legislation, October 22, 2001. 
 
European Union: Security proposals threaten human rights 
Rights group urges respect for rights, accountability, November 6, 2001. 
 
Human Rights Watch commentary on the draft Comprehensive Convention on 
Terrorism, October 17, 2001. 
 
Letter to U.S. State Governors on the prevention of hate crimes in the aftermath of 
the September 11 attacks 
Dear Governor: We write to urge you to act decisively against acts of retaliation in your 
state directed toward Muslims, Sikhs, or persons of Middle Eastern and South Asian 
descent. As you know, since September 11, there have already been numerous reports of 
violent assaults, harassment, and threats against men, women and children targeted solely 
because of their religious beliefs, ethnicity, or nationality. An urgent, vigorous response 
is required to stop these shameful acts. September 25, 2001. 
 
Stop Hate Crimes Now 
Human Rights Watch condemns the violent assaults, harassment and threats against 
Muslims, Sikhs, and people of Middle Eastern and South Asian descent that have 
occurred in the United States since September 11. September 21, 2001. 
 
Report Hate Crimes 
Contact information for groups around the world monitoring hate crimes against 
Muslims, Sikhs and people of Middle Eastern or South Asian descent. September 21, 
2001. 

Letter to the members of the Human Rights Watch community 
As the United States prepares now for war against an undefined foe, we must remember 
how precious are the lives of those who eschew violence and combat. Like the office 
workers in the World Trade Center, the ordinary women and men of Afghanistan do not 
deserve to die. September 21, 2001.  
<http://www.hrw.org/campaigns/september11/>. 
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Opportunism in the face of tragedy, Repression in the name of anti-terrorism 
During the months following September 11, the world was focused on efforts to bring 
those responsible for the attacks to justice, and to prevent additional terrorist attacks. 
However, many countries around the globe cynically attempted to take advantage of this 
struggle to intensify their own crackdowns on political opponents, separatists, and 
religious groups, or to suggest they should be immune from criticism of their human 
rights practices. In other places, leaders exploited the situation to advance unnecessarily 
restrictive or punitive policies against refugees, asylum-seekers, and other foreigners. 
Human Rights Watch has collected and compiled a number such opportunistic statements 
and actions. 
<http://www.hrw.org/campaigns/september11/opportunismwatch.htm>. 
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Appendix 5.3 
My Personal Statement of Values and Principles Regarding Human and Children’s 
Rights in Local, National, and International Communities 

 
Reread the 30 articles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). Consider 
each article carefully and put a check mark in the table below if you believe the article is 
valid and applicable to your local, national, and/or international communities.  
 

I believe that the following articles from the UDHR should apply and be upheld for: 
 
 

My local 
community 

My national 
community 

My international 
community 

Article 1    
Article 2    
Article 3    
Article 4    
Article 5    
Article 6    
Article 7    
Article 8    
Article 9    
Article 10    
Article 11    
Article 12    
Article 13    
Article 14    
Article 15    
Article 16    
Article 17    
Article 18    
Article 19    
Article 20    
Article 21    
Article 22    
Article 23    
Article 24    
Article 25    
Article 26    
Article 27    
Article 28    
Article 29    
Article 30    
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Reread the ten articles of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child 
(UNCRC). Consider each article carefully and put a check mark in the table below if you 
believe the article is valid and applicable to your local, national, and/or international 
communities. 
 
I believe that the following articles from the UNCRC should apply and be upheld for 
children and young people from: 

 My local 
community 

My national 
community 

My international 
community 

Article 1    
Article 2    
Article 3    
Article 4    
Article 5    
Article 6    
Article 7    
Article 8    
Article 9    
Article 10    
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Appendix 5.4  
What has happened to human rights around the world  
since September 11? 
 
With the assistance of your teacher and using your previous knowledge, define, 
categorize, and provide examples from the contents of your reading to define the terms 
below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 SEPTEMBER 11 

HUMAN 
RIGHTS ABUSE 

CRACKDOWNS 
HATE 

CRIMES 

REPRESSION 
REFUGEE/ 
MIGRANTS 

IMMIGRATION 

CIVIL LIBERTIES 
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Appendix 5.4 (continued) 
Teacher Notes: Related Definitions 
 
Immigrant 
A person who has been lawfully permitted to come to Canada to establish permanent 
residence. 
 
Refugee  
A refugee who fits the United Nations definition: “Any person, by reason of a well-
founded fear of persecution for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership in a 
particular social group or political opinion: 
a. is outside of the country of their nationality and is unable, or by reason of such fear, is 

unwilling to avail him/herself of the protection of that country; or 
b. not having a country of nationality is outside the country of habitual residence and is 

by reason of such fear, unable or unwilling to return to that country.” 
 
Migrant 
A person who moves from one area to another to find work (particularly agricultural 
work and crop harvesting). It can refer to persons covered in immigrant categories, 
including refugees. 
 
Hatred 
An extreme emotion that belies reason; an emotion that, if exercised against members of 
an identifiable group, implies that those individuals are despised, scorned, denied respect, 
and made subject to ill treatment on the basis of group affiliation. 
 
Hate Crime 
A criminal offence committed against a person, group of people, or property that is based 
upon race, religion, nationality, ethnic origin, sexual orientation, gender, or disability. 
 
Civil Liberties 
The rights of a citizen in a free country, including the right to vote, freedom of speech, 
the right to travel, and freedom from arbitrary imprisonment. Civil liberties are a 
subcategory of human rights. 
 
 
 
 
 
Adapted from: Neo-Nazi Hate Groups: An Educators Kit, Equity Studies Centre, 
Toronto: Toronto Board of Education, 1996. 
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Appendix 5.5 
Upholding Human and Children’s Rights 
 
BBC World Service. 
<http://www.bbc.co.wk/worldservice/people/features/childrensrights/ 
childrenofconflict/>. 
 
Human Rights Watch. World Report 2002: Children’s Rights. 
<http://www.hrw.org/wr2k2/children.html>. 
 
Very few countries were directly or immediately involved in the events of September 11.  
 
However, as we have seen in Lessons 3 and 4, stereotypes, prejudice, discrimination, 
racism, Islamophobia, hate-group activities, and bias in media can influence the actions 
and decisions of many government and military forces around the world. 
 
The countries listed below may not have been directly involved in the events of 
September 11, but as members of the international community, these countries’ 
populations have suffered consequences of the event.  
 
This is not a complete list, only a partial list of those countries for which research 
information is available. 
 
From the list below, choose one country for which you will research the state of 
human/children’s rights. 
 

Afghanistan Australia Burundi Canada 
Colombia Czech Republic Democratic 

Republic of Congo 
Dominican Republic 

Ecuador Egypt Ethiopia France 
Greece Guatemala India Iran 
Ireland Israel, Occupied 

West Bank, Gaza 
Strip and Palestinian 

Authority 
Territories 

Japan Kenya 

Kuwait Lesotho Liberia Morocco 
Mozambique Nepal Pakistan Palestine 

Paraguay Romania Rwanda Saudi Arabia 
Sierra Leone South Africa Sri Lanka Sudan 

Turkey Uganda United Kingdom United States 
Yemen Zambia Zimbabwe  
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Appendix 5.6 
What is the state of children’s rights today? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Violations of children’s rights were all too common in 2001. Children were beaten 

and tortured by police, forced to work long hours under hazardous conditions, or 
warehoused in detention centres and orphanages. Millions crossed international 
borders in search of safety or were displaced within their own countries. Hundreds of 
thousands served as soldiers in armed conflicts. 

 
2. In documenting human rights abuses, Human Rights Watch has traditionally focused 

its efforts on monitoring state compliance with civil and political rights. But the 
denial of economic and social rights, such as the right to education, health, or shelter, 
often bars individuals from the effective enjoyment of their civil and political rights.  

 
3. Children are especially vulnerable to this dynamic. They frequently do not benefit 

from the progressive realization of economic and social rights—on the contrary, they 
often suffer discrimination in basic education, health care, and other services. In 
particular, girls are often subjected to intentionally discriminatory treatment or 
disproportionately affected by abuses. The deprivation of these fundamental rights 
prevents children from realizing their full potential later in life. With limited capacity 
to participate as equals in civil society, they are ill-equipped as adults to defend their 
rights and to secure these rights for their own children. 

 

What is the state of children’s rights 
Today? 

 

Violations of 
the Right to 
Education 
 

Child 
Soldiers 
 

Children in the 
Justice System 

HIV/AIDS 

Refugee and 
Migrant Children 
 

 
Child Labour 

The Role of the 
International 
Community 
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4. In recognition of these facts, Human Rights Watch examined children’s access to 
education, focusing on violence and discriminatory treatment in schools—often at the 
hands of other students with official acquiescence or encouragement, in extreme cases 
perpetrated by teachers and other staff members. We also began to examine the 
devastating effect of the human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immune deficiency 
syndrome (HIV/AIDS) pandemic on children around the world. At the same time, we 
continued to monitor the human rights abuses suffered by child soldiers, children in 
conflict with the law, children who were refugees, migrants, stateless, or deprived of 
the benefits of citizenship, and children who laboured under hazardous conditions. 

 
5. Effective remedies for these children must include a reaffirmation of their civil and 

political rights. No girl or boy should be made a child soldier or a bonded labourer. 
No child should be excluded from school because of his or her caste, colour, religion, 
or gender. At the same time, real protection from such abuses requires measures to 
ensure that children enjoy access to education and health services and protection for 
their other economic and social rights. 
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Appendix 5.7 
Using International Resources to Research My Country 
 
 
Name of Country: ________________________________________ 
 
Research Web Sites State of Human Rights 

(Give specific examples) 
State of Children’s Rights 
(Give specific examples) 

http://www.hrw.org/wr2K2/ 
children.html 
 
 
 
 

  

   

http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice 
people/features/childrensrights/ 
childrenofconflict/wounded.shtml 

 
 
 

   

http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice 
people/features/childrensrights/ 
childrenofconflict/lost.shtml 
 
 
 

  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice 
people/features/childrensrights/ 
childrenofconflict/soldiers.shtml 
 
 
 

  

Amnesty International – Library. 
<http://web.amnesty.org/ 
ailib/index.html>. 
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Appendix 5.8 
Map of the World Population, 18 Years and Under 
 
From the Scholastic News Web site. Copyright (c) by Scholastic Inc. Reprinted with 
permission of Scholastic Inc.  
 
 

  
 
Use an atlas to locate the country that you are researching. Mark it on the map.
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Appendix 5.9 
Writing a Speech about Changes in the State of Human Rights and Children’s 
Rights in __________________ 
 
In viewing the Web sites from Human Rights Watch and the BBC World Service, the 
following terms have been used to describe who, how, why, and where people’s lives 
have been changed in terms of human and children’s rights. Use these terms when you 
write your speech to describe what has been happening in your country. 
 
child labour child soldiers children in the justice system 
civil liberties crackdowns  hate crimes 
immigration lost children  refugee and migrant children 
refugees and migrants repression violations of the right to education 
wounded children   

 
You can use the format below to organize your information. 

 
 

To the members of the international community gathered here today for this 
International Forum on Changes in Human and Children’s Rights, 
 
My name is _____________________________________ and I am here to 

represent 

_______________________________________________. 
 
 
Human rights violations and abuses as defined by the UDHR that are found 

in my country, __________________, now include ___________________. 

For example, _________________________________________________. 

 
Children’s rights violations and abuses as defined by the CRC that are 

found in my country, __________________, now include 

_________________________________. 

For example, __________________________________________________. 
 
 

the name of 
the country 

categories of 
human rights 
violations 
found, with 
examples  

categories 
of 
children’s 
rights 
violations 
found, 
with 
examples  
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As a representative of the people of my country, I would like to say that we 
believe that: 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

We need to stop _______________________________________________________ 

by _____________________________________________________ today.  

Thank you for listening to our suggestions. 

 

statement 
of values 
regarding 
human/ 
children’s 
rights 

proposal of 
what action 
should be 
taken to stop 
abuses to 
restore 
principles 
and values 
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Additional Resources for Teachers 
 

Islam and Muslims 
by Nuzhat Abbas 
 
Defining Islam 
 
The word “Islam,” while referring to the faith promulgated by the Prophet Muhammad, 
has taken on complex resonances in the Western imagination. According to Edward Said, 
the noted Arab-American critic, “The term ‘Islam’ as it is used today seems to mean one 
simple thing, but in fact is part fiction, part ideological label, part minimal designation of 
a religion called Islam. In no really significant way is there a direct correspondence 
between the ‘Islam’ in common Western usage and the enormously varied life that goes 
on within the world of Islam, with its more than 800,000,000 people, its millions of 
square miles of territory principally in Africa and Asia, its dozens of societies, states, 
histories, geographies, cultures.” (Covering Islam, 1981) 

The word “Islam” is derived from the root words “Silm” and “Salaam” which 
mean “peace.” It is more frequently interpreted as “Submission to the will of God.” 
People who practise Islam refer to themselves as “Muslim” (not “Mohammedan”). 
 
The Qur’an and the Hadith 
 
The Qur’an is the central text of Islam and is considered to be the direct word of God, 
revealed to the Prophet Muhammad by the archangel Gibreel (or Gabriel). The Qur’an 
was recited by the Prophet and transcribed by various scribes during his lifetime. It was 
finally compiled and arranged in its present form around 650 CE, according to 
instructions laid down by the Prophet. This form of the Qur’an has remained unchanged. 
All Muslims are obliged to recite the Qur’an in its original language of Arabic. Muslims 
tend to regard the various translations of the Qur’an as a necessary learning aid, but 
unequal to the task of conveying the message contained in the original text.  

A secondary source for Muslims is the Hadith, collections of the Prophet’s 
teachings, which were relayed by the Companions of the Prophet and confirmed by 
Islamic historical scholarship in the early years of Islam.  

Even amongst Muslims, there exists a rich diversity of interpretation over the 
Qur’an and the Hadith. Islam, in travelling the world, has spread through many societies 
and has come to reflect the process of its interaction within multiple historical, cultural, 
social, and political contexts. Shari’a or Islamic Law, while differing within various sects 
of Islam, relies on the Qur’an and the Hadith to codify the legal precepts of Islam. Ijtehad 
or interpretation, is one of the means used by scholars to apply the foundational texts of 
Islam to respond to the needs of the believers. 
 
A Brief History 
 
Islam is the last of the three most powerful monotheistic religions of the world. Muslims 
accept all the Prophets of the Judeo-Christian traditions and believe that Muhammad was 
the last of the Prophets sent to reveal God’s word and that the Qur’an is the final 
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revelation. Historians date the advent of Islam to 610 CE, the year that the Qur’an began 
to be revealed to Muhammad. The first words of the Qur’an announced to the Prophet by 
the Angel Gibreel are: “In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful/Recite: in 
the name of thy Lord who created/Created humans from a clot of blood/Recite: And thy 
Lord is the Most Generous who taught by the pen, and taught humans what they knew 
not.” (Qur’an: 96:1-5) At the time of the first Revelation, Prophet Muhammad was forty 
years old and a well-respected, successful trader in the city of Mecca in Arabia. 

Initially, the Prophet shared his teachings only with his family and close 
companions. As his teachings grew more popular and threatened the traditional tribal and 
polytheistic order of the Quraish tribe who ruled Mecca, the Prophet was forced to flee to 
Yathrab (Medina). The Islamic lunar calendar dates from this year of the Hejira (or 
flight) in 622 CE. The Prophet Muhammad fell ill and died in 632 CE.  

Within a few centuries of his death, the religion of Islam had travelled to India in 
the East and Spain in the West, influencing the formation of complex new cultures and 
societies, and creating the conditions for inter-cultural learning with enormous advances 
in medicine, astronomy, mathematics, geography, history, philosophy, and the arts. Much 
of this knowledge entered Europe through the Muslim courts of Al-Andalus (Southern 
Spain) and facilitated the European Renaissance. In the 19th and 20th centuries, Islam 
spread to North and South America. It is the fastest-growing religion in the world today. 
 
Basic Tenets of Islam 
 
In order to embrace Islam, one must recite the Shahadah (which means “to bear 
witness”): “There is no Deity but Allah, and Muhammad is his prophet.” Muslims are 
obliged to believe in God, the Angels, the Day of Judgement, and the Universal Message 
of Islam which has been revealed by many Prophets from Adam, Abraham, and Jesus to 
Muhammad. In addition, Muslims are asked to perform Salat (prayer), practise Saum 
(fasting) during the month of Ramadan, pay Zakat (alms) to the poor, and, if they can 
afford it, perform the Hajj (pilgrimage to Mecca).  
 
Diversity in Islam 
 
Following the Prophet’s death, a struggle over succession led to a schism among the 
believers, which survives in the two main streams of Islam: Sunni and Shia. Sunnis 
believe in the four Caliphs who succeeded the Prophet: Abu-Bakr, Umar, Usman, and Ali 
as the elected successors, while Shias believe that the Prophet’s son-in-law Ali and his 
progeny are the legitimate successors to the Prophet. 

Sunnis are further differentiated by four schools of interpretation of the Shari’a 
(Islamic Law). These are known as the Hanafi, the Shafi’i, the Hanbali, and the Maliki. 
Sunnis constitute over 85% of the Muslim Ummah (community). 

Shias constitute a minority (12%) in most of the Muslim world, but form a 
majority in Iran, Iraq, and Bahrain, where the majority of Shias are Ithna’asheris (or 
Twelvers). Other Shia sects include the Ismailis, Zaidis, Bohras, and Alawis.  

In addition to the main sects of Islam, many other groups have formed over the 
years. Some of these groups such as the Babis and more recently, the Ahmadis, have been 
deemed heretical by the mainstream and their followers have often been persecuted, 
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driven out of countries, and even killed. Other groups like the Druze and the Bahai 
evolved from Islamic groups, but are now considered separate religious entities. 
 
Sufiism 
 
Sufiism refers to the great mystical, poetic, and intellectual traditions of Islam. Both 
Sunnis and Shias have had notable practitioners of Sufi thought. In some contexts, Sufi 
tariqas (orders) have risen to political power and have strong ties to mainstream forms of 
Islam, while in other places Sufis have been marginalized or persecuted. Some popular 
forms of Sufiism revolve around devotion to Sufi Saints, while other believers practise 
complex forms of inner spiritual discipline. Sufis have also used music (such as the 
Qawwali tradition in Pakistan) and dance (the Dervish orders of Anatolia) to achieve 
religious ecstasy.  

The period between the 8th and 12th centuries led to a great flowering of Sufi 
thought, developed by both men and women. Rabia al-Adawiyyah, Hasan al-Basri, 
al-Hallaj, Ibn Arabi, and Al-Ghazzali are some of the foremost mystics and philosophers 
of Sufi thought and practice. Jalaluddin Rumi, the Persian poet and founder of the order 
of dervishes in Turkey, is acknowledged to be one of the greatest of Sufi poets and many 
of his writings have been translated into European and other languages. The ghazal 
traditions of Persian and Urdu poetry are deeply influenced by Sufi ideas of love between 
humanity and God, For many Muslims, Sufi thought and practice continues to provide a 
deeply meaningful alternative to some of the varieties of orthodox Islam practised today. 
 
Contemporary Debates in Islam 
 
As a religion that prizes intellectual dialogue and places great value on learning, Islam 
has had some serious debates over the interpretation of the Qur’an in terms of the 
vicissitudes of the day. Many of the sects that developed in the early years of Islam were 
a result of political and theological differences, as well as manifestations of syncretic 
movements as Islamic thought interacted with indigenous beliefs in various parts of Asia, 
Europe and Africa. In the 19th century, the jarring impact of European colonialism and 
Western modernity led to attempts by reformers such as Seyyid Ahmed Khan, Jamal 
al-Din al-Afghani, and Mohammad Abduh to modernize Islam to deal with such 
challenges. Similarly, in the early 20th century, Mohammad Iqbal, the great Indian poet 
and philosopher, wrote eloquently about the need for Islam to re-imagine itself to deal 
with the effects of colonialism and growing national movements. 

In the latter half of the 20th century, some Islamic thinkers, concerned with the 
corruption of Western-backed regimes in the Islamic world and the growing gap between 
rich and poor, sought to interpret Islam as an inherently socialist religion. Foremost 
among these thinkers was the late Iranian scholar, Ali Shariati. Other scholars, such as 
Maulana Maudoodi of Pakistan and Sheikh Turabi of Sudan, proposed a more 
“fundamentalist” view of Islam as a political challenge to the overwhelming economic, 
social and cultural power of the West. In response to the growing popularity of such 
“Political Islams,” some scholars have written about democratic traditions within Islam 
that differ from the patriarchal and hierarchical systems favoured by contemporary 
Islamicist political movements.  
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Since women have been positioned as powerful symbols by both nationalist and 
Islamicist forces in the Islamic world, a great deal of contemporary debate focuses on 
issues of gender and sexuality. Noted scholars like Fatima Mernissi, Nawaal Saadawi, 
Leila Ahmed, and Amina Wadud-Muhsin have provided nuanced arguments for feminist 
interpretations of Islam. Women in places like Iran and Yemen are using the discourse of 
the Qur’an and Sunna to challenge earlier interpretations of the Shari’a that secluded 
women within the boundaries of home and family. Further reflecting the vast social and 
cultural changes within the contemporary Islamic world, transnational groups that 
represent gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered Muslims, also pose new challenges to 
hegemonic interpretations of Islam.  

Considering the current climate around discussions of Islam, it is particularly 
important to bear in mind the complexity and differences inherent in a religion practised 
by over a billion people living in vastly different circumstances all over the world. Useful 
comparisons can also be made to similar debates within other world religions such as 
Christianity, Judaism, Hinduism, or Sikhism. 
 
Islam in Canada 
 
Recent estimates suggest that over 650,000 Canadians identify themselves as Muslim, of 
which 300,000 live in the city of Toronto. 

The earliest records of Muslims in Canada date from the 1800s and the first 
Muslim Canadian was born in Ontario in 1854. There is also evidence that a few Muslims 
emigrated to Canada from the U.S. in the late 1800s. Many early Muslim settlers of Arab 
origin settled in Western Canada and worked on building the Canadian Pacific Railway. 
The majority of Muslim immigrants from Asia and Africa arrived in Canada after the 
1960s and their children, born in Canada, now constitute a new generation of Canadian 
Muslims. 

Muslims in Canada reflect the diversity of Islam in the world and claim their 
origins from countries as varied as Bosnia, Somalia, Iraq, India, Pakistan, Tanzania, 
South Africa, Palestine, Malaysia, Indonesia, Afghanistan, Iran, Nigeria, and Egypt,  
among others. 
 
Selected Definitions 
 
Jihad (or Jihaad) 
To strive for a better way of life. It is an Arabic word the root of which is Jahada. The 
nouns are Juhd, Mujahid, Jihad, and Ijtihad. The other meanings are: endeavour, strain, 
exertion, effort, diligence, fighting to defend one’s life, land, and religion. Jihad should 
not be confused with Holy War; the latter does not exist in Islam, nor will Islam allow its 
followers to be involved in a Holy War. The latter refers to the Holy War of the 
Crusaders.  
Source: Glossary of Islamic Terms and Concepts. 
<http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/reference/glossary.html>.  
 
The word Jihad is, also, often treated synonymously with the word qital (fighting). 
Source: About Islam – Jihad in Islam. <http://www.ipci-iv.co.uk/Jihad.html>. 
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Fatwa 
1) Legal opinion concerning Islamic law. 

Source: Glossary of Islamic Terms and Concepts. 
<http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/reference/glossary.html>. 

 
2) A legal opinion or decree handed down by an Islamic religious leader.  
 
Hijab 
1)  Concealing, screening, protecting; refers to the mandatory dress of the Muslim—male 

or female. (Plural is hujub). The root word of hijab is hajaba and that means: hajb (to 
veil), cover, screen, shelter, seclude (from), to hide, obscure (from sight), to make 
imperceptible, invisible, to conceal, to make or form a separation (a woman), to 
disguise, mask, to conceal, hide, to flee from sight, veil, to veil, conceal, to cover up, 
become hidden, to be obscured, to vanish, to become invisible, disappear from sight, 
to veil, to conceal, to withdraw, to elude perception.  
Source: Islamic Society of Greater Kansas City – Islamic Dictionary. 
<http://www.isgkc.org/glossary.htm>. 

 
2) The Islamic dress code and related attitudes. Although the word hijab is often used by 

English-speaking Muslims to refer specifically to the head covering, it in fact refers to 
the whole dress code.  
Source: Al-Hashimi, Dr. Muhammad. The Ideal Muslimah: The True Islamic 
Personality of the Muslim Woman as Defined in the Qur’an and Sunnah. Translated 
by Nasiruddin Al-Khattab. Published by International Islamic Publishing House. 
<http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/humanrelations/womeninislam/idealmuslimah/ 
Glossary.html>. 

 
3) Any kind of veil—it could be a curtain, a facial veil, etc. The facial hijab is divided 

into two types:  
Ø Niqab: full facial covering.  
Ø Khimar: partial facial covering, i.e., it covers the face, but leaves the eyes exposed. It 

is said that the universe is what veils the Creator from the creation. If you find the veil 
awe-inspiring, how much more awe-inspiring is the One behind the veil!  
Source: Ishaq, Zahid. Glossary of Islamic Terms. 
<http://www.islam101.com/selections/glossaryGH.html>. 
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Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives: Analysis of Bill C-36:  
An Act to Combat Terrorism  
 
Available electronically from <http://www.policyalternatives.ca/publication/c-36.html>. 
Reprinted with permission by CCPA. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Canadian government has a responsibility to protect Canadians from actual and 
potential human rights abuses of the sort that took place in New York and Washington on 
September 11th. In so doing, however, the government must strike a delicate balance 
between collective security and individual rights. This task is never easy, but is made 
more difficult in times of heightened fear and tension. It is, though, precisely at such 
times that the need to protect fundamental rights and freedoms is the greatest.  
 
Bill C-36 creates far-reaching powers with major implications for civil liberties. It 
provides a sweeping definition of terrorism that risks capturing legitimate political 
dissent. It departs from key tenets of our criminal justice system, such as the right to 
remain silent. It empowers the Solicitor General to recommend that groups be put on a 
public terrorist list without any advance notice or an opportunity for response prior to 
listing. It significantly reduces the openness of our judicial system and of government.  
 
Unlike the War Measures Act, Bill C-36 is not emergency legislation. This Bill will 
forever change laws such as the Criminal Code, the Official Secrets Act, the Privacy Act 
and the Canada Evidence Act. These changes, which could substantially alter the 
operation of Canada’s judicial system, have been drafted quickly without the benefit of 
meaningful public consultation and discussion. Key questions must be asked in 
determining what the Bill’s future should be.  
 
These questions are:  

§ Is this Bill necessary in order to combat terrorism? Has the government demonstrated 
satisfactorily that existing domestic legislation, including the Criminal Code, the 
Immigration Act, the National Defence Act, the Security Offences Act and the 
Official Secrets Act, is not adequate?  

§ Will the measures in Bill C-36 make Canadians safer? Are there not more effective 
responses, such as better enforcement of existing laws and measures to improve 
communication between, for example, the RCMP and the Canadian Security 
Intelligence Service? 

§ Will key provisions of the Bill withstand scrutiny under the Canadian Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms? Will Canadians have to challenge any rights’ violations at a 
high personal and financial cost?  

§ If the Bill is fundamentally flawed, can it be saved by the addition of a sunset clause, 
or are substantive amendments needed to ensure fairness?  
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Unfortunately, the broad scope of this Bill and the short time frame for responding, have 
precluded a comprehensive analysis of its complex provisions. This brief is, therefore, 
directed at an examination of those parts of Bill C-36 that have the greatest potential for 
civil liberties’ violations, or for rendering our justice system and government more 
secretive and less accountable.  
 
Those parts of Bill C-36 causing the greatest concern are:  

§ the definition of “terrorist activity” which could encompass legitimate protest and 
dissent; 

§ the process whereby organizations are put on a public “terrorist” list without 
procedural protections; 

§ the vague definitions of the new terrorist offences of “participating, facilitating, 
instructing and harbouring,” offences that carry substantial penalties; 

§ intrusive new investigative procedures, including a new investigatory hearing that 
removes the right to silence; 

§ important changes to the Privacy Act and the Access to Information Act that would 
prohibit the disclosure of information to Canadians; 

§ the creation of new layers of scrutiny for charities which will significantly hamper 
their legitimate operations. 

 
DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN TERROR AND DISSENT  
(Clause 4, definition at new Criminal Code section 83.03(1)(b))  
 
Who could be the object of police suspicion if Bill C-36 becomes law? Who may be 
arrested without a warrant, compelled to answer questions at an investigatory hearing, 
charged with vaguely worded yet serious new offences, put on a public terrorist list? Will 
it be those whose intention is to inflict terror, or could it be those targeted because of their 
particular ethnic background, religion or political views? How “terrorist activity” is 
ultimately defined will determine answers to such questions.  
 
The definition of “terrorist activity” is a key provision in the Bill. New Criminal Code 
offences, carrying heavy penalties upon conviction, are based on “terrorist activity.” A 
group may be listed, with serious consequences, if there are reasonable grounds to 
believe that it has carried out, participated in, or facilitated a “terrorist activity” or is 
acting in association with a group engaged in such activity. 
 
The task of trying to define terrorism is a daunting one. International efforts to craft a 
definition having enough precision to be meaningful and yet not encompass a wide array 
of political dissent and protest have not been successful. For this reason, international law 
has come to approach terrorism with reference to certain specific acts such as hostage 
taking and hijacking.  
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“Terrorist Activity”: A Definition 
 
Rather than focusing only on specific acts of terrorism, the government has adopted a 
generalized approach that is far-reaching and unwieldy. The definition in Bill C-36 has 
three main elements:  
 
an act or omission committed inside or outside Canada: 
 
§ for political, religious or ideological purposes or cause  
 
AND  
 
§ with an intention to either: intimidate the public with regard to security, including its 

economic security, or to compel a person, government or national or international 
organization to do or refrain from doing any act  

 
AND 
 
§ with an intent to do one of the following: 

- cause death or serious bodily harm,  
- endanger life, 
- cause a serious risk to the health or safety of the public,  
- cause serious public or private property damage when that is also likely to disrupt an 
essential service, facility or system, or to disrupt an essential service intending to 
cause a serious risk to the health or safety of the public  

 
OR  
 

- cause serious interference with, or serious disruption of, an essential service, facility 
or system EXCEPT as a result of lawful advocacy, protest, dissent or stoppage of 
work not intended to cause death or serious bodily harm, endanger a person’s life, or 
be a serious risk to the public’s health or safety.  

 
None of the key terms are defined in the Bill. What is the meaning of: a “political 
purpose,” a “serious risk to health or safety,” “serious interference,” an “essential service, 
facility or system”? These and other terms in this section are open to differing 
interpretations. The Supreme Court of Canada, for example, has defined “serious bodily 
harm” as any hurt or injury, whether physical or psychological, that interferes in a 
substantial way with a person’s physical or psychological well-being, health or integrity. 
This might include a bad scare. The ordinary meaning of the term “serious bodily harm” 
is more restrictive.  
 
Capturing Dissent 
 
Could legitimate dissent be caught by the definition? What about First Nations blocking a 
highway; environmentalists trying to stop logging; anti-globalization protesters 
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demonstrating to prevent the signing of a trade agreement; unions interfering with the 
delivery of a health service?  
 
Arguably the protection against such far-reaching application is in the exception for 
“lawful advocacy, protest, dissent or stoppage of work,” as long as such activities are not 
intended to cause death or serious harm. The problem with the exception is that civil 
dissent often has an “unlawful” element. Unions may be engaged in wildcat strikes. 
Demonstrators may stray, intentionally or unintentionally, beyond the bounds of what is 
strictly lawful by trespassing, causing a disturbance or resisting arrest. It’s one thing to 
consider such activity as a possible violation of the criminal law. It’s quite another for 
such activity to be labelled “terrorist” with the stigma and harsher legal regime that such 
labelling would entail.  
 
It is also unclear whether the term “lawful” in the Bill refers only to Canadian law or if it 
also includes what is “lawful” in the country where the alleged “terrorist activity” took 
place. This is an important question given that terrorist acts may be committed inside or 
outside Canada. As Amnesty International points out in its brief on Bill-36, in many parts 
of the world protest, even peaceful protest is illegal. Amnesty cites the cases of possible 
prisoners of conscience who face legal sanctions, imprisonment, or other forms of 
punishment by the state for such activities as: 
§ involvement in a successful blockade of U.S. forestry company logging operations;  
§ participating in a national civil disobedience campaign against one-party military 

rule;  
§ protesting against the construction of an electricity supply network running through 

the region where indigenous people live. 
 
Enforcement 
 
The lack of precision in the definition raises serious concerns about arbitrary and 
unpredictable enforcement. Canada’s criminal justice system has frequently been 
criticized for systemically discriminating against certain groups, especially First Nations. 
Could Bill C-36, if it becomes law, have a disproportionate impact on particular racial, 
ethnic, or religious minorities?  
 
Changes to the Definition “Terrorist Activity” 
 
The definition of “terrorist activity” must be clarified and narrowed. The “political, 
religious, or ideological purpose” for the activity does not add anything helpful to the 
definition and should be deleted. As pointed out by the Canadian Bar Association in its 
submission on Bill C-36, the nature of the act defines the offence, not the motivation 
behind it. Moreover, by linking the definition to a religious context, the context may 
make this part of the Bill vulnerable to a section 15 Charter challenge which prohibits 
discrimination on the basis of religion.  
 
The reference to “terrorist activity” must also be carefully circumscribed to ensure that 
legitimate advocacy, protest, dissent and work stoppage, even if unlawful, are not caught. 
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The focus of any amended definition should be on the intention to seriously intimidate 
and to cause death or endanger life, or to cause serious risk to physical health or safety.  
 
THE TERRORIST LIST  
(Clause 4 of Bill, section 83.05(1)) 
 
Bill C-36 proposes a process whereby Cabinet, acting on the recommendation of the 
Solicitor General, may name any entity (defined in the Bill as “a person, group, trust, 
partnership, fund or an unincorporated association or organization”) as one involved in 
terrorist activity, and put that entity on a list of terrorists. The consequences of listing are 
serious. The group is subject to other provisions in the Bill that criminalize involvement 
with, or support for, a terrorist group. All the group’s property is frozen and subject to 
forfeiture. Its public reputation will be in jeopardy.  
 
While groups can seek a review of the decision to list them, this can be done only after 
the decision has been made. Many groups will not have the resources to seek a review. 
Even if a challenge is successful, the fallout from the initial decision to list will likely be 
irreversible.  
 
In light of the dire consequences of being on the terrorist list, additional procedural 
protections are required. At a minimum, groups must have an opportunity to respond 
before a recommendation is made to name them as terrorist. The Solicitor General should 
be required to notify the group concerned that (s)he is considering recommending to 
Cabinet that the group be named as a terrorist organization. The group would then have 
an opportunity to respond to evidence against it. 
 
NEW TERRORIST OFFENCES  
(Sections 83.18–83.27) 
 
Terrorist groups are defined in relation to terrorist activity. They are either entities on the 
list created by Cabinet or they are groups that have as one of their purposes facilitating or 
carrying out a terrorist activity. Facilitation could occur whether or not the facilitator 
knows that a particular terrorist activity is being facilitated. Given that the activities of 
unions, environmental groups, and advocacy organizations could be caught by the current 
definition of terrorist activity, this approach to facilitation is especially troubling. How 
can someone facilitate an act if they are unaware that they are so doing?  
 
Section 83.18(1) provides a sentence of up to ten years imprisonment for “everyone who 
knowingly contributes to, directly or indirectly, any activity” of a terrorist group.  
 
The offence is committed even if the group doesn’t actually carry out the terrorist 
activity, even if the contribution of the accused doesn’t actually enhance the group’s 
ability to facilitate or carry out a terrorist activity, or even if the accused didn’t know the 
specific nature of the activity that may be facilitated or carried out. Would this broad 
wording catch the contribution of Canadian environmental group X that contributes to 
South American environmental group Y, knowing that a wing of group Y is involved in 
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violent anti-logging protests, considered to be “terrorist,” but not knowing that its 
contribution will actually facilitate a specific terrorist act?  
 
Given the serious penalties associated with these terrorist offences, such offences must be 
clarified and the element of criminal intent be added as an essential component of the 
crime. In other words, the Crown prosecutor would have to prove that the accused knew 
that (s)he was facilitating a particular terrorist act. 
 
INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES  
(Clause 4, Sections 83.28–83.3)  
 
Bill C-36 contains new investigative procedures, including preventive arrest and 
investigatory hearings. These procedures represent a significant departure from 
fundamental tenets of Canada’s criminal justice system, and could lead to human rights’ 
violations.  
 
The preventive arrest mechanism in the Bill allows for citizens to be arrested and 
detained before any charges are laid against anyone. Under Section 83.3(4), for example, 
a police officer may arrest someone without a warrant where the officer suspects on 
reasonable grounds that detention is necessary to prevent the commission of an indictable 
(serious) offence that also constitutes terrorist activity. Someone could be arrested on the 
mere suspicion of a police officer that a terrorist activity is planned, without belief that 
the activity is in any way imminent. The Bill does contain checks and balances: e.g., 
those detained if arrested without warrant would have to be taken before a judge within 
24 hours, or as soon as a judge is available. There is, however, a concern that 
section 83.3(4) and other arrest and detention provisions in the Bill could, particularly 
given the expansive definition of “terrorist activity,” be inappropriately used to target 
those with certain unpopular political views, or those from certain ethnic or religious 
groups.  
 
The proposed investigatory hearing, where those with material information relating to a 
terrorist offence may be compelled to answer questions, has important implications for 
freedom of the press in this country. As the Canadian Bar Association has pointed out in 
its submission, these hearings could be used against journalists. Journalists could, for 
example, be forced to disclose information they collect and to reveal their sources and 
work without the benefit of an ongoing judicial proceeding where the need to reveal their 
sources could be determined. The protection of journalistic sources is a basic condition of 
press freedom in a democratic society.  
 
Despite the checks and balances in these sections of the Bill, the new techniques of 
investigation have the potential for infringing basic rights and must be carefully 
monitored should this Bill become law.  
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PRIVACY AND ACCESS TO INFORMATION  
(Clauses 87, 103 and 104 of the Bill)  
 
Information and privacy laws are critical to the protection and regulation of personal and 
public information in the federal sphere. Clauses 87, 103 and 104 of the Bill would 
permit the Attorney General of Canada to issue a certificate prohibiting disclosure of 
certain information in order to protect international relations (a very vague term) or 
national security or defence. This would apply to disclosure under the Access to 
Information Act, the Privacy Act and the Personal Information Protection and Electronic 
Documents Act. The proposed changes would render those Acts wholly inoperative in 
respect of information covered in the certificate. There is no review of the exercise of 
certificate powers. In addition, the Bill would exempt the Attorney General’s certificate 
from publication so that the public would be prevented from even knowing that a 
certificate has been issued. This is not consistent with principles of fair and open 
government.  
 
Information that is legitimately classified as sensitive is already protected from disclosure 
in information and privacy laws. These new provisions are, therefore, not necessary and 
should be withdrawn.  
 
CHARITIES  
(Part 6 of the Bill) 
 
Part 6 of the Bill incorporates most of the contents of Bill C-16, Charities Registration 
(Security Information) Act which was introduced in the House of Commons in March of 
this year but withdrawn with the introduction of Bill C-36. Part 6 adds another layer of 
scrutiny for registered charities and those seeking charitable status. If enacted, Bill C-36 
could have a devastating effect on the activities of Canadian charities, both at home and 
abroad. Charities against whom a security certificate is issued will lose their charitable 
status. Entities seeking to become registered charities would be ineligible if a certificate 
had been issued against them. The conditions for issuing a security certificate have been 
expanded in Bill C-36 to include, for example, charities who made resources available to 
a terrorist group but also those who “made, make or will make” resources available in the 
future.  
 
Bill C-36 would penalize a registered charity or applicant for charitable status for directly 
or indirectly providing funds or services to “terrorist groups.” This brings us back to the 
problem of what constitutes “terrorism.” Under a military dictatorship, a group engaged 
in civil disobedience may be deemed “terrorist.” Will a Canadian charity be penalized for 
contributing to such a group? What about those foreign entities whose major purpose is to 
undertake humanitarian work, but who may be affiliated with a “terrorist group”? It will 
simply not be possible for Canadian charities to ensure their funds don’t end up in the 
hands of those deemed “terrorist.” 
 
Part 6 of the Bill should be deleted. 
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REGULAR REVIEWS 
 
In addition to a sunset clause, regular six-month parliamentary reviews are needed given 
the sweeping nature of the Bill and its potential for serious infringement of basic rights 
and freedoms.  
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Bill C-36 does not represent an appropriate balance between civil rights and national 
security.  
 
Bill C-36 is a threat to the fundamental rights and freedoms of those living in Canada. 
Nor does it meet standards of fairness, openness, and accountability that are the hallmark 
of democratic government. 
 
Although a sunset clause would be better than no sunset clause, merely adding such a 
clause to a fundamentally flawed Bill is unacceptable. 
 
The government has not demonstrated that Bill C-36 is necessary to combat terrorism and 
increase the security of Canadians. 
 
Although this brief suggests specific changes to various provisions of Bill C-36, these 
changes, if enacted, would not by themselves be sufficient to redeem the Bill and warrant 
its passage.  
 
Accordingly, Bill C-36 should be withdrawn and the government should initiate a broad 
public discussion about what measures are needed to protect the security of Canadians, 
and what if any new legislation is necessary. 
 
Before introducing any new legislation, the government must demonstrate to Canadians 
why existing laws (with perhaps, better enforcement and coordination) are not sufficient 
to combat terrorism.  
 
Any new legislation should be referred to the Supreme Court to ensure that it is 
consistent with the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. 
 
Any new legislation must include independent third-party oversight and review, reporting 
directly to parliament.  
 
This analysis was submitted as a brief to the House of Commons Justice Committee. 
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A Fran Endicott Centre Resource List for Teachers: 
Islam, South Asia, and the Middle East 
 
The books in this resource list are available for loan from the TDSB Equity Department’s 
Fran Endicott Centre library. Contact the Equity Department for more information at 
416-397-3797. 
 
Unless noted otherwise, annotations in quotation marks have been taken from the covers 
of the books. 

Elementary Division 
 
Aktar, Nanreen. Samira’s Eid. London: Mantra Publishing, 1999. ISBN 1852691344. 

Reading Level: Primary/Junior. “Today is the festival of Eid. The first sighting of the 
new moon starts a day of celebration for Samira and her family. The Ramadan fast is 
over and now it is time for prayers and presents. But what is the story that the surprise 
visitor has to tell?” In Urdu & English or Gujarati & English. 

 
Ali, Aminah Ibrahim. The Three Muslim Festivals. Chicago, IL: IQRA Educational 
Foundation, 1998. ISBN 156316308X. 

Reading Level: Primary/Junior. “A charming collection of three stories on the three 
major celebrations of Islam: Ramadan, Id al-Fitr, and Id al-Adha. Rabiah, Musa, and 
Ahmad, the three main characters in these stories, take readers into their homes to 
witness each of the their families’ holiday preparations. Their stories depict the 
meanings and express the personal significances of these traditions.”  

 
El-Moslimany, Ann P. Zaki’s Ramadan Fast. Seattle, WA: Amica Publishing House, 
1994. ISBN 1884187080. 

Reading Level: Primary. “A day in the life of a little boy who is taking on the family 
tradition of fasting from dawn to dusk with excitement and commitment. Even though 
he is not required to fast during this special month of Ramadan, Zaki’s mother, father, 
and sister give him their support to achieve his goal of fasting for one day.” 

 
Ghazi, Dr. Abidullah. Grandfather’s Orchard. Chicago, IL: IQRA Educational 
Foundation, 1993. ISBN 1563163071. 

Reading Level: Junior. “Ahmad, Asma and their grandfather Abdullah spend much of 
their days together enjoying the simplest things in daily life. One day Grandfather 
announces that he has bought land and wants to plant an orchard of fruit trees. The 
children are anxious to help. The whole family plants the trees and when grandfather 
reveals that he will not be there to enjoy the fruits of his labour little Ahmad asks, 
‘Why do you do it then?’ The tradition of planting the seeds for future generations is 
still practised throughout the Muslim world….”  
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Ghazi, Dr. Abidullah, and Tasmeena Ghazi. A True Promise. Chicago, IL: IQRA 
Educational Foundation, 1992. ISBN 1563163047. 
 Reading Level: Primary/Junior. Illustrated short stories describing some of the values 

and traditions of Islamic faith. 
 
Heide, Florence, and J.H. Gilliland. The Day of Ahmed’s Secret. New York: Lee & 
Shepard Books, 1990. ISBN 0688088945. 

Reading Level: Primary. “Ahmed has a secret, and all day long his secret will be like 
a friend to him. Tonight he will tell it to his family, but first he has work to do. 
Throughout the bustling city of Cairo, Ahmed rides his donkey cart—up streets 
crowded with cars and camels, down alleyways filled with merchants’ stalls, past 
buildings a thousand years old. The sights and sounds of his city fill the day, and 
when at last his work is done and Ahmed hurries home, young readers will be as 
excited to hear his secret as Ahmed is to tell it.” 

 
Heide, Florence, and J.H. Gilliland. Sami and the Time of the Troubles. New York: 
Clarion Books, 1992. ISBN 0395559642. 

Reading Level: Primary/Junior. “Ten-year-old Sami lives with his family in Beirut, 
the capital of Lebanon. Until the middle of the twentieth century, Beirut was one of 
the most splendid cities in the world. Today it is a place of ruin and trouble. And it is 
Sami’s home. Sami and his little sister Leila are like children everywhere, but their 
lives are like those of too many other children who live in places where violence has 
become the accepted way of resolving differences. Always, there are memories of 
good times to hold on to when the troubles come. Always, there is the hope that this 
time will be the last time.” 

 
Hoyt-Goldsmith, Diane. Celebrating Ramadan. New York: Holiday House, 2001. 
ISBN 0823415813. 

Reading Level: Junior. “During the holy month of Ramadan, Ibraheem and his 
family, along with five million other American Muslims, eat and drink nothing from 
sunup to sundown. They are participating in a fourteen-hundred-year-old tradition 
that is one of the pillars of the Islamic faith. Marking the time when the Prophet 
Muhammad began receiving the revelations of the Qur’an, the sacred book of Islam, 
Ramadan is a time for families like Ibraheem’s to come together and reconfirm their 
faith.” 

 
Kessler, Cristina. My Great-Grandmother’s Gourd. New York: Orchard Books, 2000. 
ISBN 0531302849. 

Reading Level: Primary/Junior. “Fatima is thrilled. Her Sudanese village has a brand-
new pump. No more camels hauling water. No more storing water in baobab trees. 
Life will be easier and better for all. But Fatima’s grandmother refuses to change her 
ways. She insists upon preparing the baobab tree for the dry season, just as her 
mother and grandmother did before her. The other villagers think she’s foolish, but 
she doesn’t care. She has plenty of work to do—and so does Fatima, who decides she 
must help. Based on a true event.…” 
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Kessler, Cristina. One Night: A Story from the Desert. New York: Philomel Books, 1995. 
ISBN 0399227261. 

Reading Level: Junior. “‘I taste the wind on my tongue and feel the sun touch my 
heart as finally I sit with my goats while they graze. Yes, I am the wealthiest of boys. 
Al Hamdillilai!’ Muhamed learns of wisdom and the wind from his grandmother, and 
of the responsibilities of manhood from his father. Yet it is not until the young Tuareg 
boy himself is entrusted with taking the goats to graze that he faces a desert night to 
remember….”  

 
Khan, Rukhsana. Dahling, If You Luv Me, Would You, Please, Please Smile. Toronto: 
Stoddart Kids, 1999. ISBN 0773760164. 

Reading Level: Intermediate. “Everyone in school has a pair of Lucky jeans. 
Everyone, that is, except Zainab. But it’s not just the Lucky’s that distance her from 
others; it’s sharing a bedroom with a controlling older sister and struggling for 
support from busy parents. It’s trying to come to terms with a culture that those 
around her don’t understand, and sometimes it’s being mean to others who have even 
bigger problems….”  

 
Khan, Rukhsana. Muslim Child. Toronto: Napoleon Publishing, 1999. 
ISBN 092914161X. 

Reading Level: Junior. “A unique collection of short stories, poems and activities that 
examines the world through the eyes of Muslim children. With each selection, author 
Rukhsana Khan provides insight for all children into everyday Muslim life, revealing 
aspects of Islam and a way of life practised by millions in North America and Europe 
and over one billion worldwide.” 

 
Khan, Rukhsana. The Roses in My Carpets. Toronto: Stoddart Kids, 1998. 
ISBN 0773730923. 

Reading Level: Junior/Intermediate. “‘It’s always the same. The jets scream 
overhead. They’ve seen me. I’m running too slowly, dragging my mother and sister 
behind.’ For a young refugee living with loss and terror-filled memories, time is 
measured by the next bucket of water, the next portion of bread, and the next call to 
prayer. Here, where everything—walls, floor, courtyard—is mud, a boy’s heart can 
still long for freedom, independence, and safety. And here, where life is terribly 
fragile, the strength to endure grows out of need. But the strength to dream comes 
from within.” 

 
Khan, Saniyasnain. Tell Me about Hajj. New Delhi, India: Goodword Press; Chicago, IL: 
IQRA Educational Foundation, 2000. ISBN 8187570008. 

Reading Level: Junior/Intermediate. “The story of Hajj, the pilgrimage to Mecca, 
begins over 4000 years ago when, following the divine command, the Prophet 
Muhammad travelled for a long distance till he reached the hot, barren lands of 
Arabia… Today, in response to this call, and following in the footsteps of the Prophet 
Muhammad, over two million Muslims from every corner of the globe gather in 
Mecca every year.” 
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Laird, Elizabeth. Kiss the Dust. London: Mammoth, 1991. ISBN 0749708573. 
Reading Level: Intermediate. “For Tara, the world is turned upside down when her 
father’s involvement with the Kurdish resistance movement obliges the family to flee 
Iraq. They escape over the mountains into Iran, but even there, they are not safe. 
Tara’s father spends the last of their savings on air tickets to London. But what will 
happen to them now that they are refugees, without a country and without a home?”  

 
Matthews, Mary. Magid Fasts for Ramadan. New York: Clarion Books, 1996. 
ISBN 0618040358. 

Reading Level: Junior. Eight-year-old Magid wants to fast for Ramadan, but 
everyone says he is too young. But Magid decides that he will fast anyway, in secret. 
Contains a glossary, and a brief note on Islam at the back of the book. 

 
McKay, Jr., Lawrence. Caravan. New York: Lee and Low Books, Inc., 1995. 
ISBN 1880000237. 

Reading Level: Primary/Junior. “Through the story of ten-year-old Jura’s first 
caravan trip with his father… [Caravan]… describes the adventures one boy 
experiences on the journey to young adulthood. Set against the icy backdrop of the 
Hindu Kush mountain range in northeastern Afghanistan, this father and son’s story 
sparkles with the warmth of family and cultural tradition.” 

 
Nye, Naomi Shihab. Habibi. New York: Aladdin, 1999. ISBN 0689801491.  

Reading Level: Intermediate. “The day after Liyana got her first real kiss, her life 
changed forever. Not because of the kiss, but because it was the day her father 
announced that the family was moving from St. Louis all the way to Palestine. 
Though her father grew up there, Liyana knows very little about her family’s Arab 
heritage. Her grandmother and the rest of her relatives who live in the West Bank are 
strangers, and speak a language she can’t understand. It isn’t until she meets Omer 
that her homesickness fades. But Omer is Jewish, and their friendship is silently 
forbidden in this land. How can they make their families understand? And how can 
Liyana ever learn to call this place home?”  

 
Sadiq, Nazneen. Camels Can Make You Homesick and Other Stories. Toronto: James 
Lorimer & Co., 1985. ISBN 0888629125. 

Reading Level: Junior/Intermediate. “In these stories, five different kids take us five 
different places. For Zorana, it is a trip to Pakistan and a ride on a camel, for Raj 
Dhillon, it’s a night alone learning wilderness survival; for Amit, it’s a trip to 
McDonald’s with his Bengali-born grandmother; for Jaya, it’s on stage for a 
performance of Indian classical dancing even after a classmate has tried to wreck her 
costume; and for Shanaz, it’s a visit to an understanding neighbour who helps her to 
see that there are beautiful parts to her Muslim Heritage.…”  
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Stone, Susheila. Celebrations: Eid Ul-Fitr. London: A&C Black, 1994. 
ISBN 0713640839. 

Reading Level: Primary. “It’s Eid! Fozia has a new shalwar-kameez to wear and she’s 
going to the mosque with her Dad. At school, they’ve decorated all the classrooms. 
Tomorrow everyone will wear their new clothes for a special Eid assembly.” 

 
Tames, Richard. Islam (World Religions series). New York: Franklin Watts, 1999. 
ISBN 0749633743. 

Reading Level: Junior/Intermediate. “…explores the main beliefs of different 
religions and shows how these beliefs affect the lives of the people who follow them. 
Attractive photographs and quotations from religious writings add to the clear text 
and help to capture the essence of [the] religion.” 

 
Intermediate/Senior Division 
 
Ba, Mariama. So Long a Letter. London: Virago, 1987. ISBN 086068296X. 

Reading Level: Senior. This book is described as “… a cry from the heart of a 
Muslim woman… living in a society of transition.” “Looking back on her life, 
Ramatoulaye recalls her love for her husband and the shattering sense of betrayal she 
feels when he abruptly chooses a second wife—choosing Binetou, the teenage friend 
of their young daughter. Though his action is sanctioned by Islam, to her it is a brutal 
denial of their years together. Isolated, lonely, and grief-stricken, she nevertheless 
responds with a passionate refusal to accept a polygamous life, knowing the price she 
must pay.” 

 
Bentley, Sid. Religions of Our Neighbors. Coquitlam, BC: Bentley West Publishing Co., 
1989. ISBN 0921308027. 

Reading Level: Intermediate/Senior. “Not religion made easy, but religion made easy 
to read and easy to understand… fully indexed and has extensive glossaries.”  

 
 “Cultural Profile” Series. Toronto: AMNI Centre, Faculty of Social Work, University of 
Toronto, 1998–2001. 

Reading Level: Intermediate /Senior. A series of short profiles, each focusing on a 
different country. Available profiles focused on countries with large Muslim 
populations include: Afghanistan, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Egypt, 
India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Malaysia, Nigeria, 
Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Turkey, and United Arab Emirates. Available 
on-line at Citizenship and Immigration Canada – Cultural Profiles Project, 
<http://www.settlement.org/cp/index.html>. 

 
Ghazi, Abidullah. The Salary of the Khalifah. Chicago, IL: IQRA Educational 
Foundation, 1993. ISBN 1563163705. 

Reading Level Intermediate/Senior. Slim booklet of Muslim stories, described as 
“some very close Sahabah of Rasulullah.” 
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Mahfouz, Naguib. Palace Walk. New York: Anchor Books, 1996. ISBN 0385264666.  
Reading Level: Senior. “This story depicts a traditional Muslim family in Egypt 
during the 1920s… describing in fascinating detail the contrast between the 
cloistered, subservient lives of the women and the freedom of the men, particularly 
the father.” 
(Annotation from The Annotated Bibliography of World Literature, Toronto: Toronto 
District School Board, 2000.) 

 
Malik, Sardar, and Abbas Malik. Introducing Muhammad. Cambridge: ICON Books, 
1999. ISBN 1840460725. 

Reading Level: Senior. “An informative guide to the complex and enigmatic world of 
Islam. It recounts the history of Islam from Muhammad’s birth in the 6th century to its 
status as a global cultural and political force today. It offers a timely insight into 
Islamic beliefs and traditions, and examines the new ideas and ideals that are 
reshaping the Muslim world.” 

 
Marton, Elsa. Muhammad of Mecca: Prophet of Islam. New York: Franklin Watts, 2001. 
ISBN 0531155544. 

Reading Level: Intermediate. “Today more than one billion people follow the faith 
taught by the Prophet Muhammad. But who was Muhammad: a ruler, a saint, a great 
thinker? Muhammad, who was born about 570 in Arabian Peninsula, started out as a 
merchant. By his death in 632, he was a revered prophet and the founder of the 
religion of Islam. This biography—based on the current scholarship by Muslim and 
other historians—provides a vivid portrait of Muhammad.” 

 
Rahman, Mushtaqar, and Guljan Mushtaqar Rahman. Geography of the Muslim World. 
Chicago, IL: IQRA Educational Foundation, 1997. ISBN 1563163721. 

Reading Level: Intermediate/Senior. In textbook format, contains a great deal of 
information on “Muslim countries which are known for the unity of their faith and 
rich diversity of their cultures, environments, and languages.” Includes geographical, 
historical, and socio-demographic information on 49 Muslim countries, including 
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Jordan, Palestine, Tajikistan, and Turkmenistan. 

 
Staples, Suzanne Fisher. Shabanu. New York: Laurel Leaf, Random House, 1989. 
ISBN 0679810307. 

Reading Level: Intermediate/Senior. Shabanu lives in the Cholistan Desert of 
Pakistan. “The second daughter in a family with no sons, she’s allowed freedoms 
forbidden to most Muslim girls. But when a tragic encounter… ruins the marriage 
plans of her older sister, Shabanu is called on to sacrifice everything she’s dreamed 
of. Should she… uphold her family’s honor—or listen to the stirrings of her own 
heart?” 
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Wilkes, Sybella. One Day We Had to Run. London: Evans Brothers Ltd., 1994. 
ISBN 0237514893. 

Reading Level: Intermediate. “Tells the stories of three children who were forced to 
become refugees. They fled from Somalia, Sudan and Ethiopia, leaving their families 
and homes, and facing many dangers before they reached the safety of the refugee 
camps in Kenya….” 

 
Wormser, Richard. American Islam: Growing up Muslim in America. New York: Walker 
and Co., 2002. ISBN 0802776280. 

Reading Level: Intermediate. “Young Muslims speak out about everyday concerns—
family, school, relationships—revealing how they maintain their identity and adapt 
their religious and cultural traditions to fit into America’s more permissive society. A 
historical overview of Islam, an interpretation of the basic tenets of the Qur’an, and a 
close look at the growth of Islam in African-American communities round out the 
first-person accounts of daily life.” 
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Alternative Web Sites and Lesson Plans 
 
Alternative Media Sources 
 
Adbusters. <http://adbusters.org/home/>. 
 
Al-Ahram (Cairo’s weekly English-language newspaper). 
<http://www.ahram.org.eg/weekly/>. 
 
AlterNet. <http://www.alternet.org/>. 
 
Christian Science Monitor. <http://www.csmonitor.com/>. 
 
DAWN (Daily English-language Newspaper from Pakistan). <http://www.dawn.com>.  
 
Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting. <http://www.fair.org/>. 
 
The Guardian. <http://www.guardian.co.uk/guardian/>. 
 
Human Rights Watch. <http://www.hrw.org/>. 
 
Independent Media Center. <http://www.indymedia.org/>. 
 
Media Channel. <http://www.mediachannel.org/>. 
 
The Nation. <http://www.thenation.com>. 
 
Rabble.ca. <http://www.rabble.ca/>. 
 
Z Net. <http://www.zmag.org/CrisesCurEvts/interventions.htm>. 
 
Anti-Racist Education and Other Initiatives 
 
Anti-Arab Discrimination: What Teachers Can Do. 
<http://www.esrnational.org/teachersvsantiarabprejudice.htm>. 
 
Asian American Legal Defence and Education Fund. 
<http://www.aaldef.org/index.html>. 
 
Canadian Race Relations Foundation. <http://www.crr.ca/rt>. 
 
Detroit Free Press. 100 Questions and Answers about Arab Americans: A Journalist’s 
Guide. <http://www.freep.com/jobspage/arabs/index.htm>. 
 
What is Harassment? And What Can We Do to Stop It? 
<http://www.esrnational.org/whatisharassment.htm>. 
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Media Literacy/Media Education 
 
Media Awareness Bulletin. Barry’s Bulletin.  
<http://www.media-awareness.ca/eng/med/class/multilib/oct2001.htm>. 
 
Mertz, Gayle, and Carol Miller Lieber. “What is Propaganda?” Excerpted from Conflict 
in Context: Understanding Local to Global Security, 2001.  
<http://www.esrnational.org/whatispropaganda.htm>. 
 
University of British Columbia Journalism Review: Thunderbird Online Magazine. 
<http://www.journalism.ubc.ca/thunderbird>.  

See December 2001 issue for Canadian media ownership by province. 
  
Peace Activism and Education 
 
Amnesty International. <http://www.amnesty.org/>. 
 
Canadian Peace Alliance. <http://www.acp-cpa.ca>. 
 
Global Exchange. <http://www.globalexchange.org/september11/>. 
 
Madre: An International Women’s Human Rights Organization. “Madre’s justice not 
vengeance: A Madre tool kit in response to the September 11th attacks and the U.S. war 
against Afghanistan.” <http://www.madre.org/toolkit/qanda.html#madre>. 
 
Posters for Peace. <http://www.postersforpeace.org/>. 
 
Workable Peace. <http://www.workablepeace.org/curriculum.html>. 
 
Peace/Anti-War 
 
Alternative Press Index. <http://www.altpress.org>. 
 
Antiwar.com. <http://www.antiwar.com>.  
 
Common Dreams News Center. <http://www.commondreams.org>.  
 
FAIR: Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting. <http://www.fair.org >. 
 
Independent Media Center. <http://www.indymedia.org>. 
 
Michael Moore. <http://www.michaelmoore.com>.  
 
MotherJones.com. <http://www.mojones.com>.  
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The Nation. <http://www.thenation.com>. 
 
Rabble.ca. <http://www.rabble.ca>. 
 
Rethinking Schools. <http://www.rethinkingschools.com>.  
 
Z Communications – Z Magazine. http://www.zmag.org. 
 
Lesson Plans 
 
Although these have been selected by topic and appropriateness, not all lesson plans have 
been reviewed. Many are American-focused and will need to be adapted with Canadian 
content. 
 
America Responds. “Afghanistan Today: Civil War and Human Rights.” 
<http://www.pbs.org/americaresponds/afghanistantoday.html>. 
 
Education Development Center, Inc. “Beyond Blame: Reacting to the Terrorist Attack.” 
<http://www.edc.org/spotlight/schools/beyondblame.htm>. 
 
Educators for Social Responsibility, Dealing with Stereotyping, Prejudice, 
Discrimination, and Scapegoating. 
<http://www.esrnational.org/antidiscriminationlesson.htm>. 
 
Mertz, Gayle, and Carol Miller Lieber. “Security Is….” Excerpted from Conflict in 
Context: Understanding Local to Global Security, 2001. 
<http://www.esrnational.org/securityislesson.htm>. 
 
Mertz, Gayle, and Carol Miller Lieber. “Understanding Contemporary Afghanistan.” 
Excerpted from Conflict in Context: Understanding Local to Global Security, 2001. 
<http://www.esrnational.org/afghanistancivilwar.htm>. 
 
PBS – “Afghanistan and Its Neighbors: Model Summit.” 
<http://www.pbs.org/americaresponds/modelsummit.html>. 
 
PBS – A Force More Powerful: A Century of Non-Violent Conflict. 
<http://www.pbs.org/weta/forcemorepowerful/classroom/>. 
 
What is War? <http://www.esrnational.org/whatiswar.htm 
http://www.ccasonline.org/publications/teachmodule_whoarabs.htm 
www.rethinkingschools.org>. 
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Understanding Islam 
 
Understanding the Middle East (Geography, Politics, Faith Communities) 
 
Tolerance.org – “Cultural Geography: A Tour of Central Asia and the Middle East.” 
<http://www.tolerance.org/news/article_tol.jsp?id=292>. 
 
Understanding U.S. Foreign Policy 
 
Harris, Tom, and Katherine Neer. “Terrorism.” How Stuff Works. 
<http://www.howstuffworks.com/terrorism.htm>. 
 
Video 
 
Islam: A Closer Look. Dir. Jawad Jafry. Prod. Abdul Malik Mujahid. Herndon, VA: 
Islamica Sight and Sound, 1995. (30 minutes) 

This documentary is for anyone interested in the true teachings of Islam. An 
intelligent and sensitive portrayal of Islamic beliefs and practices, “Islam: A Closer 
Look” clearly and concisely explains wide range of important concepts such as the 
Unity of God, the Qur’an, prayer, fasting, Zakat, the Pilgrimage, Islamic sciences, the 
role of the Masjid, Islamic family values, and the importance of acquiring knowledge. 
Most non-Muslims think that all Muslims are Arabs, but Shaikh Abdullah Hakim 
surprises the viewers in this documentary by telling them that only 15 percent 
Muslims are Arabs; the other 85 percent are non-Arab. A series of well-known guests 
share their insight and experiences on this program: Imam Hamza Yusuf, Hakeem 
Olajuwon, Shaikh Abdullah Hakim, Dr. John Esposito, Sr. Nancy Ali, Sr. Audrey 
Shabbaz, Sr. Rubina Khawaja, and Sr. Besa Karsingi.  
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Feedback Form 
Teaching about Human Rights: 9/11 and Beyond  

Field-Test Edition 2003 
 

  
Yen Lim 

140 Borough Drive, Level 2  
Toronto, Ontario   M1P 4N6 

Yen.Lim@tdsb.on.ca 
(416) 396-3417 

 
 
1. Does the content of this resource package seem appropriate? Does it have a social 

justice orientation? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Do the activities support a fair and equitable approach to an exploration of difficult 

and controversial issues? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Which lessons and activities were most useful? Which were least useful? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Keeping in mind the length of the document, are there critical materials that are 

missing or extraneous? Can you provide Web site or text references? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. What is your overall assessment? 
 




